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ONTARIO 

SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 
(IN BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY) 

 

IN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCY OF AP 
PRIVATE EQUITY LIMITED, of the Town of Whitby, in the 

Province of Ontario 

AND IN IN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCY OF 
AIDEN PLETERSKI, of the Town of Whitby, in the Province 

of Ontario 
 
 

NOTICE OF MOTION 
 

Grant Thornton Limited, in its capacity as trustee (in such capacity, the “Trustee”) of the 

estates of each of the bankrupts, AP Private Equity Limited (“AP”) and Aiden Pleterski 

(“Pleterski” and collectively with AP, the “Bankrupts”), will make a motion before the 

Honourable Justice Conway of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice (In Bankruptcy and 

Insolvency) (the “Court”) on October 28, 2022 at 10:30 a.m., or as soon after that time as the 

motion may be heard by judicial videoconference via Zoom at Toronto, Ontario. The details of the 

Zoom videoconference will be provided by the Court via CaseLines.  Please advise if you intend 

to join the hearing of the motion by email to Roxana Manea at rmanea@tgf.ca.  

PROPOSED METHOD OF HEARING: The motion is to be heard orally.  

THE MOTION IS FOR:  

1. Orders substantially in the form included at Tabs 3 and 4 of the Motion Record: 

(a) approving the Second Report of the Trustee dated October 21, 2022 (the “Second 

Report”) and the Trustee’s activities described therein; 

mailto:rmanea@tgf.ca
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(b) directing the financial institutions utilized by the Bankrupts (the “Banks”), 

including but not limited to The Toronto-Dominion Bank (“TD”), Royal Bank of 

Canada (“RBC”) and The Bank of Nova Scotia (“BNS”), to pay any and all funds 

of the Bankrupts to the Trustee, and directing the Banks to provide information 

requested by the Trustee relating to certain banking transactions effected by the 

Bankrupts; 

(c) substantively and procedurally consolidating the Bankrupts’ estates; 

(d) directing counsel to the Mareva Plaintiffs to forthwith deliver to the Trustee a copy 

of the transcript of Pleterski’s examination conducted in the Mareva Proceedings, 

together with any exhibits referred to therein and any undertakings provided in 

respect thereto (collectively, the “Mareva Examination Documents”);  

(e) directing the Trustee to pay legal costs totaling $97,132.37 to the Mareva Plaintiffs 

upon receipt of the Mareva Examination Documents;  

(f) directing the Trustee to pay legal costs totaling $63,534.98 to the Petitioning 

Creditors;  

(g) directing the Car Dealers (as defined herein) to forthwith deliver any and all 

documents in their possession and control relating to the Pleterski Vehicles (as 

defined herein), including but not limited to any credit application or 

documentation evidencing the method of payment; and 

(h) authorizing and directing the Trustee to sell the Dragan BMW (as defined herein) 

for the benefit of the Bankrupts’ estates. 
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2. Such further and other relief as counsel may advise and this Honourable Court may deem 

just. 

3. Capitalized terms used but not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings given to 

them in the Second Report. 

THE GROUNDS FOR THE MOTION ARE: 

Background 

4. AP and Pleterski operated an investment scheme on behalf of a pool of investors that 

centered on cryptocurrency and foreign exchange positions. Pleterski is the sole director and 

officer of AP. Throughout 2022, investors became increasingly concerned about recovering the 

funds that they had invested with the Bankrupts. 

5. On April 21, 2022, Sacha Amar Dario Singh and 9319697 Canada Ltd. (the “Mareva 

Plaintiffs”) commenced an action against the Bankrupts (the “Mareva Proceeding”) claiming 

relief based on breach of contract, fraudulent misrepresentation, civil fraud, misappropriation of 

funds, conversion, and unjust enrichment. 

6. The Mareva Plaintiffs successfully obtained an ex parte worldwide Mareva injunction 

pursuant to the Order of Justice Sutherland dated July 7, 2022 (the “Mareva Order”). The court 

was satisfied that there was a strong prima facie case that Pleterski committed a breach of contract 

and civil fraud. 

7. On August 9, 2022, on application by certain other investors, the Court made two Orders 

(the “Bankruptcy Orders”) adjudging AP and Pleterski bankrupt.  Grant Thornton Limited was 

appointed as Trustee. 
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Trustee’s Activities 

8. Given the nature of the allegations against the Bankrupts, the Trustee is reluctant to 

publicly provide the details of its strategy for the recovery of assets but will disclose those steps 

taken which the Trustee considers advisable to publicly disclose. 

9. A complete summary of the Trustee’s activities is set out in the Second Report, and include 

the recovery of assets and the investigation of the Bankrupts’ affairs. The Trustee’s strategy and 

activities have been approved by the inspectors of the Bankrupts’ estates (the “Inspectors”).   

Direction to Financial Institutions 

10. The Bankrupts’ main bank accounts appear to have been at RBC, BNS and TD Bank.  As 

a result of the Mareva Order, counsel for TD Bank requested that the Trustee seek an order 

directing that the funds be paid over to the Trustee, notwithstanding the Mareva Order. 

11. The Trustee also requested that the Banks provide to the Trustee the Bankrupts’ banking 

statements covering the period January 1, 2020 to August 9, 2022. The Banks have provided the 

banking statements but the statements lack details regarding the payees and the payors of the funds. 

The Trustee seek an order directing that the information be provided to the Trustee notwithstanding 

the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act, S.C. 2000, c. 5.  

Consolidation of the Bankrupts’ Estates 

12. As detailed in the Second Report, the Trustee is of the view that the consolidation of the 

Bankrupts’ estates would greatly simplify their administration and result in an equitable outcome 

for all creditors who invested with the Bankrupts. Given the nature of the Bankrupts’ dealings with 
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creditors, any other determination as to which estate a creditor belongs is simply arbitrary. The 

Inspectors support the consolidation.  

Pre-Petition Costs, Payments to the Mareva Plaintiffs and Delivery of Mareva Examination 

Documents 

13. The Trustee has received a proof of claim from one of the Inspectors requesting a payment 

in the amount of $63,534.98 to counsel for the Petitioning Creditors in respect of the costs of the 

bankruptcy application.  

14. The Mareva Plaintiffs incurred significant legal costs in initiating the Mareva Proceeding 

resulting in the Mareva Order.  The Inspectors approved a payment of 50% of the legal fees of the 

Mareva Plaintiffs totaling $97,132.37. The bankruptcy estates benefited from the Mareva 

Proceedings and the Trustee requests that payment be made as approved by the Inspectors.  

15. The Trustee requested copies of the Mareva Examination Documents from Walker Law 

Professional Corporation (the “Mareva Counsel”), who has refused to provide same on the 

grounds that doing so would be a breach of the deemed undertaking rule, unless the Court ordered 

that the Mareva Examination Documents be provided.  

16. The Trustee believes that the Mareva Examination Documents would be helpful in its 

investigation and could save costs and time thereby increasing recoveries to creditors.  

Production of Documents 

17. The Trustee has been advised by multiple sources that certain vehicles registered in the 

names of Pleterski’s family members were, in fact, paid for by Pleterski. 
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18. As detailed in the Second Report, the Trustee seeks an Order with respect to the following 

car dealerships (the “Car Dealers”):  

(a) that Porsche Centre North Toronto and Audi Durham provide to the Trustee any 

details related to the payment of certain Audis and a Porsche as there are reasonable 

grounds to believe that they are estate assets; 

(b) that Paul Motor Company provide the Trustee with the credit application, buyout 

value and mileage for a certain Lamborghini Aventador SVJ, leased by Pleterski, 

so that the Trustee may determine what assets Pleterski disclosed on the credit 

application and if there is any equity in the lease for the vehicle which can be 

monetized for the benefit of the Bankrupts’ creditors; and 

(c) that NewRoads National Leasing provide contact information in respect of their 

buyer in order to allow the Trustee to contact same to request payment details and 

in respect of the Bentley Bentayga. 

Sale of Dragan BMW 

19. The Trustee is in possession of a BMW M8 purchased by Pleterski but registered in the 

name of Dragan Pleterski (the “Dragan BMW”).  Dragan Pleterski consented to the Trustee taking 

possession of the Dragan BMW for the benefit of Pleterski’s creditors.   

Other Grounds 

20. Rules 1.04, 1.05, 2.03, 37, and 59.06 of the Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 

194, as amended; and 

21. such further and other grounds as counsel may advise. 
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THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE will be used at the hearing of the motion: 

1. the Second Report; and  

2. such further and other evidence as counsel may advise and this Honourable Court may 

permit. 
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TO: THORNTON GROUT FINNIGAN LLP 

TD West Tower, Toronto-Dominion Centre 

100 Wellington Street West, Suite 3200 

Toronto, ON  M5K 1K7 

Fax: (416) 304-1313 

 

Leanne M. Williams 

Email: lwilliams@tgf.ca   

Tel: (416) 304-0060 

 

Puya Fesharaki 

Email: pfesharaki@tgf.ca  

Tel: (416) 304-7979 

 

Lawyers for Grant Thornton Limited, in its capacity as Court-appointed Trustee 
in bankruptcy of the estates of AP Private Equity Limited and Aiden Pleterski 

AND TO: GRANT THORNTON LIMITED 

200 King Street West, 11th Floor  
Toronto, ON  M5H 3T4 

Fax: (416) 360-4949 

 

Rob Stelzer 

Tel: (416) 607-8849 

Email: Rob.Stelzer@ca.gt.com   

 

Jesse Cooper 

Tel: (416) 360-2364 

Email: Jesse.Cooper@ca.gt.com  

 

Lucia Pileggi 

Email: Lucia.Pileggi@ca.gt.com 

 

Court-appointed Trustee in bankruptcy of the estates of AP Private Equity 
Limited and Aiden Pleterski 
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AND TO: KRAMER SIMAAN DHILLON LLP 

120 Adelaide Street West, Suite 2100  

Toronto, ON  M5H 1T1 

Fax: (416) 601-0712 

 

Micheal Simaan  

Tel: (416) 601-0965 

Email: msimaan@kramersimaan.com   

 

Lawyers for Aiden Pleterski and AP Private Equity Limited 

AND TO: BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP 

181 Bay Street, Suite 2100 
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David Gadsden 

Tel: (416) 865-6983 

Email: david.gadsden@bakermckenzie.com  

 

Michael Nowina 

Tel: (416) 865-2312 

Email: michael.nowina@bakermckenzie.com 

 

Ben Sakamoto 

Tel: (416) 865-2316 

Email: ben.sakamoto@bakermckenzie.com 
 

Lawyers for certain creditors of the Bankrupts, and Applicants in the 
bankruptcy applications 

AND TO: WALKER LAW PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 

1 Adelaide Street E, Suite 2501 

Toronto, ON M5C 2V4 

Fax: (416) 362-2334 

 

Tanya C. Walker 

Tel: (647) 342-2234 ext. 302 

Email:  tanya@tcwalkerlawyers.com  

 

Lawyers for the Mareva Plaintiffs 
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AND TO: CHAITONS LLP 

5000 Yonge Street, 10th Floor 

Toronto, ON  M2N 7E9 

 

Ben Frydenberg 

Tel: (416) 218-1146 

Email: ben@chaitons.com  

 

Lawyers for The Toronto-Dominion Bank 

AND TO: ROYAL BANK OF CANADA 

6th Floor, South Tower 

200 Bay Street, Royal Bank Plaza 

Toronto, ON M5J 2J5 

 

Solomon Khan 

Senior Counsel, RBC Law Group 

Tel: (416) 974-6018 
Fax: (416) 974-2217 

Email: solomon.khan@rbc.com  

AND TO: THE BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA 

Scotiabank Legal Department 

40 King Street West, 8th floor 

Toronto, ON M5H 1H1 

 

Lisa Alleyne 

Senior Legal Counsel, Information Governance & eDiscovery 

Email: lisa.alleyne@scotiabank.com  
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AND TO: OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF BANKRUPTCY CANADA 

Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada 

151 Yonge Street, Suite 400 

Toronto, ON  M5C 2W7 

Fax:  (416) 973-7440 

Email: osbservice-bsfservice@ised-isde.gc.ca  

 

Copies to: 

 

Marie-Josée Sicard 

Senior Bankruptcy Analyst 

Tel:  (437) 328-1834 

Email: Marie-Josee.Sicard@ised-isde.gc.ca  

 

Raquel McGee 

Senior Bankruptcy Analyst 

Email: Raquel.Mcgee@ised-isde.gc.ca  

 

Jinny Kim 

Senior Bankruptcy Analyst 

Email: jinny.kim@ised-isde.gc.ca  

  

AND TO: DEVRY SMITH FRANK LLP 

95 Barber Greene Road, Suite 100 

Toronto, ON  M3C 3E9 

Fax: (416) 449-7071 

 

Kelli Preston 

Tel: (416) 446-3344 

Email: Kelli.Preston@devrylaw.ca 

 

Tracey Mason  

Law clerk 

Email: Tracey.Mason@devrylaw.ca  

 

Lawyers with respect to the sale of 725 Westney Rd South, Ajax 
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AND TO: SHAPIRO REAL ESTATE AND BUSINESS LAWYERS 

333 Sheppard Ave East, Suite 201 

Toronto, ON  M2N 3B3 

 

Garry Shapiro  

Email: gshapiro@garryshapirolaw.com  

AND TO: PORSCHE CENTRE NORTH TORONTO 

165 Yorkland Blvd. 

Toronto, ON M2J 4R2 

 

Graham MacNab  

Managing Director 

Email: graham.macnab@porschenorthtoronto.ca 

AND TO: AUDI DURHAM  

2030 Champlain Ave. 

Whitby, ON L1N 6A7 

 

John Fledderus 

Email: John.Fledderus@owasco.com 

AND TO: PAUL MOTOR COMPANY 

4009 Rue de Verdun 

Montreal, QC H4G 1L1 

 

Jeremy Paul 

Email: jeremyp@paulmotorcompany.com  

AND TO: NEWROADS NATIONAL LEASING 

18100 Yonge St. 

Newmarket, ON L3Y 8V1 

 

Ian Roy, Leasing Manager 

Email: Ian.Roy@newroads.ca  

AND TO: DRAGAN PLETERSKI 

9 Corner Crt. 

Whitby, ON L1P 1R7 

 

Email: pleterskid@gmail.com  
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AND TO: DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (CANADA)  

Ontario Regional Office  

120 Adelaide Street West, Suite 400  

Toronto, ON  M5H 1T1 

 

Diane Winters  

Email: diane.winters@justice.gc.ca 

  

AND TO: MINISTER OF FINANCE – INSOLVENCY UNIT 

6th Floor, 33 King Street West 

Oshawa, ON L1H 8H5 

 

Leslie Crawford 

Tel: (905) 433-5657 

Email: leslie.crawford@ontario.ca  

 

Insolvency Unit 

Email: insolvency.unit@ontario.ca 
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District of  Ontario 
Division No.  07 - Hamilton 
Court No.  BK-22-00208581-OT-31     31-2856381 (AP Private Equity Limited) 
 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE  

(IN BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY)  
 
 

IN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCY OF 
AP PRIVATE EQUITY LIMITED 

OF THE TOWN OF WHITBY, IN THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO 
 

District of  Ontario 
Division No.  07 - Hamilton 
Court No. BK-22-00208582-O-T31     31-2856382 (Aiden Pleterski) 
 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE  

(IN BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY)  
 
 

IN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCY OF 
AIDEN PLETERSKI OF THE TOWN OF WHITBY,  

IN THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO 
 

 
SECOND REPORT OF THE TRUSTEE 

 
INTRODUCTION 

  

1. On August 9, 2022, the Ontario Superior Court of Justice (the “Court”) ordered that Aiden 

Pleterski (“Pleterski”) and AP Private Equity Limited (“AP” and together with Pleterski, the 

“Bankrupts” or individually each a “Bankrupt”) be adjudged bankrupt (the “Bankruptcy 

Orders”). The Bankruptcy Orders were made following a petition filed by several creditors 

who are owed money by the Bankrupts (the “Petitioning Creditors”). Grant Thornton 

Limited was appointed as the trustee in bankruptcy (the “Trustee”) of both Bankrupts. 

Copies of the Bankruptcy Orders are attached as Appendix “A”. 

2. Pleterski, the self-described “Crypto King”, claims to have operated AP as an investment 

business in which, among other things, monies were allegedly invested on behalf of 

investors in cryptocurrency and foreign exchange positions. AP was incorporated on 

December 13, 2021. Pleterski is the sole officer and director of AP. Investments appear 
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to have been made both through Pleterski personally and through AP without regard to 

the parties to the documents executed by investors. 

PURPOSE 

  

3. The purpose of this report (the “Second Report”) is to: 

a) Provide an update to the Court and the creditors on key developments related to the 

Bankrupts and seek Court approval of the Trustee’s activities;  

b) Provide support for the Trustee’s request for an order:  

(1) directing the financial institutions utilized by the Bankrupts (the 

“Banks”), including but not limited to Toronto-Dominion Bank 

(“TD”), Royal Bank of Canada (“RBC”) and Scotiabank (“BNS”), to 

pay any and all funds of the Bankrupts to the Trustee; and  

(2) directing the Banks to provide information requested by the Trustee 

relating to certain banking transactions; 

c) Provide support for the Trustee’s request for an order:  

(1) substantively and procedurally consolidating the estates of the 

Bankrupts; 

(2) directing counsel to the Mareva Plaintiffs, Walker Law Professional 

Corporation (“Mareva Counsel”), to forthwith deliver up a copy of 

the transcript of the examination of Pleterski conducted in the 

Mareva Proceedings (as defined below), together with any exhibits 

referred to therein and any undertakings provided in respect 

thereto, (collectively, the “Mareva Examination Documents”) to 

the Trustee;  

(3) directing the Trustee to pay legal costs totaling $97,132.37 to the 

Mareva Plaintiffs (as defined below) upon receipt of the Mareva 

Examination Documents;  

(4) directing the Trustee to pay legal costs totaling $63,534.98 to the 

Petitioning Creditors;  

(5) directing the Car Dealers (as defined below) to forthwith deliver any 

and all documents in their possession and control relating to the 

Pleterski Vehicles, the Lamborghini or the Bentley (each as defined 
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below), including but not limited to any credit application or 

documentation evidencing the method of payment; and 

(6) authorizing and directing the Trustee to sell the Dragan BMW (as 

defined below) for the benefit of the estates of the Bankrupts. 

 

BACKGROUND 

  

4. On April 21, 2022, Sacha Amar Dario Singh and 9319697 Canada Ltd. (the “Mareva 

Plaintiffs”) commenced an action against the Bankrupts (the “Mareva Proceeding”) 

claiming relief based on breach of contract, fraudulent misrepresentation, civil fraud, 

misappropriation of funds, conversion, and unjust enrichment. The Mareva Plaintiffs allege 

that they were induced into making substantial investments with Pleterski between April 

2021 and January 2022 and that the inducement was based on fraudulent 

misrepresentation.  

5. The Mareva Plaintiffs successfully obtained an ex parte worldwide Mareva injunction 

pursuant to the Order of Justice Sutherland dated July 7, 2022 (the “Mareva Order”), a 

copy of which, together with the Endorsement, is attached as Appendix “B”. As set out 

in the Endorsement, the Court was satisfied that there was a strong prima facie case that 

Pleterski committed a breach of contract and civil fraud. 

6. The Trustee has been advised that, throughout 2022, investors became increasingly 

concerned about recovering the funds they invested with the Bankrupts. Several investors 

in the same position as the Mareva Plaintiffs sought and obtained the Bankruptcy Orders 

against the Bankrupts on August 9, 2022 which resulted in all of the investors becoming 

creditors in these proceedings.  

7. The First Meeting of Creditors of the Bankrupts (the “First Meeting”) was held on August 

29, 2022. As at the First Meeting, claims totaling approximately $13 million were filed in 

the estates of the Bankrupts (as of the date of the Second Report, claims filed exceed $25 

million). 

8. The minutes of the First Meeting, attached as Appendix “C”, outline the votes cast by the 

creditors of the Bankrupts present at the First Meeting to affirm the appointment of the 

Trustee. Although there were insufficient votes to technically affirm, no motion was made 
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to substitute the Trustee as there would not have been the requisite majority to make such 

a motion. As a result, pursuant to the provisions of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act 

(Canada) (the “BIA”), the Trustee’s appointment has continued in accordance with the 

Bankruptcy Orders. 

9. At the First Meeting, the Trustee tabled a copy of the Trustee’s Report on its Preliminary 

Administration dated August 29, 2022 (the “Preliminary Report”), a copy of which is 

attached as Appendix “D”. Among other things, the Preliminary Report noted Pleterski’s 

lack of cooperation in attending to his duties as a bankrupt and providing his assets to the 

Trustee. 

10. On September 9, 2022, the Trustee issued its First Report (the “First Report”), a copy of 

which (without exhibits) is attached as Appendix “E”. Among other things, the First 

Report noted Pleterski’s: 

a) Lack of cooperation which drastically increased the costs of the administration thereby 

impacting potential recoveries to creditors; 

b) Failure to attend to basic duties, including preparing a Statement of Affairs, which 

hampered the Trustee’s ability to contact all creditors and notify them of the First 

Meeting and of the bankruptcies; 

c) Refusal to answer basic questions about his affairs; 

d) Failure to attend the First Meeting in person; 

e) Failure to provide books and records to the Trustee; and 

f) Failure to provide his cell phone after a series of requests from the Trustee. Pleterski’s 

cell phone was important to the Trustee as it understands that any trading done by 

Pleterski was done through applications on his cell phone.   

 
11. The Trustee brought a motion for an Order requiring that all books, papers and property 

in the possession of Pleterski, including any cell phones, computers and any other 

electronic devices used by the Bankrupts be immediately delivered up to the Trustee. The 

Trustee was of the opinion that Pleterski, personally and on behalf of AP, continually and 

repeatedly violated his duties pursuant to section 158 of the BIA thereby committing 

several bankruptcy offences. As a result, the Trustee sought the extraordinary remedy of 

having Pleterski arrested due to his conduct and failure to comply with his duties. 
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12. At the hearing on September 13, 2022, Pleterski agreed to deliver up the requested cell 

phone, assets and sworn Statement of Affairs to the Trustee.  As a result, the Court 

delayed the Trustee’s request for an arrest warrant but issued an endorsement (the 

“September Endorsement”) requiring Pleterski’s compliance and adjourning the 

Trustee’s motion to be brought on again “if there are further instances of non-compliance.” 

The September Endorsement is attached as Appendix “F”.   

13. Following the issuance of the September Endorsement, Pleterski delivered his cell phone 

for imaging and sworn Statement of Affairs. However, as a result of Pleterski’s continued 

non-compliance with his duties and responsibilities after the September Endorsement, the 

Trustee issued a Supplement to the First Report, a copy of which is attached as Appendix 

“G”, outlining Pleterski’s continued bankruptcy offences and requesting that the original 

relief, including Pleterski’s arrest, be granted. In particular, Pleterski: 

a) refused to provide the Trustee with his second cell phone; 

b) was in possession of an Audi RSQ8 (the “RSQ8”) which was believed to have $15,000 

in equity value, after deduction of amounts owing to Volkswagen Leasing, which he 

refused to deliver to the Trustee; 

c) failed to provide his diamond-studded Rolex (the “Rolex”) watch to the Trustee which 

he acknowledged was in his possession; and 

d) did not respond to messages from the Trustee. 

 
14. On the eve of the subsequent return of the motion, Pleterski delivered up the RSQ8 and 

the Rolex and agreed to make arrangements for the delivery of his second cell phone. As 

a result of Pleterski’s last minute compliance, the Court again adjourned the Trustee’s 

motion for the arrest of Pleterski pursuant to the Endorsement dated October 6, 2022 (the 

“October Endorsement”), a copy of which is attached as Appendix “H”. The October 

Endorsement specifically noted that the Court was not foreclosed from finding that the 

arrest of Pleterski was a possible future remedy if the pattern of conduct continued. 

15. The Trustee continues to be contacted regularly by creditors who were not identified by 

Pleterski in his sworn Statement of Affairs. Some of the stories of the impact that the losses 

caused by Pleterski’s alleged actions have on creditors are heartbreaking. Recently, 

Pleterski’s conduct and lifestyle has been the subject of news stories conducted by CBC, 
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CTV and other media publications. These stories have led to other creditors unknown to 

the Trustee coming forward after becoming aware of the Bankruptcy Orders. 

ACTIVITIES AND CONDUCT OF THE TRUSTEE  

16. A number of creditors have requested an update on the proceedings. Although the Trustee 

wants to keep creditors updated on the steps it has taken to date, the Trustee thinks it 

unwise to publicly provide the details of its strategy for the recovery of assets given the 

nature of the allegations against the Bankrupts. As a result, the Trustee will only disclose 

those steps taken which it considers publicly advisable to disclose.  

17. At the First Meeting, the creditors of the Bankrupts voted to elect five inspectors, namely 

Braden Martyniuk, Sacha Singh, Akil Heywood, Alice Chornenka and Stewart Wilson 

(collectively, the “Inspectors”). The Inspectors are responsible for representing the 

interests of the creditors at large. The Trustee is somewhat analogous to the management 

of a company and the Inspectors to a board of directors. Major decisions made by the 

Trustee must be approved by the Inspectors similar to the manner in which major 

decisions of management are approved by a board of directors. Since the First Meeting 

on August 29, 2022, the Trustee has met with the inspectors eight (8) times and has 

provided the details of all aspects of the Trustee’s strategy and activities. The Trustee’s 

strategy and activities have been approved by the Inspectors. 

Investigative Steps 

18. As noted in the Trustee’s Preliminary Report, the initial investigative steps taken by the 

Trustee prior to the First Meeting included the following: 

a) Making attempts to obtain the materials relating to the Mareva Proceeding, including 

the Mareva Examination Documents;  

b) Online research into Pleterski, the Originators (as defined in the Preliminary Report) 

and others who may have information related to the assets and business dealings of 

the Bankrupts; 

c) Speaking with creditors, reviewing the 119 proofs of claim received and the 

documents provided by creditors regarding the whereabouts of Pleterski’s assets and 

the details of the allegations against the Bankrupts;  
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d) Conducting a preliminary examination of Pleterski, personally and on behalf of AP, on 

August 24, 2022 and asking detailed questions about his assets including: 

(1) The whereabouts of vehicles which we understood he had previously owned;  

(2) Questions related to offshore assets;  

(3) Questions related to gold and silver bars Pleterski allegedly owned;  

(4) An explanation for the drastic decrease in Pleterski’s assets in comparison to 

his liabilities and the exact nature of current and prior investments; and  

(5) The role and identity of the Originators.  

e) Searching for undisclosed vehicles by obtaining a list of vehicles from Pleterski’s 

insurance broker and performing Registration Identification Number searches to 

determine vehicles registered directly or indirectly to Pleterski;  

f) Speaking with Pleterski’s father, Dragan Pleterski, in respect of vehicles registered in 

his name which were paid for by Pleterski; 

g) Requesting that Thornton Grout Finnigan LLP (“TGF”), the Trustee’s legal counsel, 

conduct a land title search in respect of 5126 Lakeshore Road, Burlington (the 

“Burlington Property”), being the residence where Pleterski was previously living, 

as a result of allegations that Pleterski has an ownership interest in the Burlington 

Property;  

h) Contacting legal counsel acting for Pleterski requesting details relating to a $500,000 

deposit (the “Ajax Deposit”) made by Pleterski in respect of the acquisition of real 

property located at 725 Westney Road South, Ajax (the “Ajax Property”) to determine 

the status of the transaction and whether the deposit could be recovered;  

i) Reaching out to the Originators to determine whether certain payments were and 

should be recoverable for the benefit of creditors and other information relating to the 

Bankrupts; and 

j) Requesting statements from the financial institutions and investment exchanges with 

which Pleterski had dealings. 

 

19. Since the issuance of the Preliminary Report, the Trustee’s investigation has expanded to 

include: 

a) Completion of background checks on key people thought to be involved in the 

business dealings of the Bankrupts; 

b) Imaging and reviewing the two cell phones used by Pleterski; 
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c) Speaking with representatives of Sunray Group of Hotels (“Sunray”) in respect of the 

Burlington Property which the Trustee determined was subject to an Agreement of 

Purchase and Sale and Lease to Own between Pleterski and a number company that 

the Trustee was advised is owned by Sunray; 

d) Speaking with representatives of Sunray relating to a McLaren Senna automobile 

which may have a market value of over $1.5 million and was transferred by Pleterski 

to Sunray (which Sunray advised was held as collateral for the lease to own of the 

Burlington Property); and 

e) Gathering information and preparing for examinations conducted and to be conducted 

by TGF pursuant to section 163 of the BIA. 

 

Recovery of Assets 

20. In addition to the investigative steps noted above, the Trustee has taken the following 

steps in respect of the recovery of assets for the benefit of the estates since its 

appointment, including: 

a) Locating and taking possession of 13 automobiles with very little cooperation from 

Pleterski and entering into an agreement to sell these vehicles; 

b) Recovering jewelry including the Rolex from Pleterski; 

c) Recovering the Audi A4 previously in the possession of Pleterski’s former girlfriend, 

Mya Patricia Trentadue. The Trustee understands that Ms. Trentadue may also be in 

possession of luxury handbags, designer clothing and jewelry that was purchased for 

her by Pleterski, but Ms. Trentadue has not responded to the Trustee’s request that 

these items be delivered to the Trustee – the Trustee continues to consider its options 

in respect of these assets; 

d) Collecting and depositing $543,000 in bank drafts payable to the Bankrupts at the 

time of the bankruptcies; and  

e) Contacting 21 financial institutions to put them on notice of the bankruptcies and 

requesting them to freeze the Bankrupts’ assets and provide the funds to the Trustee 

– to date, the Trustee has seized funds totaling $307,905.04 from such financial 

institutions, with another estimated $125,000 which has been frozen, but not yet 

seized. 

21. As a result of information obtained through its investigation, the Trustee will be focusing 

on repatriating assets paid for by Pleterski using investor funds, but currently in the 
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possession and control of other individuals, including but not limited to, Pleterski’s family 

members.  

Other Activities 

22. Since the First Meeting, the Trustee has been liaising with the Office of the Superintendent 

of Bankruptcy (the “OSB”) (which regulates bankruptcies) and answering their inquires in 

respect of the proceedings. Representatives of the OSB attended the First Meeting and 

the hearing which resulted in the October Endorsement. 

23. A number of creditors have asked the Trustee to comment on whether the Bankrupts were 

operating a Ponzi scheme and if the Trustee will be pursuing criminal action. The Trustee 

has not completed its investigation and it would be inappropriate to draw any conclusions 

or determine next steps until the investigation is complete. As detailed below, the Trustee 

is still awaiting key banking transaction details from a number of financial institutions and 

other information and the investigation cannot be completed until the Trustee has all of 

this information. 

DIRECTION TO FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

24. The Bankrupts main bank accounts appear to have been at RBC, BNS and TD Bank 

(collectively the “Banks”). RBC and BNS have provided all of the funds in the name of the 

Bankrupts to the Trustee.  However, given the direction under the Mareva Order, counsel 

for TD Bank was concerned that there is a conflict between the Mareva Order and the 

Bankruptcy Orders in respect of the delivery of those funds and have requested that the 

Trustee seek an order directing that the funds be paid over to the Trustee, notwithstanding 

the Mareva Order. 

25. The Trustee also requested that the Banks provide the banking statements of the 

Bankrupts to the Trustee covering the period January 1, 2020 to August 9, 2022 (the 

“Relevant Period”). The Banks have provided the banking statements to the Trustee but 

the statements lack details regarding the payees and the payors of the funds. Counsel to 

TD Bank has expressed privacy concerns in respect of the provision of this additional 

information and requested that the Trustee seek an order directing that the information be 

provided to the Trustee notwithstanding the Personal Information Protection and 

Electronic Documents Act, S.C. 2000, c. 5. (“PIPEDA”). Although RBC and BNS have not 
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indicated a reluctance to provide the additional information due to PIPEDA concerns, the 

information has not yet been provided. The information relating to any funds paid by the 

Bankrupts during the Relevant Period is imperative to the Trustee’s investigation and the 

Trustee believes it appropriate that the Banks, or any other financial institution having 

dealings with the Bankrupts, should be protected in respect of the provision of this 

information. 

CONSOLIDATION OF ESTATES  

26. In its Preliminary Report delivered to the creditors of the Bankrupts, the Trustee stated 

that it was the Trustee’s preliminary view that the bankruptcies of Pleterski and AP should 

be consolidated into one estate. In order to have some basis for valuing claims for the 

purpose of voting at the First Meeting, the Trustee took the approach that, where there 

was a conflict between the contracting party in the investment agreement and the party 

who received the funds, the party who received the funds was determined to be the debtor. 

For example, if an investor entered into an agreement with AP but paid Pleterski, then that 

investor was considered to be a creditor of Pleterski.  While this approach was a practical 

way to value claims at the First Meeting, there is no legal basis for this approach and it 

results in an arbitrary outcome whereby creditors who paid Pleterski would received a 

much larger recovery than creditors who paid AP since most of the assets recovered are 

in the name of Pleterski for the reasons outlined below. 

27. Since the First Meeting, the Trustee has had an opportunity to review the additional proofs 

of claim received, including any documents provided in support of the claims filed. The 

Trustee notes that all of the investment agreements originally appear to be entered into 

personally by Pleterski (the oldest agreement provided to the Trustee is dated January, 

2021). However, based on the information obtained by the Trustee, starting in August, 

2021 (before AP had even been incorporated), AP became the primary signatory to the 

investment agreements (although investment agreements were entered into by Pleterski 

personally as recently as March, 2022). The Trustee has been made aware that payments 

made directly to AP did not commence until January, 2022 but direct payments to Pleterski 

continued after that date. 

28. The Trustee remains uncertain as to which Bankrupt each claimant’s claim should be 

against. The Trustee believes that there are three approaches that could be used: 
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(i) Determine the Bankrupt based on the name of the party paid – This was the approach 

used at the First Meeting. Under this approach, if the creditor’s proof of claim showed 

that they paid Pleterski, then they would have a claim against Pleterski even if the 

investment agreement was entered into in the name of AP; 

(ii) Determine the Bankrupt based on the name in the investment agreement – Under this 

approach, if the creditor’s claim was supported by an agreement with AP, then the 

creditor would be considered to be a creditor of AP even if the proof of claim 

documentation showed that they had paid Pleterski directly; and 

(iii) Consolidate the claims and assets of Pleterski and AP – Under this approach, all 

assets would be pooled and all claims would be consolidated. 

 
29. Unlike other consolidation cases which the Trustee is aware of, there is no clear alternative 

to consolidation. For the reasons set out below, the two alternatives suggested above are 

each arbitrary approaches to a determination of the appropriate debtor.  The chart below 

provides a breakdown of the creditors under each approach: 

 Approach 

Debtor i) Based on Bankrupt 

Paid 

ii) Based on which Bankrupt 

the agreement was with 

iii) Consolidation 

AP 32 66 N/A 

Pleterski 58 18 N/A 

Consolidated N/A N/A 119 

Another party 10 1 N/A 

Unclear 19 34 N/A 

Total 119 119 119 

 

30. The Trustee notes that approach i) and ii) as illustrated above, each seem equally 

reasonable, yet yield very different outcomes. It is the opinion of the Trustee that a pooling 

of the assets and claims of the creditors of the Bankrupts is fair and reasonable in the 

circumstances. The Trustee will provide all of the creditors with notice of this proceeding 
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and specifically of its intent to seek a consolidation order. The following set out the reasons 

for the Trustee’s request for consolidation: 

a) Pleterski claimed at the First Meeting that he had no accounting system and did not 

keep specific records of monies received or payments made; there are no records of 

the Bankrupts to allow the Trustee to determine whether a creditor is a creditor of AP 

or Pleterski; 

b) In many cases, creditors signed a contract with AP but paid funds to Pleterski 

personally. As outlined above, different approaches to avoid consolidation result in 

very different outcomes for creditors which are arbitrary and are not fair or equitable;  

c) Pleterski did not treat AP as a separate legal entity – at the First Meeting, Pleterski 

described the investment funds as being treated as one pool which he used to invest 

and fund his lifestyle expenses; 

d) Pleterski is the sole officer and director of AP and AP has no employees; 

e) Pleterski swore an affidavit in the Mareva Proceedings wherein he claims to have 

guaranteed the debts of AP (a copy of the affidavit is attached as Appendix “I”); 

f) There is a commonality of interests between the creditors regardless of which entity 

received the funds or which Bankrupt entered into the investment agreement; and 

g) The estate inspectors support consolidation (a redacted copy of the 6th inspector 

meeting minutes is attached as Appendix “J”). 

 

31. Almost all of the assets recovered to date by the Trustee are in the name of Pleterski 

rather than AP. As Pleterski purchased assets personally using funds received from 

creditors of AP, it would be unfair for the creditors of Pleterski to benefit from the recovery 

of those assets. The pooling of the assets of the Bankrupts for the benefit of all creditors 

outweighs any prejudice to the creditors of Pleterski.  

32. Consolidation would greatly simplify the administration of the estates and result in an 

equitable outcome for all creditors who invested with Pleterski. 

PREPETITION COSTS 

33. The Trustee has received a proof of claim from Braden Martyniuk requesting a payment 

to counsel for the Petitioning Creditors in the amount of $63,534.98. Pursuant to the 

Bankruptcy Orders, the Petitioning Creditors are entitled to payment of the costs of the 
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Application. The Trustee is satisfied having reviewed the accounts that the amounts 

claimed should be paid in accordance with the Bankruptcy Orders.  

34. The Mareva Plaintiffs incurred significant legal costs in initiating the Mareva Proceeding 

resulting in the Mareva Order.  The bankruptcy estates benefited from the Mareva 

Proceedings in the following ways: 

a) Investments of approximately $343,000 were frozen by the Mareva Order and 

remained available to the Trustee at the date of its appointment; 

b) Pleterski provided an affidavit in the Mareva Proceedings dated July 15, 2022. The 

affidavit listed the assets he had at that time (including his vehicles) and certain other 

transactions that he had recently entered into including the purchase of the Ajax 

Property. The Trustee was able to use the information in that affidavit to seize and 

monetize the vehicles totaling approximately $1.4 million and investigate the return of 

the Ajax Deposit which remains ongoing; and 

c) Information obtained from the Mareva Proceedings has assisted the Trustee in its 

ongoing investigation which has avoided duplication of activities and decreased costs. 

 

35. It is impossible to determine the exact financial benefit of the Mareva Proceedings to the 

estates of the Bankrupts and their creditors at this time, but the Trustee is confident that 

the benefits have been significant. At the request of Sacha Singh, one of the Mareva 

Plaintiffs who is also an Inspector, the other Inspectors approved a payment of 50% of the 

legal fees of the Mareva Plaintiffs totaling $97,132.37. Attached as Appendix “K” is a 

redacted copy of the minutes of the 4th Inspector’s meeting evidencing such approval. 

Given the benefits to the estates of the Bankrupts, the Trustee requests that the Court 

approve payment to the Mareva Plaintiffs in the amount prescribed above. 

36. The Trustee requested copies of the Mareva Examination Documents from Mareva 

Counsel who has refused to provide same on the grounds that doing so would be a breach 

of the deemed undertaking rule unless the Court ordered they be provided. The Trustee 

believes that the Mareva Examination Documents would be helpful in its investigation and 

could save costs and time thereby increasing recoveries to creditors. The Trustee seeks 

an order directing Mareva Counsel to forthwith deliver the Mareva Examination 

Documents to the Trustee.  
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PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 

Transaction Documents 

37. During the course of the Trustee’s investigation, it has made requests for documentation 

from counsel to the Bankrupts in respect of certain transactions but no such 

documentation has been forthcoming. By letter dated September 1, 2022, counsel to the 

Trustee sent a preservation notice to Shapiro Real Estate and Business Lawyers 

requesting that all documents be preserved relating to the Bankrupts, a copy of which is 

attached as Appendix “L”.  

38. The Trustee subsequently learned that Mr. Shapiro acted on the transaction on behalf of 

the owners of the Burlington Property and sought to obtain documents relating to that 

transaction pursuant to section 164(1) of the BIA. A copy of the letter to Mr. Shapiro dated 

October 12, 2022 is attached as Appendix “M”. Mr. Shapiro responded to counsel to the 

Trustee on October 20, 2022. It has been difficult for the Trustee to obtain all of the 

documents relevant to the Burlington Property and the Trustee is hopeful that an 

agreement can be reached to provide same. 

Car Sale and Lease Documents  

39. During the course of its investigation, the Trustee has been provided with information that 

certain vehicles (the “Pleterski Vehicles”) registered in the names of Pleterski’s family 

members were, in fact, paid for by Pleterski with creditor funds. These include: 

a) A Porsche 718 Boxter (VIN# WP0CB2A8XJS229265) purchased from Porsche 

Centre North Toronto (“Porsche Centre”) and driven by Pleterski’s mother, Kathy 

Pleterski; 

b) An Audi e-tron (VIN# WA13AAGE4MB034139) purchased from Audi Durham and 

driven by Kathy Pleterski; and 

c) An Audi S5 (VIN# WAUB4CF54NA011048) purchased from Audi Durham and driven 

by Pleterski’s brother, Lucas Pleterski. 

 

40. The Trustee contacted Porsche Centre and Audi Durham requesting the payment details 

and the credit application in respect of each of the Pleterski Vehicles. The Trustee has 

been advised by Porsche Centre that they will not release this information without a court 
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order on the grounds that it contains private information. Audi Durham also refused to 

release this information on the grounds that the Bankrupts are not the registered owners 

of the Pleterski Vehicles. Therefore, the Trustee seeks an Order that Porsche Centre and 

Audi Durham provide the Trustee with the details relating to the source of payment of the 

Pleterski Vehicles as it is the Trustee’s opinion that there are reasonable grounds to 

believe that they were paid for with funds obtained from the creditors. 

41. The Trustee has been requesting information from Paul Motor Company (“Paul Motor”) 

in respect of a Lamborghini Aventador SVJ (VIN# ZHWCM6ZD1KLA08758) (the 

“Lamborghini”) which was leased by Pleterski. Paul Motor has not provided the Trustee 

with the credit application, buyout value and mileage for the Lamborghini. The Trustee 

requires this information to determine if there is any equity in the lease which could be 

monetized and what assets were disclosed by Pleterski as part of the credit application. 

42. The Trustee has also contacted NewRoads National Leasing (“NewRoads” and together 

with, Porsche Centre, Audi Durham, Paul Motor, the “Car Dealers”) which, to date, has 

been cooperative and reasonable in its dealings with the Trustee. The Trustee 

understands that a Bentley Bentayga (VIN# SJAAC2ZV4HC016039) (the “Bentley”) 

driven by Pleterski’s father, Dragan Pleterski, was purchased from an individual who 

originally purchased the vehicle from NewRoads (the “Bentley Vendor”). The Trustee has 

requested the contact particulars for the Bentley Vendor from NewRoads which they are 

reluctant to provide without a Court Order due to privacy concerns. The Trustee, therefore, 

seeks an Order directing NewRoads to provide such contact information so that it may 

determine the source of funds for the purchase of the Bentley. 

SALE OF DRAGAN BMW 

43. The Trustee is in possession of a BMW M8 which is registered in the name of Dragan 

Pleterski (the “Dragan BMW”) for the purposes of obtaining insurance but was purchased 

by Pleterski. By email on August 22, 2022, a copy of which is attached as Appendix “N”, 

Dragan Pleterski consented to the Trustee taking possession of the Dragan BMW for the 

benefit of Pleterski’s creditors. As a result of the title ownership being registered in the 

name of Dragon Pleterski, the Trustee requires an order permitting its sale for the benefit 

of the Bankrupts’ creditors. 
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DATED at Toronto, Ontario this 21st day of October 2022. 

GRANT THORNTON LIMITED 

In its capacity as Trustee for the bankrupt estate of 

Aiden Pleterski and AP Private Equity Limited 

and not in its personal or corporate capacity 

 

Per.  

_______________________________ 

Rob Stelzer, CPA, CA, CIRP, LIT 

Senior Vice President 
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District of Ontario 
Division No.: 07 
Court File No.: BK-22-00208582-OT31 
Estate No.: BK-22-00208582-OT31 
 
 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

(IN BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY)
 
 

 
 

) 
) 

TUESDAY, THE 9TH 
  

) DAY OF AUGUST, 2022 

)  

)  

IN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCY OF  
AIDEN PLETERSKI, of the Town of Whitby, in the Province of Ontario 

 

BANKRUPTCY ORDER 
 

  ON the Application of Braden Martyniuk, Brad Rogers, Nelson Lang, Dave 

Hotrum, Jeff Dignard and Ryan Brown (the "Applicants"), creditors, of Aiden Pleterski of the 

Town of Whitby, in the Province of Ontario, filed the 4th day of August, 2022. 

  ON READING the Application for a Bankruptcy Order, the Affidavits of 

Verification, and the consent of the proposed trustee, Rob Stelzer of Grant Thornton Limited, of the 

City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, and upon being advised of the consent of Aiden 

Pleterski by his counsel,

 

THE HONOURABLE

JUSTICE CAVANAGH



-2- 
 

 

  AND it appearing to the court that the following acts of bankruptcy have been 

committed: 

(a) the debtor, Aiden Pleterski, has ceased to meet his liabilities generally as they 

become due and has failed to pay the Applicants and other creditors within the six months 

next preceding the petition, and 

(b) the debtor, Aiden Pleterski, has given notice to his creditors that he has suspended 

or that he is about to suspend payment of his debts. 

1. THE COURT HEREBY ORDERS that Aiden Pleterski, of 9 Corner Court, in the 

Town of Whitby, in the Province of Ontario, be adjudged bankrupt by virtue of a bankruptcy order 

hereby made on this date. 

2. THE COURT HEREBY ORDERS that Rob Stelzer of Grant Thornton Limited, of 

the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, be appointed as trustee of the estate of the bankrupt. 

3. THE COURT HEREBY ORDERS that the costs of the Applicants in connection 

with this application shall be paid out of the estate of the bankrupt upon taxation of the estate. 

 
 
 DATED at Toronto, this 9th day of August, 2022. 
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District of Ontario 
Division No.: 07 
Court File No.: BK-22-00208581-OT31 
Estate No.: BK-22-00208581-OT31 
 
 
 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

(IN BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY)
 
 

 ) 
)

TUESDAY, THE 9TH 

) DAY OF AUGUST, 2022 

)  

)  

IN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCY OF  
AP PRIVATE EQUITY LIMITED, of the Town of Whitby, in the Province of Ontario 

 
BANKRUPTCY ORDER 

 

  ON the Application of Braden Martyniuk, Brad Rogers, Nelson Lang, Dave 

Hotrum, Jeff Dignard and Ryan Brown (the "Applicants"), creditors, of the AP Private Equity 

Limited, in the Town of Whitby, in the Province of Ontario, filed the  4th day of August, 2022. 

  ON READING the Application for a Bankruptcy Order, the Affidavits of 

Verification, and the consent of the proposed trustee, Rob Stelzer of Grant Thornton Limited, of the 

City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, and upon being advised of the consent of the company 

by its counsel, 

   

THE HONOURABLE

JUSTICE CAVANAGH



-2- 
 

 

 

 AND it appearing to the court that the following act of bankruptcy have been committed: 

(a) AP Private Equity Limited, has ceased to meet its liabilities generally as they 

become due and has failed to pay the Applicants and other creditors within the six months 

next preceding the petition, and 

(b) AP Private Equity Limited, has given notice to its creditors that it has suspended or 

that it is about to suspend payment of its debts. 

1. THE COURT HEREBY ORDERS that the said AP Private Equity Limited, of 9 

Corner Court, in the Town of Whitby, in the Province of Ontario, be adjudged bankrupt by virtue 

of a bankruptcy order hereby made on this date.  

2. THE COURT HEREBY ORDERS that Rob Stelzer of Grant Thornton Limited, of 

the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, be appointed as trustee of the estate of the bankrupt. 

3. THE COURT HEREBY ORDERS that the costs of the Applicants in connection 

with this application shall be paid out of the estate of the bankrupt upon taxation of the estate. 

 
 
 DATED at Toronto, this 9th day of August, 2022. 
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Appendix “B” 



 

 

CITATION: Dario v. Pleterski, 2022 ONSC 4036 
OSHAWA COURT FILE NO.: CV-22-00915-00 

DATE: 20220707 

ONTARIO 

SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

BETWEEN: ) 
) 

 

Sacha Amar Dario Singh and 9319697 
Canada Ltd.  

 Plaintiffs  

– and – 

 

Aiden Pleterski and AP Private Equity Ltd. 

                                                     Defendants  

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
)  
)
) 
) 
) 

Tanya C. Walker and Jordan Koeing, for the 
Plaintiffs 

 

 

  

 ) Heard: June 28, 2022-in writing and oral 
submissions on July 7, 2022. 

   
 

ENDORSEMENT  
 

SUTHERLAND J.: 
 
Overview 

[1] The plaintiffs bring an ex parte motion seeking a worldwide Mareva injunction.  The 
plaintiffs have commenced their action but have not served the Statement of Claim upon 
the defendants. 

[2] The plaintiffs allege that there were induced into making substantial investments with the 
defendant Aiden Pleterski (Aiden) between April 2021 and January 2022.  The plaintiffs 
claim that the inducement was based on fraudulent misrepresentation and that their 
investment has been transferred to the defendant corporation, AP Private Equity Ltd. (AP 
Equity), which is owned and solely controlled by Aiden. 

[3] On April 21, 2022, the plaintiffs commenced this proceeding claiming relief based on 
breach of contract, fraudulent misrepresentation, civil fraud, misappropriation of funds, 
conversion, and unjust enrichment. 
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[4] The plaintiffs claim that the Defendants have assets in Ontario and that there is a serious 
risk that the Defendants will dissipate or remove assets from Ontario prior to a judgment 
being granted in this proceeding and that they would suffer irreparable harm if the 
injunction requested is not granted. 

[5] For the reasons that follow, a Mareva injunction is granted. 

Background 

[6] The Plaintiff, Sacha Amar Dario Singh (Singh), is a businessperson and licensed real estate 
salesperson, who is also the sole director and officer of the Plaintiff corporation, 9319697 
Canada Ltd, (931).  

[7] In or around March 2021, Singh was introduced to the defendant Aiden by an Akil 
Heywood (Heywood) after informing Singh that Aiden had superior trading ability in 
cryptocurrency and other investments.  

[8] Singh conducted some research into Aiden through social media and the numerous posts 
by Aiden.  

[9] Between April 1, 2021, and January 16, 2022, the Plaintiffs invested $4,565,000 with the 
Defendants. These funds were provided by a series of wire transfers, bank drafts and cash 
payments. The wire transfer payments were submitted to the TD Canada Trust (TD) 
account and a Bank of Nova Scotia (Scotiabank) account registered to Aiden.   

[10] Each investment made by the Plaintiffs with the Defendant Aiden was documented in a 
written contract that was prepared by Aiden. Each contract contained various identical 
terms, including inter alia the following:  

a) that the Plaintiffs were investing funds with Aiden in exchange for a 70%/30% split 

on capital gains, whereby the Plaintiffs would receive 70% of capital gains and 

Aiden would receive 30% of capital gains;  

b) that if the investment were lost, the full initial investment plus any subsequent 

additions to capital would be repaid to the Plaintiffs, in increments of 25% of the 

total amount, in biweekly instalments;  

c) that the Plaintiffs would be entitled to withdraw any amount they choose from their 

personal portion of capital gains and that such withdrawals would be provided by 

Aiden within three business days of being requested; and   

d) that Aiden’s target goals for capital gains would be in the range of 10% - 20% 

growth biweekly.  

Electronically filed / Déposé par voie électronique : 15-Jul-2022
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[11] The contract provided that the brokerage company used for the investment was FXChoice 
Ltd. (FXChoice), which is a company headquartered and registered in Belize. The plaintiffs 
allege that Aiden represented to Mr. Singh that Aiden’s brokerage account with FXChoice
held funds in excess of $100,000,000 CAD.  

[12] Between approximately April 1, 2021, and approximately April 4, 2022, Aiden regularly 
sent weekly updates to Singh to inform him the rate of return the investments the Plaintiffs 
had yielded. Singh kept records of the return rates Aiden represented he had achieved, 
which showed that Singh’s investment had earned approximately $23,292,096 CAD in
profit, in addition to his principal investments.  

[13] On or around February 6, 2022, Singh requested to Aiden that he withdraw $1,000,000 
CAD from his investments with the Defendants, so that he could meet certain financial 
obligations. On or around February 20, 2022, Singh requested to Aiden that he be able to 
withdraw $300,000 CAD from the investment fund. On or around March 5, 2022, Mr. 
Singh requested to Aiden that he be able to withdraw $3,500,000 from the investment fund. 
Aiden informed Mr. Singh that this withdrawal would be arranged within 2-3 weeks. The 
Plaintiffs stated that they have only received $10,000 of these funds.  

[14] On March 28, 2022, Singh deposes that Aiden informed him that Aiden had been having 
issues withdrawing funds from FXChoice and, as a result, had started an account at a newer 
brokerage. Aiden and an associate of his, Mitchell Learning (Learning), informed Singh 
that the new account that belongs to Aiden was held with Friedberg Direct. On or around 
May 23, 2022, Learning told Mr. Singh that this Friedberg Direct account had been closed 
and the funds had been moved to Forex.com. The global head office for Forex.com is 
located in New Jersey, USA.   

[15] On March 12, 2022, Singh indicates that Heywood forwarded to him a document that was 
purported to be a financial statement from the Defendants’ FXChoice account, which he 
had been provided by Learning. This purported statement provided that the Defendants’
FXChoice account contained approximately $135,000,000 USD and that Aiden had 
conducted a trade for $1,279,252.37 USD.   

[16] Singh deposes that FXChoice’s Legal Department confirmed in an email dated May 5, 
2022, that this account statement was not from FXChoice.  

[17] On May 18, 2022, Heywood informed Singh that he had been sent $53,000 from AP Equity, 
which was a company controlled by Aiden. On May 20, 2022, Singh met with Learning, 
who showed him pictures and a video displaying another account statement from 
FXChoice, which was in the name of AP Equity. One picture that Learning showed Singh 
indicated that there was $311,300,307.15 CAD in the AP Equity FXChoice Account. The 
video that Learning showed Singh indicated that there was $1,401,494.45 in Aiden’s
personal FXChoice account.  

[18] Singh states that AP Equity is an active corporation, of which Aiden is the sole director and 
officer.  
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[19] On or around May 21, 2022, Singh had a meeting with a representative of FXChoice, Paul 
Tagger (Tagger).  Singh indicates that he showed Tagger the pictures and video that 
Learning had provided displaying what were purported to be account statements for 
Aiden’s and AP Equity’s FXChoice accounts. Tagger confirmed that $311,000,000 was 
not in any FXChoice accounts held by Aiden or AP Equity.  

[20] Singh deposes that on June 23, 2022, Heywood learned from Aiden that Aiden had taken 
pictures of all his vehicles and was listing them for sale. Aiden also informed Heywood 
that Aiden removed a bank safe from a rental storage facility that he had been storing his 
vehicles in.  

[21] Singh deposes that Aiden is taking steps to dissipate, sell or hide his assets to prevent any 
creditor from acquiring said assets. This includes expensive vehicles such Lamborghinis, 
Audis, Ferrari, Land Rover along with liquid assets in bank and cryptocurrency accounts 
in other countries, such as Belize. 

[22] Singh deposes that on or around June 16, 2022, Singh had a phone call with Aiden to 
discuss the repayment of his investment funds. Prior to having this call, Singh had 
requested that Aiden pay him a good-faith payment of up to $50,000, in order to reassure 
him that Aiden intended to repay the funds that he owed to him. During the call, Aiden 
represented that he would make such a good faith payment and that he would meet with 
Singh for lunch at 1:00 p.m. on June 18, 2022, to further discuss the status of repaying 
Singh’s full investment.  

[23] Aiden cancelled the lunch meeting and stated that he would submit a good-faith payment 
later that day. The payment that Aiden transferred to Singh was only in the amount of 
$10,000 CAD. Singh states that Aiden represented that he would reschedule the lunch 
meeting.  Mr. Singh deposes that he has been unable to contact Aiden, despite making 
numerous attempts to do so via WhatsApp and telephone. Aiden has not responded to 
Singh’s attempts to reach him.   

[24] The evidence provided also indicates that there are other individuals who were introduced 
to Aiden and have provided millions of dollars and Bitcoin to Aiden for investment. These 
investors have requested repayment of substantial amounts of their investment money, 
being millions of dollars and Bitcoin, and have not received any funds from Aiden repaying 
their principal investments.  

[25] One of the investors, Mr. Rumble, retained Kroll, Inc. (Kroll), a corporate investigation 
and risk consulting firm, to investigate the crypto wallet that he had deposited funds into, 
at Aiden’s direction. This Investigative Analysis revealed that Aiden had transferred, at
most, 2.867 of the Bitcoin Mr. Rumble had sent him on FXChoice and that some of the 
Bitcoin Mr. Rumble had sent him was being held in a Bitcoin wallet associated with Aiden. 
The Investigative Analysis further showed that some of the Bitcoin Mr. Rumble transferred 
to Aiden had been transferred to various cryptocurrency exchanges, as well as a 
cryptographic-asset-based gambling service.   

[26] Singh alleges that Aiden is taking steps to dissipate and sell his assets. 
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Legal Framework                                        

[27] Section 101 of the Courts of Justice Act1 and Rule 40.01 of the Rules of Civil Procedure2 
authorize the Court to grant an interlocutory injunction: “where it appears to a judge of the 
court to be just or convenient to do so.” 

[28] Rule 40.01 mandates that an interlocutory injunction may be granted for a period not 
exceeding 10 days and that the moving party shall undertake to abide by any order 
concerning damages that the Court may make. The Plaintiff has provided such an 
undertaking. 

[29] A Mareva injunction is an extraordinary remedy. If granted, it, in effect, freezes assets of 
the recipient. Thus, it becomes a form of execution before judgment. 

[30] The leading cases on temporary or final injunctions are RJR MacDonald Inc. v. Canada 
(Attorney General) (RJR MacDonald)3 and R. v. Canadian Broadcasting Corp.4 (R. v. 
CBC). 

[31] The test to grant an injunction as set out in RJR MacDonald is well known. The criteria 
that the party requesting an injunction must demonstrate are: 

(a) From a preliminary assessment of the merits of the case, there is a serious question 
to be tried; 

(b) Irreparable harm will result if the relief is not granted; and 

(c) Which of the parties would suffer greater harm from the granting or refusing of the 
injunction pending a decision on the merits.5 

[32] The test in RJR MacDonald was slightly modified by the Supreme Court of Canada in R. 
v. CBC. In R. v. CBC, the Court indicated: 

The applicant must demonstrate a strong prima facie case that it will 
succeed at trial. This entails a strong likelihood on the law and the 
evidence presented that, at trial, the applicant will be ultimately successful 
in proving the allegations set out in the originating notice.6 

The party seeking the injunction would, unless the injunction is granted, 
suffer irreparable harm that is not susceptible or would be difficult to be 
compensated in damages. 

 
 
1 RSO 1990 c. C.43 
2 RRO 1990, Reg.194 
3 [1994] 1 S.C.R. 311. 
4 2018 SCC 5 (CanLII).  
5 Supra, note 3, at para 43. 
6 Supra, note 4, at para 18. 
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The party seeking the injunction “must show that the balance of
convenience favours granting the injunction.”7 

[33] The Court, in R. v. CBC, emphasized that the burden upon the party seeking the injunction 
is to show a case of “such merit that it is very likely to succeed at trial.” The Court defined
the meaning of “very likely to succeed at trial” in stating: “Meaning, that upon a
preliminary review of the case, the application judge must be satisfied that there is a strong 
likelihood on the law and the evidence presented that, at trial, the applicant will be 
ultimately successful in proving the allegations set out in the originating notice.”8 

[34] In the Mareva injunction context, when the moving party is seeking a freezing of the assets 
of the recipient, the moving party must establish: 

i. A strong prima facie case against the defendants; 

ii. The defendants have assets in the jurisdiction; 

iii. There is a risk of the assets being removed from the jurisdiction, or disposed of 
within the jurisdiction or otherwise put beyond the reach of the Court such that 
the plaintiff will be unable to realize on a judgment in its favour; 

iv. The moving party would suffer irreparable harm if the order is not made; and 

v. The balance of convenience favours the granting of the order.9 

[35] The overriding consideration of the Court “is that the defendant threatens to so arrange his 
assets as to defeat his adversary, should that adversary ultimately prevail and obtain 
judgment, in any attempt to recover from the defendant on that judgment.”10 

[36] In cases concerning fraud or the removal or dissipation of assets, the moving party need 
not show direct evidence of dissipation or removal of assets. It is sufficient to show “that
all the circumstances, including the circumstances of the fraud itself, demonstrate a serious 
risk that defendant will attempt to dissipate assets or put them beyond the reach of the 
plaintiff.”11 

 

 

 

 
 
7 Ibid at para 18. 
8 Supra, note 4 at para 17. 
9 HZC Capital Inc. v. Lee, 2019 ONSC 4622, at para. 45. 
10 Aetna Financial Services Ltd. v. Feigelman, [1985] 1 S.C.R. 2, at para. 25 quoted from HZC Capital Inc., supra, 
note 9 at para. 46; Chitel v. Rothbart, 1982 CarswellOnt 508 (CA) at paras. 30-32. 
11 Sibley & Associates LP v. Ross, 2011 ONSC 2951, at para. 63. 
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Position of the Plaintiffs 

[37] The Plaintiffs argues that they have a strong prima facie case of civil fraud/fraudulent 
misrepresentation, breach of contract, conversion, and misappropriation of funds.  

[38] The Plaintiffs submit that the Aiden made numerous false representations to Singh which 
include: 

i. That in the event of any loss, Aiden would fully indemnity the initial 
investments plus additions to capital. 

ii. The target goals on the investments in the range of 10% to 20% per week and 
would pay to the Plaintiffs 70% of the return on investments. 

iii. The investments would have consistent profit from week to week. 

iv. Aiden would personally be liable for any loss of the investments.  

[39] The Plaintiffs contend that they have a strong prima facie case on unjust enrichment.  Aiden 
has received an enrichment of million of dollars.  The Plaintiffs have been deprived of 
these monies and there is no juristic reason why the Defendants should retain these funds.  
Accordingly, the plaintiff submits, they have a strong prima facie case based on unjust 
enrichment.  

[40] In addition, the Plaintiffs contend that they have a strong prima facie case on conversion 
and misappropriation of funds.  The Plaintiffs contend that Aiden has wrongfully interfered 
with their money, that is inconsistent with the Plaintiffs’ right to possession.  Aiden has not 
provided the investment monies though having been requested to do so. This is conversion 
and misappropriation of funds. 

[41] The Plaintiffs would suffer irreparable harm if the injunction is not granted. Aiden has and 
is taking steps to dissipate his assets.  If the Plaintiffs would obtain judgment with no 
injunction in place, there will be no assets that would be recoverable to satisfy any 
judgment.  Aiden is selling or removing his assets, his luxury vehicles, safe and accounts, 
money, and cryptocurrency out of the reach of any creditor.  

[42] Aiden does have substantial assets in Ontario which include the luxury vehicles of a Ferrari, 
four Audis, three Lamborghinis, three McLarens, a Land Rover, and a BMW.  He has also 
has $300 million dollars in cryptocurrency, and bank accounts in Ontario. 

[43] Considering all the circumstances and the pattern of conduct of Aiden of not responding, 
not transferring the principal investments, not paying monies promised, the social media 
posts of assets purchased along with cancelling of meetings and his conduct with other 
investors, there is a demonstrable pattern of behaviour that the balance of convenience 
favours the Plaintiffs, and an injunction should be granted. 
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Issues 

[44] The issues for this Court to determine on this ex parte motion are: 

i. Have the Plaintiffs satisfied the criteria for a Mareva injunction, and should an 
injunction be granted? 

ii. If so, what are the terms of the injunction order that should be made? 

Analysis 

Should a Mareva injunction be granted? 

Strong Prima Facie case 

[45] I am satisfied that at this stage that the Plaintiffs have provided a strong prima facie case 
based on breach of contract and civil fraud/fraudulent misrepresentation. 

[46] For civil fraud/fraudulent misrepresentation, the Plaintiffs must establish that: 

i. A false representation of the Aiden. 

ii. A level of knowledge of the falsehood of the representation by Aiden, whether 
through knowledge or recklessness. 

iii. The false representation caused the Plaintiffs to act; and 

iv. The Plaintiffs’ actions resulted in a loss to them.12 

[47] Based on the evidence presented on this motion, the Court is satisfied that there is strong 
prima facie case because: 

i. Aiden has not complied with the term of the contracts to indemnify the 
Plaintiffs on their monies or losses and has not repaid the investments to the 
Plaintiffs after numerous requests to do so. 

ii. The representations of the Aiden to indemnify which appears to have been 
fraudulent, through either knowledge or recklessness. 

iii. The representation of the percentage of return on a weekly basis. 

iv. The representation of repayment in 25% increments. 

v. The entitlement to withdraw any amount chosen from the Plaintiffs’ 
investments on three days notice. 

 
 
12 Bruni Appliance and Furniture, Inc. v. Hryniak, 2014 SCC 8 (CanLII), [2014] 1 SCR 126 at para. 21. 
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[48] I find that the Plaintiffs have satisfied the first stage of a strong prima facie case and, on 
the evidence, provided that they are likely to be successful at trial. Given my conclusion 
on breach of contract and civil fraud, I need not consider conversion, misappropriation of 
funds or unjust enrichment. 

Defendants have assets in the jurisdiction 

[49] There is no issue from the evidence presented that the Defendants have assets in the 
Ontario. This stage of the test has been satisfied. 

There is a risk of the assets being removed from the jurisdiction or disposed of 

[50] The Plaintiffs have provided evidence that Aiden is attempting to liquidate assets and move 
assets.  The evidence indicates that Aiden has transferred cryptocurrency, vehicles, and 
entities in his name.  He has listed vehicles for sale.  He removed a safe from his residence.  
He has misrepresented his assets and global investment fund assets.   

[51] Also, in the world of technology in which we presently live, transferring liquid assets, 
money, and cryptocurrency, can occur at the click of a mouse.   

[52] The overall conduct presented, relating not only to the Plaintiffs but other investors as well, 
demonstrate a strong likelihood that Aiden will not only remove assets from the jurisdiction 
but also move his assets to areas that may very well prevent the Plaintiffs, the investors, 
and any creditor from realizing on any judgment for damages that may be obtained. 

[53] I am therefore satisfied that the Plaintiffs have met this stage of the test. 

Will the Plaintiffs suffer irreparable harm? 

[54] I am also satisfied that the Plaintiffs will suffer irreparable harm if the injunction is not 
granted. The evidence indicates that the Plaintiffs have provided significant funds, over 4 
million dollars, to Aiden.  These are monies the Plaintiffs require for their businesses and 
personal use.  

[55] If the injunction is not granted, in all likelihood, there will be no assets available for the 
Plaintiffs to realize on any judgment if they are successful in this action. 

[56] I am satisfied that this meets the test of irreparable harm. 

Balance of Convenience  

[57] The balance of convenience is in favour of the Plaintiffs in granting the Mareva injunction. 

[58] The conduct of Aiden and the ramifications to the Plaintiffs tilt in favour of the Plaintiffs. 
The precariousness of the type of assets involved – money and cryptocurrency – along with 
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SCHEDULE “A” 

Court File No. CV-22-00000915-0000 

ONTARIO 

SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

 

THE HONOURABLE JUSTICE   ) __________, THE ___   
       ) DAY OF JUNE 2022 
       )  
 

B E T W E E N: 

(Court Seal) 

SACHA AMAR DARIO SINGH and 9319697 CANADA LTD. 

Plaintiffs/ 
Moving Parties 

- and – 

AIDEN PLETERSKI and AP PRIVATE EQUITY LTD. 

Defendants 
 

ORDER 

ORDER PROHIBITING DISSIPATION OF ASSETS 

THIS MOTION, is made without notice by the Plaintiffs, Sacha Amar Dario Singh 

and 9319697 Canada Ltd. for an Order in the form of a worldwide Mareva injunction 

restraining the Defendant Aiden Pleterski (“Mr. Pleterski”) and AP Private Equity Ltd.

(“AP Private”) from removing from Ontario or in any way disposing of or diminishing the 

value of its assets wherever located anywhere in the world, was heard this day in writing 

at the Oshawa Courthouse at 150 Bond Street. 
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ON READING the Motion Record and Factum of the Plaintiffs, dated June 28, 

2022, and upon reading the submissions of counsel for the Plaintiff, and on noting the 

undertaking of the Plaintiff to abide by any Order this Court may make concerning 

damages which the Court may make if it is subsequently determined that the granting of 

this Order has caused damage to the Defendants or any other person for which the 

Plaintiffs ought to compensate the Defendants or such other person and to pay the 

reasonable costs of any person other than the Defendants which have been incurred as 

a result of this Order including the costs of ascertaining whether that person holds any 

of the Defendants’ assets, 

Mareva Injunction 

1. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Defendants (including as known by any 

aliases, whether listed in the style of cause or otherwise), and their servants, 

employees, agents, assigns and anyone else acting on their behalf or in 

conjunction with them, and any and all persons with notice of this injunction, are 

restrained from directly or indirectly, by any means whatsoever: 

a. from selling, removing, dissipating, alienating, transferring, disposing, 

assigning, encumbering, or similarly dealing with any assets of the 

Defendants, other than as provided for in this Order, wherever situated 

in the world, including but not limited to the following bank accounts: 

Bank: TD Canada Trust 

Institution Number: 004 

Transit Number: 01622 

Account Number: 6558549  DEPOSIT SLIP VOL 2 156 

 

Bank:  Bank of Nova Scotia 

Institution Number: 002 

Swift Code: NOSCCATT 

Account Number: 576120034622  VOL 2 80 
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b. from selling, withdrawing, removing, transferring, dissipating, or 

encumbering the funds or financial instruments held in the 

cryptocurrency wallet identified by the digital address 

1PqVKRJL26PX8RZzrh6sijSqmPKYbC1QSD… as detailed in Exhibit 

“A” in the Affidavit of David Sigmundson, which was affirmed on June 

24, 2022;  VOL 4 27 and 45 

c. instructing, requesting, counselling, demanding, or encouraging any 

other person to do so; and 

d. facilitating, assisting in, aiding, abetting, or participating in any acts the 

effect of which is to do so. 

2. THIS COURT ORDERS that paragraph 1 applies to all of the Defendants’ 

assets, wherever situated in the world, whether or not they are in their own names 

and whether they are solely or jointly owned.  For the purpose of this order, the 

Defendants’ assets include any asset which they have the power, directly or 

indirectly, to dispose of or deal with as if it were their own.  The Defendants are to 

be regarded as having such power if a third party holds or controls the assets in 

accordance with their direct or indirect instructions. 

3. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Plaintiffs shall pay to any person served 

with this order pursuant this Order, the reasonable expenses associated with 

conducting the therein required searches of records, which expenses shall not 

exceed $100.00 or any other amount the parties may agree or a Court may Order. 

4. THIS COURT ORDERS that if the total value free of charges or other 

securities of the Defendants’ assets exceeds $33,000,000 CAD, or the equivalent 

in any other currency, the Defendants may sell, remove, dissipate, alienate, 

transfer, assign, encumber, or similarly deal with them so long as the total 
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unencumbered value of the Defendants’ assets remains above $33,000,000 CAD, 

or the equivalent in any other currency. 

Ordinary Living Expenses 

5. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Defendants, or any of them, may apply for 

an order, on at least one (1) business day notice to the Plaintiffs, for an order 

granting them sufficient funds for ordinary living or business expenses or legal 

advice and representation.  

Disclosure of Information 

6. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Defendants prepare and provide to the 

Plaintiffs within 10 days of the date of service of this Order, a sworn affidavit listing 

and describing the nature, value and location of their assets worldwide, whether in 

their own name or not and whether solely or jointly owned. Wrongful refusal to 

provide this information referred to in this paragraph may result in a finding of 

contempt of court and may render the Defendants liable to be imprisoned, fined or 

have their assets seized.  

7. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Defendant, Mr. Pleterski submit to an 

examination under oath, in his personal capacity and on behalf of the Defendant AP 

Equity Ltd., within 14 days of the delivery by the Defendants of the aforementioned 

sworn statement. Wrongful refusal to provide this information referred to in this 

paragraph herein maybe result in a finding of contempt of court and may render the 

Defendants liable to be imprisoned, fined or have their assets seized. 

Third Parties 

8. THIS COURT ORDERS that TD Canada Trust, FXChoice, Friedberg Direct, 

and the Bank of Nova Scotia (“the Banks”) forthwith freeze and prevent any removal 

or transfer of monies or assets of the Defendants held in any account or on credit 

on behalf of the Defendants with the Banks, until further order of this Court. 
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9. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Banks forthwith disclose and deliver up to 

the Plaintiffs all records held by the Banks concerning the Defendants assets and 

accounts, including the existence, nature, value and location of any monies or 

assets or credit, wherever situate, held on behalf of the Defendants by the Banks, 

which will include the identity of the owner or owners of the said accounts. 

10. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Banks, forthwith disclose and deliver up to 

the Plaintiffs any and all records held by the Banks concerning the Defendants 

assets and accounts, including the existence, nature, value and location of any 

monies or assets or credit wherever situate, held on behalf of the Defendants by the 

Banks. 

11. THIS COURT ORDERS that any individual or corporation is, upon being 

served with this order, is prohibited from transferring any asset that they are in 

possession of which belong to any of the Defendants. 

12. THIS COURT ORDERS that any individual or corporation shall, upon being 

served with this order, conduct a diligent search of its records to ascertain if it is in 

the possession of any of the Defendants’ assets and to confirm to the lawyer for the

Plaintiffs, in writing within 14 business days of being served with this order, whether 

or not that individual or corporation is in possession of the Defendants assets. 

Further Orders  

13. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Plaintiffs are entitled to an accounting of 

all funds, assets, effects and property of the Defendants, including any accounts 

and any improper dissipation thereof, and all funds and assets had or received by 

the Defendants, or any person or entity on their behalf, and all the dealings and 

transactions between the Defendants and between the Defendants and Plaintiffs, 

related to all amounts paid by the Plaintiffs to the Defendants, and any profits 

thereof. 

14. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Plaintiffs are entitled to a worldwide 

equitable tracing of all funds, which were obtained by the Defendants from the 
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Plaintiffs, into and through any financial accounts or deposit facilities in the name of, 

or held on behalf of or for the benefit of, the Defendants and into and through any 

assets purchased by the Defendants using funds that were fraudulently obtained 

from the Plaintiffs. 

Variation, Discharge or Extension of the Order 

15. THIS COURT ORDERS that anyone served with or notified of this Order 

may apply to the Court at any time to vary or discharge this order in accordance with 

Rule 37.14 of the Rules of Civil Procedure on ten (10) days notice to the Plaintiffs.  

Service of Order 

12. THIS COURT ORDERS that this Order and the associated motion 

materials may be served on the Defendants by email service to 

 and by WhatsApp messaging to the phone number 

. 

13. THIAS COURT ORDERS THAT  motion be returnable on July 18, 2022 at 

9:30 am by zoom.  Staff to send out the call-in details. 

14. THIS COURT ORDERS that this notwithstanding Rule 59.05, this Order is 

effective immediately and is enforceable without any need for formal entry. 

15.  THIS COURT ORDERS that the costs of the Plaintiff’s motion for

injunctive relief will be reserved to the trial judge. 

____________________________ 

Justice P. Sutherland 
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Grant Thornton Limited 
11th Floor 
200 King Street West, Box 11 
Toronto, ON 
M5H 3T4 
 
Robert A. Stelzer 
 
 

E rob.stelzer@ca.gt.com  
T (416) 607-8849 
F (416) 360-4949 

www.GrantThornton.ca 
 
 

 

District of  Ontario 
Division No.  07 - Hamilton 
Court No.  BK-22-00208581-OT-31     31-2856381 (AP Private Equity Limited) 
Court No. BK-22-00208582-O-T31     31-2856382 (Aiden Pleterski) 
 
 

IN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCY OF 
Aiden Pleterski & 

AP Private Equity Limited 
MINUTES OF THE FIRST MEETING OF CREDITORS 

 
  
DATE, TIME AND LOCATION 
 
Date:  August 29, 2022 
 
Time:  11:00 am  
 
Location:  Offices of Grant Thornton Limited 

200 King Street West, 11th Floor,  
Toronto, ON  M5H 3T4 
(virtual attendance options were provided) 

 
Chairperson:  Rob Stelzer, CPA, CA, CIRP, LIT 
  Grant Thornton Limited 
 
Secretary: Jesse Cooper 
  Grant Thornton Limited 
 
Observer: Marie-Josee Sicard 
  Office of the Superintendent of Bankruptcy (OSB) 
 
 
ATTENDANCE 
 
The attendance at the meeting was recorded and is attached as Exhibit “A”. 
 
 
CALL TO ORDER 
 
Rob Stelzer introduced himself as the Chairperson and called the meeting to order at 11:00 AM.  
The Chairperson introduced Jesse Cooper of Grant Thornton as the secretary. 
 
The Chairperson indicated his authority to chair the meeting as per s. 105(1) of the Bankruptcy and 
Insolvency Act (BIA) and stated that any decision made by the Chairperson during the meeting 
may be appealed by the creditors to the Court. 
 

mailto:rob.stelzer@ca.gt.com


 
 

 

 

Mr. Singh advised (after the meeting had commenced) that he was holding seven proof of claim 
forms for the creditors naming himself as proxyholder (the “Singh Claims”). There was some 
discussion about whether these claims could properly be admitted for the purpose of voting at the 
meeting. Normally, claims received after the meeting cannot be admitted for voting purposes, but 
the Chairperson noted that Mr. Singh had, in fact, been holding these claims when he and the 
Chairperson first spoke at 10:30AM. The conversation had focused on Mr. Singh’s own claim and 
the Chairperson believed that Mr. Singh had meant to provide them when he provided his own 
claim.  The Chairperson thought it appropriate to include them since they were available to the 
Trustee before the meeting. The Chairperson conferred with Ms. Sicard, the Senior Bankruptcy 
Analyst from the OSB, who attended as an observer.  Ms. Sicard agreed that since the claims were 
available to the Trustee before the meeting, they could be included.1  
 
 
QUORUM & TABLED DOCUMENTS   
 
The Chairperson stated that pursuant to s. 106(1) of the BIA a quorum had been establish since 
there was at least one creditor entitled to vote, or the representative of such a creditor, who was 
present. 
 
The Chairperson stated that all proofs of claim had been reviewed and validated (except for the 
Singh claims which could be reviewed in an adjournment later in the meeting). The Chairperson 
further stated that the Trustee’s proof of mailing for the Notice of First Meeting of Creditors had 
been examined and the Chairperson declared the meeting to be properly called and duly 
constituted. 
 
The Chairperson tabled the following documents: 

• Statement of Affairs 

• Proofs of Claim 

• Affidavit of Service of Notice to Creditors 

• Trustee’s Preliminary Report 

• Newspaper Advertisement 

 
PURPOSE OF MEETING 
 
The Chairperson stated that as per s. 102(5) of the BIA, the purpose of the First Meeting of 
Creditors is to consider the affairs of the bankrupt, affirm the appointment of the Trustee (or 
substitute), appoint inspectors, and to give such directions to the Trustee as the creditors may see 
fit with reference to the administration of the estate. 
 
 
  

 
1 The Chairperson notes that all of these claims were ultimately used to vote against the Trustee’s appointment so 

excluding them would only increase the votes for the Trustee; their inclusion did not benefit the Trustee. 



 
 

 

 

OTHER MATTERS 
 
The Chairperson advised the meeting that the claims against Aiden Pleterski (”Pleterski”) and the 
claims against AP Private Equity Limited (“AP” or together with Pleterski the “Bankrupts”) are 
interrelated, and as a result, it has been difficult to determine who the debtor is. The Chairperson 
expressed his preliminary view that the two estates should be consolidated into one administration. 
However, Court approval would be required to effect such consolidation. Accordingly, the 
discussion today would consist of two meetings running in tandem. 
 
Norman Groot asked the Chairperson whether GTA Exotics’ claim was being accepted and if he 
had received the retraction notice email that was sent prior to the commencement of the meeting. 
The Chairperson responded that at the adjournment where the new Singh Claims were to be 
examined he could review the GTA Exotics claim and that any questions related to E-mails 
received or other questions for the Trustee could be asked at the question period of the meeting. 
 
The Chairperson noted that it was disappointing that Pleterski was not physically in attendance at 
the meeting. The Chairperson noted that he had reminded Pleterski multiple times of his obligation 
to attend in person and that an E-mail indicating his non-attendance was received just over an hour 
before the meeting indicating that his ride plans fell through. The Chairperson had offered to pay 
for a cab so that Pleterski could attend, but Pleterski claimed the cab company required $150 cash 
to drive to Toronto and that he had insufficient funds to pay. Ultimately, Pleterski did not attend. 
 
 
TRUSTEE’S REPORT TO THE CREDITORS 
 
The Chairperson summarized the contents of the trustee’s Preliminary Report to the meeting.   
 
 
QUESTION PERIOD AND DISCUSSION2 
 
 
Summary of Questions Posed to the Trustee: 
 
Q:  Have you been in contract with Pleterski’s former girlfriend (Mya Patricia Trentadue)? 
A:  The Trustee responded that Mya had been contacted multiple times by telephone call and 

Facebook Messenger, but she hasn’t responded. The Trustee advised that it planned to 
visit her home address which had just been provided.3  

 

 
2 The creditor meeting lasted over 5 hours, with the question period being the longest part. It is not practical to address 

every question asked and the Chairperson is concerned that there is confidential information which creditors shared 

about their own financial circumstances which is not appropriate to be shared in a public document. Therefore, 

questions have been summarized and the person asking the question has not been named as, in many cases, it was not 

clear who asked the question since phone participants asked many of the questions and at times spoke over one another 

and several people asked similar questions. As discussed at the meeting, the question part of the meeting was recorded. 

The recording will be shared with the Grant Thornton team, the Trustee’s counsel, the OSB and the estate inspectors. 

3 This visit ultimately took place on August 30, 2022. 



 
 

 

 

Q:  What is your understanding of how Pleterski lost our funds and what has Pleterski told you? 
A:  The Trustee responded that during their discussions, Pleterski claimed to only have 

approximately $2 million in assets remaining at the time of his bankruptcy and claimed that 
he lost most of the money given to him in late 2021/early 2022 in a series of margin calls 
and bad trades. The Trustee noted that it had not received any evidence of this despite 
requesting it from Pleterski and that it needed bank statements (which had been requested) 
and other support in order to comment on Pleterski’s representations. 

 
Q:  Did you ask Pleterski to provide clear evidence of the trades he claims to have made? 
A:  The Trustee responded that it had asked Pleterski to provide evidence of his bad trades as 

well as bank statements, and that so far Pleterski has failed to do so. The banks were 
slowly providing the Trustee with bank statements as the Trustee had requested. 

 
Q: Where has all the money gone?  
A: The Trustee confirmed that it has reached out to every financial institution it believes had 

accounts in the name of the Bankrupts and that a significant sum had already been 
collected or was expected to be collected as is shown in the Trustee’s Preliminary Report. 
The Trustee still needed bank statements from most of the banks, however. The Trustee 
also acknowledged that there are allegations that statements provided by Pleterski had 
been forged, which is why the Trustee requested statements directly from the financial 
institutions as well.  

 
Q: Did people provide funds to the Originators (as defined in the Trustee’s Preliminary 

Report)? What recourse is available if some of the money was provided to the Originators?  
A: The Trustee responded that it isn’t entirely sure. This may be something that the Trustee 

makes a recommendation to the Court about, and if there is compelling evidence, they may 
receive Court approval to allow claims paid to an Originator. The Trustee confirmed that it 
was aware that there were some individuals who had paid money to the Originators. 

 
Q: When did you start working on this file and why haven’t you collected the bank records? 
A: The Trustee responded that they received the Order on August 10th and requested records 

from the banks on the same day. The Trustee advised that the banks have been very slow 
to follow up, likely because of the Mareva injunction but that some money had already been 
received as was shown in the Trustee’s Preliminary Report. 

 
Q: Can or does the Trustee initiate criminal proceedings? 
A: The Trustee directed the question to Leanne Williams. Ms. Williams said that it’s not 

unusual for a Trustee to cooperate with the police in respect of criminal charges. Usually, 
the Trustee will prepare a concise statement of information that could lead to criminal 
charges and assist the appropriate authorities with their investigation, but it’s ultimately up 
to the authorities as to whether they press charges.  

 
Q: Will you be examining the Originators’ assets? 
A: The Trustee responded that the Originators’ transactions may be attacked, but right now, 

they do not know how involved the Originators were. The Trustee advised that it would like 
to have a conversation with the Originators regarding their involvement.  

 



 
 

 

 

Q: Were there any steps that could have been taken prior to the meeting to accelerate the 
recovery efforts? 

A: The Trustee responded that it believes it has taken appropriate steps to safeguard and 
pursue assets. The Trustee noted the lack of cooperation from Pleterski, as is outlined in 
the Trustee’s Preliminary Report, did complicate these efforts to date.  

 
 

Summary of Questions Posed to Aiden Pleterski: 

Q: You advised that you had $21.0 million as of late 2021. Where did it go? 
A: Pleterski responded that he did not invest all the funds in one place. There was a time 

where he was given money, but wasn’t investing it for various reasons (i.e., the markets 
were down, people were asking for returns). Pleterski claimed that he deposited all the 
funds he received into one account and that he treated everything as one investment.  

 
Q: When was the last time in 2022 that you made a trade?  
A: Pleterski responded that he could not remember an exact date, but that he believes that he 

made his last trade at the end of spring/early summer of 2022.  
 
Q: How would you describe the last trade? 
A: Pleterski responded that he could not recall the total pool of funds but described the trade 

as decently large and noted that he would have lost a significant amount of money.  
 
Q: What do you have in terms of records of your trading? 
A: Pleterski responded that he doesn’t have many statements on hand, but that he could 

probably locate statements from FX Choice, Vantage FX, Wealthsimple, as well as some 
records of crypto transactions and bank records. Pleterski stated that he doesn’t think that 
one of the firms he invested with still exists, and, therefore, it would likely be difficult to 
acquire statements from them. 

 
Q: Did you keep a log or record of whose money you used and where you used it?  
A: Pleterski responded that he was very unorganized. He did not have any accounting advice 

or any employees. Everything travelled through word of mouth and happened very quickly. 
He did not keep track of his finances, nor did he keep a record of his indebtedness or 
payments. Pleterski claimed that he and the creditors signed contracts via text message. 

 
Q: Why did you continue taking money and promising people a 5-7% return when you knew 

that you had lost money? Leading up to April, why did you continue referring to every week 
as a “winning week”? 

A: Pleterski said that he has already answered this question.  
 
Q: Where are the electronic devices you have been communicating with? 



 
 

 

 

A: Pleterski responded that he has been communicating with his cellphone and claimed that 
the Trustee has not requested that he hand it over to them.4 

 
Q: Do you have gold and silver bars in your possession?  
A: Pleterski responded that he no longer has gold or silver bars in his possession. Pleterski 

claimed that he sold his bars to Sandeep Gupta. Pleterski also noted that that Sandeep 
Gupta’s father, Ray Gupta, owned the home he was living in until recently and that 
Sandeep Gupta has purchased other property from him.  

 
Q: Have you received significant cash payments from Asian ladies over the past two years? 
A: Pleterski responded no – he did not receive a significant amount of cash from any Asian 

female investors.  
 
Q: Do you have any cash on hand today? 
A: Pleterski responded that he has a couple hundred dollars. 
 
Q: Why haven’t you supplied bank records? 
A: Pleterski responded that he is putting everything together and is going to give the records to 

the Trustee.  
 
Q: Where’s the Lamborghini Huracan STO? 
A: Pleterski responded that it was involved in a horrible accident two months ago.  
 
Q: Where is the Lamborghini SVJ? 
A: Pleterski responded that it was repossessed by Paul Motors.  
 
Q: Where is the Patek Philippe watch? 
A: Pleterski responded that he does not have one and has never had a Patek Philippe watch. 
 
Q: When was the last time you invested? 
A: Pleterski responded that it was sometime in May or June. 
 
Q: How much money did you invest in May or June? 
A: Pleterski responded that he does not know because he has been disorganized and has 

poor records. 
 
Q: Why did you continue investing money when you knew you could not repay your current 

investors? 
A: Pleterski responded he was a 20 something year old kid.  
 
Q: How much money did you sell the McLaren Senna for? Who collected the money?  

 
4 This statement from Pleterski is correct.  The Trustee did not have equipment to image Pleterski’s phone for the initial 

August 10, 2022 meeting. The Trustee has not physically seen Pleterski since that meeting – Pleterski had been largely 

unavailable to the Trustee as is described in the Trustee’s Preliminary Report. The Trustee had spoken with its forensics 

practice about imagining Pleterski’s phone and had planned to ask for the phone at the creditor’s meeting, but Pleterski 

did not attend the meeting in person as he was required to. 



 
 

 

 

A: Pleterski responded that he does not recall how much he sold it for. He mentioned that he 
was falling behind on rent payments and owed a large balloon payment on his home (which 
was rented for approximately $45,000/month).  

 
Q: Do you have any financial interest in 5126 Lakeshore Drive? 
A: Pleterski responded that until the lease expires, he does not.  
 
Q: What happens when your lease expires?  
A: Pleterski responded that he has to get a mortgage, and if he does, then he has the option 

to take possession of the home at $8.5 million. Pleterski made an undertaking to provide 
the lease.5 

 
Q: What was the last month you took a cheque from someone?  
A: Pleterski responded that it was more than 6-7 months ago, but he doesn’t recall exactly 

when.  
 
Q: What was the last month you took money from someone?  
A: Pleterski responded that he doesn’t know.  
 
Q: The Lamborghini Huracan STO was crashed in November. Where is the car and who was 

the insurance paid out to?  
A: Pleterski responded that the car was leased, it’s in pieces and there’s no equity in it.  
 
Q: Where were you when the Trustee was trying to contact you for 8 days?  
A: Pleterski responded that he was in a very dark place and was receiving death threats and 

that people were showing up to his parents’ home.  
 
Q: At the time the Trustee was trying to contact you, were you staying at the apartment outside 

of the city where the Trustee later met you at? 
A: Pleterski responded, yes, but clarified that he was not residing there when Jesse Cooper 

left the note there for him.   
 
Q: Did you sell the McLaren Senna to Mr. Gupta or Mr. Gupta’s son? 
A: Pleterski responded that he gave the car to Ray Gupta (the father of Sandeep Gupta) as 

collateral against the home in March because he was falling behind on payments. Pleterski 
claimed that the car was officially signed over to Mr. Gupta two months ago and that the 
collateral value was $900,000.  

 
Q: Did you ever own a Patek Philippe watch, and if so, what happened to it?  
A: Pleterski responded that he never owned a Patek Philippe watch and that he has never 

owned a watch with a value greater than $600,000. 
 
Q: Do you collect watches? 
A: Pleterski responded that he wouldn’t consider himself to be a collector. He will purchase a 

watch when he sees one that he likes.  

 
5 Pleterski’s counsel provided it to the Trustee on September 1, 2022. 



 
 

 

 

Q: How many watches have you purchased?  
A: Pleterski responded that over the last two or three years, he thinks he purchased a total of 

5-6 watches.  
 
Q: What is the total value of the watches? 
A: Pleterski responded that the total value of the watches is probably somewhere between 

$200,000-$400,000. The Trustee advised the meeting that, to date, he has only received 
one watch and an empty watch box from Pleterski.  

 
Q: Where is the diamond incrusted Rolex? 
A: Pleterski responded that he handed over a Jacob & Co. watch to the Trustee, and that he 

does not know where the diamond incrusted Rolex is. 
 
Q: What about the three other watches? What are the names of the manufacturer(s) and what 

happened to them? 
A: Pleterski responded that the other three watches were Rolex Datejust and that he sold 

them approximately 9-15 months ago.  
 
Q: Did you sell these watches to the Gupta family? 
A: Pleterski responded that he sold the watches through the Guptas. Pleterski claimed that he 

and one of the Guptas went on a website (the name of which he could not recall) to 
determine the market price of the watches. Mr. Gupta then went out to find interested 
buyers and facilitated the deals. Pleterski claimed that the purchasers paid in cash, but he 
does not recall how much money they made from the sales. Pleterski said that he and Mr. 
Gupta shared the proceeds of the sales and that he used his portion to pay off creditors and 
bills.  

 
Q: What was the role of the Originators and what was their knowledge of the investments and 

problems? 
A: Pleterski responded that the Originators are his friends and also investors and creditors. As 

his friends, they were involved early on and were also paid back very early on. Pleterski 
claimed that word spread through the Originators. The Originators would connect Pleterski 
with investors, but to his knowledge, they didn’t necessarily have a role in his business.  

 
Q: What was the timeline in respect of things going south with the Originators? 
A: Pleterski responded when the legal troubles started happening in June.  
 
Q: If you knew that things were going downhill at the end of last year, why did you continue to 

take money from people? Where was the money going? 
A: Pleterski responded that he was very upfront with people when they tried giving him their 

money and that he had informed them that his priority was trying to make money to repay 
people.  

 
Q: Over the last year, you and your friends were purchasing cars and taking private jets. How 

did your friends afford to invest with you? Where did their money come from? 
A: Pleterski responded that this was a question for his friends to answer. 
 
Q: Are you laundering money?  



 
 

 

 

A: Pleterski responded no.  
 
Q: Were you not curious about where your friends were getting their money from?  
A: Pleterski responded that it is none of his business how individuals get or make their money. 
 
Q: You said you were having trouble and tried to get money back to people before this process 

began? 
A: Pleterski responded that he was in the process of pushing funds into the market and taking 

low risk positions and completing low risk trades with the goal of earning back any money 
he lost. Pleterski claimed that he was trying to work directly with individuals and pay them 
back their money, but that it became clear that there was a lot of bad blood.  

 
Q: Were people collecting commissions to get more clients? 
A: Pleterski responded that he directly paid money to Jason Affleck and Chris Winn. Pleterski 

claimed that Jason raised capital from a lot of people without his knowledge. Pleterski 
alleged that Jason and Chris were responsible for arranging/raising approximately $8-9 
million. 

 
Q: What is the total amount of money that you think you’ve repaid to your Originators?  
A: Pleterski responded that approximately $400,000-$800,000 was repaid collectively. 

Pleterski said that he wants to make everybody whole again, even if he isn’t legally 
obligated to do so.  

 
Q: Do you own or lease the Lamborghini Huracan STO? 
A: Pleterski responded that he leases it and put down about $250,000.  
 
Q: Did you invest every single dollar you received from the victims? 
A: Pleterski responded that every dollar went into the investment pool.  
 
Q: Have you ever made money trading stocks? 
A: Pleterski responded yes.  
 
Q: Can you provide details [about the money made trading stocks] to the Trustee? 
A: Pleterski gave an undertaking to provide details to the Trustee about the money he made 

trading stocks.  
 
Q: Was there any equity in the Lamborghini Aventador SVJ that was repossessed?  
A: Pleterski responded that there was $411,000 in equity.  
 
Q: Have you ever spoken to someone named Manny about purchasing the Lamborghini 

Aventador SVJ? 
A: Pleterski responded that he met Manny through car shows. Pleterski claimed that the sale 

never went through. Pleterski said that the car was repossessed by Paul Motors.  
 
 
Other Information Provided During the Question Period 

1. Mya Patricia Trentadue was present for the meetings that GTA Exotics had with Pleterski 
regarding their investments and seemed to be deeply connected with what was going on.  



 
 

 

 

 
2. Pleterski claimed that he did not give his parents any money to put towards their mortgage 

and that his parents are not involved. 
 

3. Pleterski claimed that he is not aware of transferring cash to any of the Originators. However, 
the Trustee advised that on August 24, 2022 Pleterski had advised the Trustee that he repaid 
each of the Originators such that they are no longer owed any money. Pleterski said that 
these payments were made over a year ago. The Trustee advised the meeting that they have 
compelling evidence that the payments were made to the Originators much more recently. 
 

4. Pleterski claimed that he already paid back some creditors because they were putting 
pressure on him and threatening him and his family. 
 

5. Pleterski claimed that he currently does not have a financial interest in 5126 Lakeshore Drive. 
Pleterski said that when the lease is up, he will be required to get a mortgage in order to take 
possession of the home at $8.5 million. The Trustee asserted that the market value of the 
property is believed to be greater than $10.0 million. 
 
Brad Rogers advised the Trustee that the homeowner transferred the property to his shell 
company for $5.0 million dollars, and that he suspects that Pleterski is in cahoots with the 
homeowner, Ray Gupta.  
 
Stewart advised the Trustee that the property is currently listed for sale.  
 

6. Diana noted that Pleterski has a vendor take-back mortgage on 1 Sunny Rose Court and 
5126 Lakeshore Drive. Diana advised that when she attempted to purchase 1 Sunny Rose 
Court, Pleterski claimed that he had money in the house. 
 

7. Catherine Horber said that she invested money with Pleterski sometime between April 1-4th, 
and that during that time, Pleterski did not tell her about his difficulties. In fact, she claimed 
that Pleterski had confirmed that her assets and principal would be secured. Pleterski denied 
Catherine’s allegations and said that he had warned her that it might not be a good idea for 
her to go through with the loan. Catherine said she has copies of the text message exchange 
where Pleterski said the loan would be a very good idea. 
 

8. Stewart Wilson claimed that Pleterski told him that the Lamborghini Huracan STO was paid 
for in full because it was the only way for him to get the car. Pleterski denied telling Stewart 
that. Stewart advised the meeting that he spoke to the person in possession of the vehicle 
and that they told him that the damage to the vehicle could be easily fixed. Pleterski advised 
Stewart that he did have insurance on the vehicle when he crashed it.  
 

9. Sacha Singh claimed that Pleterski showed him a screenshot of an account with $1.4 million 
in it and said that the money was for his next fund. Pleterski denied this claim.  

A motion was made and seconded for a short adjournment to allow the Trustee time to review the 
Singh Claims. 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 

APPOINTMENT OF TRUSTEE FOR AIDEN PLETERSKI & AP PRIVATE EQUITY LIMITED 
 
Following the adjournment, the Trustee noted that the vote would take a long time given the 
number of creditors and asked if anyone had objections to creditors voting simultaneously for the 
Pleterski and AP estate. No one objected. Michael Nowina made a motion to affirm the 
appointment of the Trustee which was seconded. The vote began with the Trustee showing the 
results of each creditor onscreen as each creditor voted.  
 
Ultimately, the Trustee received 44% voting yes in the Pleterski estate and 42% voting yes in the 
AP estate.6  The Chairperson noted there were insufficient votes to affirm the Trustee with 6% 
more being needed in the Pleterski estate and 8% in the AP estate.  The Chairperson asked if 
anyone wanted to bring a motion for a substitution, noting that there were insufficient votes to 
substitute based on the affirmation votes.  The Chairperson noted that trustees from BDO were 
present and that BDO is a good firm with the requisite asset tracing and other experience to take 
on a mandate of this complexity. No substitute motion was made. 
 
The Chairperson noted that Grant Thornton Limited would, therefore, continue as Trustee. 
 

Clarifications Provided by the Trustee 

Norman Groot noted that he and BDO objected to paragraphs 13-15 of the Trustee’s Preliminary 
Report. The Chairperson advised that he would note the objection.7 
 
The Chairperson made two clarifications at the request of Norman Groot:  

1. The Proof of Claims forms received by Singh were included in the vote tally. 
2. The reference in the Trustee’s Preliminary Report to section 202 (1) (g) of the BIA does not 

apply to law firms such as Investigative Counsel. 

 
APPOINTMENT OF INSPECTORS FOR AIDEN PLETERSKI 
 
The Chairperson advised that as per s. 116(1) of the BIA, the creditors may appoint up to five 
Inspectors to the estate.  The Inspectors are appointed as representatives of all the creditors and 
are expected to assist the trustee by virtue of their experience and are required to supervise 
certain aspects of the trustee's administration.  The Chairperson requested nominations for 
Inspectors starting by understanding who in the audience was interested in serving as an 
inspector. 
 
Given the recommendation to consolidate, the Chairperson recommended that the creditors elect 
the same 5 inspectors for each of the bankruptcies and that any inspector votes be done on a 

 
6 Creditor Iain Meldrum originally voted “for” the appointment of the Trustee but later asked to change his vote to “no”. 

The Chairperson allowed this. The Singh Claims against the Trustee have also been included in these figures. 

7 The Trustee reviewed the Trustee’s Preliminary Report subsequent to the meeting and agreed to remove these 

paragraphs at the request of Investigative Counsel. The revised report was recirculated to all parties. 



 
 

 

 

consolidated basis (i.e. the aggregate claim in the two bankruptcies). No one objected to this 
request. 
 
The Chairperson further recommended that creditor groups, such as the Baker McKenzie group, 
put forward only one name to represent their group. There is no legal requirement to do so as 
inspector appointments are via ordinary resolution, but having all major groups represented may 
build trust in the process which was particularly important given the rumours addressed in the 
Trustee’s Preliminary Report. 
 
Michael Nowina noted that there were two parties in his group who wanted to serve as inspectors, 
but that he was in agreement with the Chairperson’s suggestion of diverse representation and so 
only one name would be put forward if others did the same. 
 
Norman Groot asked those who wanted to serve as inspector’s to provide a bit of background 
information on themselves. The Chairperson agreed and asked each person to do so. 
 
A long voting process followed with Braden Martyniuk, Sacha Sing, Akil Heywood, Alice 
Chornenka and Stewart Wilson being the inspector’s elected for each of the Aiden Pleterski and 
AP Private Equity Limited estates. 
 
The First Inspectors meeting was held immediately following the meeting of creditors. 
 

Closing Discussion  

There were final discussions with respect to:  
1. the concern that Pleterski could flee the country and whether a request could be made for an 

order requiring Pleterski to surrender his passport; 
2. a Contempt Order; 
3. a Certificate of Pending Litigation against the Burlington property;  
4. pursuing criminal charges against Pleterski; and  

5. the concern that someone will harm Pleterski, or that Pleterski will harm himself.  

 
DIRECTIONS TO THE TRUSTEE 
 
The Chairperson asked if there were any additional questions or directions to be given to the LIT 
and there were none beyond what has been noted above.   
 
In response to a creditor questions, Leanne explained that is would not be easy for the Trustee to 
demand Pleterski’s passport and that the pursuit of criminal charges would not take place until the 
investigation had move further along. 
 
 
ADJOURNMENT OF THE MEETING 
 
The Chairperson asked if there were no further matters to discuss that someone make a motion to 
end the meeting. 
 



 
 

 

 

The motion was carried and the meeting of creditors was adjourned at 4:20 PM.  
 
 
Sincerely,  
 
_____________________ 
Rob Stelzer 
CA, CPA, CIRP, LIT 
  



 
 

 

 

 
Exhibit A 

In Person Attendance List – First Meeting of Creditors for Aiden Pleterski and  
AP Private Equity Ltd. 

 

 

  



 
 

 

 

Virtual Attendance List – First Meeting of Creditors for Aiden Pleterski and 
AP Private Equity Ltd. 

 
 

To accommodate people who were not comfortable with attending in person due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, virtual attendance was allowed at the meeting.  
 
Confirmed virtual attendees: 
 

• Aiden Pleterski (Debtor) 

• Marie-Josee Sicard (OSB) 

• Neville Thompson 

• Jason Affleck 

• Dave Hotrum  

• Wail Abdel Karim 

• Saudia Crossfield  

• Braden Martyniuk 

• Elaine Cai 

• Seun Bammake  

• Cara and Bob Funk  

• Sunray (Representative) 

• Scott Theis 

• Akil Heywood 

• Andrea Samuels  

• Thomas Gertner 

• Dushandan Selvakumarasingam 

• Oliver Ward 

• Paul McCurbin 

• Catherine Horber 

• Chris Winn 

• Leea Wood 

• Michelle Heyes 

• Brent Bolahood 

• Craig Johnson 

• Kathy O’Reilly 

• Ryan Rumble 

• Iain Meldrum 
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District of  Ontario 
Division No.  07 - Hamilton 
Court No.  BK-22-00208581-OT-31     31-2856381 (AP Private Equity Limited) 
Court No. BK-22-00208582-O-T31     31-2856382 (Aiden Pleterski) 
 
 
 

IN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCY OF 
AIDEN PLETERSKI AND AP PRIVATE EQUITY LIMITED 

OF THE TOWN OF WHITBY, IN THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO 
 

TRUSTEE’S REPORT ON ITS PRELIMINARY ADMINISTRATION 
 
SECTION A 
 
Introduction 
  
1. On August 9, 2022 the Ontario Superior Court of Justice (the “Court”) ordered that 

Aiden Pleterski (“Pleterski”) and the company he owned, AP Private Equity Limited 

(“AP” and together with Pleterski, the “Bankrupts”) be adjudged bankrupt. The Order 

was made following a petition filed by several creditors represented by Baker 

McKenzie LLP (“Baker McKenzie”) who are owed money by the Bankrupts. Grant 

Thornton Limited was appointed as the trustee in bankruptcy (the “Trustee” or “Grant 

Thornton”). Because the assets and liabilities of Pleterski and AP are interrelated, the 

findings for each bankrupt are consolidated into one report. 

Background 
 
2. Pleterski, the self described “Crypto King”, claims to have operated AP as an 

investment business in which, among other things, monies were allegedly invested on 

behalf of investors in cryptocurrency and foreign exchange positions. Pleterski is the 

sole officer and director of AP. Investments appear to have been made both through 

Pleterski personally and through AP. In some cases, investors provided funds to 

Pleterski directly and, in other cases, they gave funds to AP. 

3. The Trustee understands that much of the funding was raised through originators who 

raised money for the Bankrupts. The Trustee has been advised that the originators  

included: Mitchell Learning, Tyson Heyes, Patrick Fetras, Mason Doucette, and Colin 

Murphy (collectively, the “Originators”).  Many of the Originators appear to have been 

given the use of expensive vehicles owned or leased by Pleterski such as a 
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Lamborghini, Range Rover, BMW, etc. to entice investors. The Trustee has attempted 

to contact the Originators by phone but they have not responded to the Trustee’s 

enquires. As the Trustee has thus far been unsuccessful in contacting the Originators, 

the Trustee is urging anyone with contact information, including physical addresses, 

for the Originators, to provide it to the Trustee. The Trustee would like to speak with 

the Originators as soon as possible and may wish to conduct formal examinations of 

them pursuant to section 163 of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (“BIA”) in respect 

of the business and assets of the Bankrupts. 

4. The Trustee has been advised that, throughout 2022, creditors became increasingly 

concerned about recovering the funds they invested with the Bankrupts. On June 27, 

2022, a statement of Claim (the “Singh Claim”) was filed on behalf of Sacha Amar 

Dario Singh and 9319697 Canada Ltd. (collectively, the “Singh Creditors”) 

represented by Walker Law Professional Corporation in order to pursue funds claimed 

to be owed by Pleterski. 

Mareva Proceedings and the Bankruptcy 

5. There has been a great deal of confusion among creditors in respect of the Mareva 

proceedings and the bankruptcies. This section provides some background on the 

bankruptcies and Grant Thornton’s role in an effort to clarify the confusion. Creditors 

will have the opportunity to ask questions directly of Grant Thornton at the meeting 

and appoint inspectors who will give directions to the Trustee.  

6. On July 7, 2022, the Court issued a Mareva order to “freeze” Pleterski’s assets (the 

“Mareva Order”) at the request of the Singh Creditors as part of the Singh Claim. The 

Mareva Order was expanded on July 15, 2022 to include Akil Heywood and Banknote 

Capital Inc. represented by DMG Advocates LLP. 

7. A Mareva Order freezes assets pending a trial in an action commenced by a plaintiff. 

It prevents the defendant from disposing of his assets. A Mareva Order is intended to 

preserve assets pending a trial of a lawsuit. It, therefore, benefits the party that brought 

the Mareva Order.  In contrast, a bankruptcy is a legal procedure in which the 

bankrupt’s property is surrendered to a licensed insolvency trustee. Once adjudged 
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bankrupt, a person or company or an entity holding their assets (for example, a bank 

holding funds in the name of the bankrupt) must deliver all property to the Trustee 

(with the exception of certain exempt assets, such as, clothing). 

8. The Trustee’s role is outlined in the BIA.  Grant Thornton was appointed by the Court 

in this mandate and is an officer of the Court.  As a result, its duties are to the Court 

and to the creditors of the Bankrupt including to: 

(a) impartially represent the interests of all creditors;  

(b) act with an even hand as between competing classes of creditors;  

(c) act for the benefit of creditors generally; and 

(d) take possession of and realize on the assets of the Bankrupts and to 

distribute the proceeds to creditors based on their proven claims.  

9. As part of these duties, the Trustee is also responsible for investigating the affairs of 

the Bankrupts. 

10. At the First Meeting of Creditors, creditors may affirm the appointment of the trustee 

(or substitute the trustee with another licensed insolvency trustee) and elect up to five 

inspectors who are responsible for representing the interests of the creditors at large. 

The Trustee is somewhat analogous to the management of a company and the 

inspectors to a board of directors. Major decisions made by the Trustee must be 

approved by the inspectors similar to the way that major decisions of management are 

approved by a board of directors. 

11. The Trustee understands that all of the creditors of the Bankrupts are unsecured. That 

means that the creditors that gave their money to the Bankrupts to invest have an 

equal entitlement to any proceeds available for distribution. Creditors will be paid 

based upon the claims they are able to prove to the Trustee in accordance with the 

BIA. Distributions are not based upon the claim amounts listed on the Statement of 

Affairs which was prepared based upon incomplete information for reasons described 

later in this report. 
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Rumours Relating to This Proceeding 
 
12. In discussions with creditors, the Trustee has become aware of a number of rumours 

that the Trustee wishes to directly address. These rumors include: 

(a) proof of claims and proxies must be sent to Investigative Counsel; 
 

(b) the Trustee was chosen by Pleterski; 
 

(c) the Trustee takes its instructions from Baker McKenzie; and, 
 

(d) the Trustee does not have experience with fraud or ponzi cases. 
 
 

Grant Thornton’s Experience 

13. Grant Thornton Canada a member firm in Grant Thornton International, a global 

accounting firm with over 50,000 employees worldwide.  Grant Thornton Canada has 

extensive experience with fraud or ponzi scheme cases, including: 

(a) Grant Thornton was retained on a confidential basis by a lending syndicate of 

Canadian banks as their financial advisor for a loan in excess of $200 million. 

After the discovery of fraud, the mandate included a significant amount of 

investigative work, including asset tracing focused in Europe; 

 

(b) Grant Thornton was appointed by the Court as Trustee pursuant to section 37 

of the Mortgage Brokerages and Administrations Act after the discovery of a 

Ponzi scheme at Tier I Trustee Corporations. As Trustee, Grant Thornton 

conducted extensive asset tracing, including property traced across Canada, 

the United States and the Caribbean;  

 

(c) Grant Thornton was appointed as the Court-appointed Receiver of Crystal 

Wealth Management`s 15 mutual funds on application by the Ontario 

Securities Commission. The company has assets under management prior to 

the receivership in the amount of $193 million.  More than 3,000 investors were 

involved across Canada, who invested in the Crystal Wealth Funds via 

registered and non-registered accounts. The Receiver has engaged in 
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extensive asset tracing, investigative and asset recovery exercises in Canada 

and the United States. 

 
The Trustee’s Independence 

14. As discussed above, the Trustee was appointed by the Court on application by certain 

creditors. The Trustee was not appointed by Pleterski. Prior to its appointment, the 

Trustee had never spoken to Pleterski.   

15. Although the Trustee was appointed by a group of creditors represented by Baker 

McKenzie, it does not seek or take instructions from Baker McKenzie or its clients. 

The Trustee has never spoken to Baker McKenzie’s clients. The Trustee is an officer 

of the Court whose mandate is prescribed by the BIA for the benefit of all creditors. 

Once the inspectors are appointed in these proceedings, the Trustee will work with 

the inspectors who represent all of the creditors of the Bankrupts. The Trustee has a 

license to practice and could have its licensed revoked or face other penalties were it 

found to favour the creditor requesting its appointment or any other creditors. 

Conduct of the Bankrupts 
 
16. Shortly before his bankruptcy, Pleterski was the owner (directly or indirectly) of 

approximately 11 high-end vehicles (in addition to leasing several others) and rented 

a home on the waterfront in Burlington for approximately $20,000 per month. 

17. Immediately after the issuance of the Bankruptcy Orders, the Trustee had a video call 

with Pleterski and his legal counsel. The next morning (August 10, 2022), the Trustee 

met with Pleterski at his apartment; he was cooperative and provided his assets in the 

apartment including jewelry, guitars, etc. as well as information related to certain of 

his assets and their whereabouts. As a result of the information obtained, the Trustee 

immediately took steps to secure as many of the vehicles as they could locate with the 

information provided. 

18. Notwithstanding his initial cooperation, starting on the afternoon of August 10, 2022 

until August 18, 2022, Pleterski was unresponsive to phone calls, text messages and 

E-mail. During that time, the Trustee visited Pleterski’s apartment outside of the city 

and even took the step of visiting his family home in Whitby and speaking with his 
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parents. Due to the unresponsiveness of Pleterski, the Trustee to the extraordinary 

step of instructing its proposed counsel to begin drafting court materials seeking a 

contempt order and ultimately, failing compliance with that order, requesting a bench 

warrant (i.e. an arrest warrant) against Pleterski. Before the materials were completed, 

on August 18, 2022, Pleterski responded to the Trustee but indicated he was 

unavailable to speak until the morning of August 21, 2022. Pleterski pushed back the 

morning call on August 21, 2022 to the afternoon of that same day and then asked to 

cancel the afternoon call; the Trustee insisted that the call proceed as there were many 

urgent questions regarding Pleterski’s assets and creditors. 

19. Without assistance from Pleterski during the period of August 10, 2022 until August 

21, 2022, the Trustee: 

(a) was unable to review Pleterski’s records when putting together the 

Statement of Affairs which lists all of his assets and creditors. Accordingly, 

the Trustee was only able to contact creditors of which it was aware 

pursuant to the existing litigation or the limited records it had in its 

possession; and 

(b) was unable to take possession of the Lamborghini Huracan, BMW M8, Audi 

R8, Honda Civic Type R, and other vehicles on a timely basis.  

 

20. Even when Pleterski did make himself available on August 21, 2022, he did not provide 

the documentation he agreed to provide after the call and refused to answer the 

Trustee’s questions related to his conduct before bankruptcy including, contact 

information for the Originators and details on payments he made before his 

bankruptcy. The Trustee pressed Pleterski on why, with a creditor pool believed to 

exceed $25 million, he had so few assets.  Pleterski insisted his counsel be present 

before answering these types of questions.  As a result, the Trustee arranged for a 

video call with Pleterski and his counsel on August 24, 2022 which was subsequently 

cancelled by Pleterski. The Trustee insisted that if Pleterski did not answer the 

Trustee’s questions within 24 hours that the Trustee would move forward and request 

a contempt Order from Court. The Trustee was finally able to obtain the information it 

was seeking and ask its questions on August 25, 2022 (the creditor’s list which the 
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Trustee had been seeking since August 10, 2022 was finally provided by Pleterski’s 

counsel on August 24, 2022). 

21. As a result of the above, in addition to delaying the Trustee’s investigation and adding 

needless cost to the administration of this estate, from the period August 10, 2022 until 

August 24, 2022, the Trustee was unable (despite multiple attempts) to get a proper 

listing of Pleterski’s creditors. The Trustee reached out to the creditors provided by 

Pleterski within 24 hours via the E-mail addresses provided and has had contact with 

a number of these creditors. Unfortunately, as a consequence of Pleterski’s inaction, 

certain creditors were not advised about the First Meeting of Creditors until August 25, 

2022 – only 4 days before the creditor’s meeting. The Trustee has made every effort 

in a highly condensed timeline to answer the questions of such creditors and assist 

them in filing claims. 

22. Ultimately, Pleterski’s conduct has resulted in many creditors not receiving timely 

notification of the bankruptcy or the First Meeting of Creditors. Furthermore, the lack 

of cooperation, particularly in locating and securing the vehicles, has greatly added to 

the cost of the administration of the estate.  The Trustee had to attend multiple different 

locations in order to get each of the cars. In some cases, the cars were not where 

Pleterski advised they were or the parties holding them would not release them without 

payment or a significant amount of information from the Trustee. Thankfully, all but 

one known vehicle, an Audi A4, has been secured by the Trustee as at the date of this 

report.  The Trustee understands that the Audi A4 is being driven by Pleterski’s former 

girlfriend, Mya Patricia Trentadue. 

23. The Trustee believes that Pleterski has not complied with his duties pursuant to 

section 158 of the BIA. 

 
Consolidation 
 
24. It is the Trustee’s preliminary view that the bankruptcies of Pleterski and AP should be 

consolidated into one estate. Pleterski did not appear to separate his business 

dealings in AP from his personal dealings. For example, in some instances, 

agreements were entered into with AP but funds were delivered to Pleterski 
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personally.  Following a more thorough consolidation analysis, the Trustee intends to 

seek approval of the Court to consolidate the two estates thus combining the assets 

and liabilities of AP and Pleterski for the benefit of creditors. Such application will be 

discussed with the inspectors to be appointed and will be brought on notice to all 

creditors. 

25. In the meantime, since the Trustee does not yet have the approval from the Court to 

consolidate, it will continue to separate assets and claims to the extent possible. In the 

event of a conflict, the Trustee intends to consider the party who actually received the 

funds is the prevailing bankrupt.  For example, if a creditor has a signed contract with 

AP but paid Pleterski personally, the Trustee will assume that the creditor has a claim 

against Pleterski rather than AP. Consolidation would greatly simplify administration 

of the estates and result in an equitable outcome for all creditors who invested with 

Pleterski (either directly or through AP).  

Assets 
 
26. Below is a table summarizing the assets of the Bankrupts given the information 

currently in the possession of the Trustee and prior to any further investigation. Cars 

are listed at their estimated wholesale value per the Trustee’s appraiser. 

  Pleterski AP Combined Comments 

Cash & Bank Drafts 561,473 45,000 606,473   

Investments* 281,000 62,000 343,000   

2020 Audi R8 convertible 180,000 - 180,000   

2018 Honda Type R 35,000 - 35,000   

2017 Maclaren 570GT 120,000 - 120,000   

2018 Maclaren 720s 280,000 - 280,000   

2015 BMW I8 70,000 - 70,000   

2020 BMW M8 spider 115,000 - 115,000   

2018 Lamborghini Huracan 350,000 - 350,000   

2019 Range Rover Velar 53,000 - 53,000   

2021 CFMOTO ATV 10,000 - 10,000   

2018 Kawasaki Ninja 5,000 - 5,000   

2020 Audi A4* 30,000 - 30,000   

Jewellery & Personal Effects 32,000 - 32,000 
Detailed list available 
for creditors upon 
request. 

Deposit on Real Estate - - - Value unknown. 

Total 2,122,473 107,000 2,229,473   
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*The Trustee believes that these are estate assets, but they have not yet been collected by the Trustee. Investments 

consist of approximately $120,000 with TD belonging to Pleterski. Investments also consist of $3,000 held by Pleterski, 

$158,000 in an investment account held by Pleterski and $62,000 held by AP. All investment amounts have been 

rounded as amounts to be collected are subject to bank fees. 

SECTION B 
 
Conservatory and Protective Measures 

 
27. As noted above, the Trustee has, so far, taken possession of all known vehicles except 

for an Audi A4. 

Carrying on Business 

 
28. The Trustee has not carried on any business conducted by Pleterski or AP’s business. 

SECTION C 
 
Legal Proceedings 
 
29. The Trustee is not aware of any legal proceedings currently ongoing against the 

Bankrupts other than the Singh Claim. 

 

SECTION D 
 
Provable Claims 
 

30. The Statement of Affairs of the Bankrupts disclose approximately $13 million in claims. 

As noted earlier in the Conduct of the Bankrupt section of this Report, the Statement 

of Affairs was prepared without assistance from Pleterski and the Trustee believes 

that it does not accurately reflect the true claims against the Bankrupts.  The Trustee 

believes that the true creditor pool exceeds $25 million. Set out below is a table 

summarizing total unsecured claims of approximately $13 million (as at August 27, 

2022 at 11:00 AM).  The total balance of the claims pool continues to increase as 

claims are received.  No preferred or secured claims have been filed. 

 

 Pleterski AP Combined 

Unsecured Claims $   8,602,976  

 

$ 4,313,334 

 

$ 12,916,310 
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SECTION E 

 
Secured Creditors 
 
31. No secured claims have been filed as is noted above. 

 

SECTION F 

 
Anticipated Realization and Distribution 
 

32. Until the issue of whether the Pleterski and AP estates should be consolidated is 

resolved, it is not possible to provide accurate guidance on realizations. The Trustee 

notes that only $2.2 million of assets have currently been located by the Trustee and 

that claims filed amount to approximately $13 million. The Trustee believes that further 

investigation is warranted to potentially uncover additional assets of the Bankrupts. 

SECTION G 
 
Investigations and Transfers at Undervalue/Preference 
 
33. The Trustee’s primary efforts over the past three weeks have focused on locating and 

taking possession of the known assets of Pleterski, liaising with creditors and their 

counsel and preparing for the First Meeting of Creditors. The Trustee’s investigation 

efforts thus far include the following: 

(a) Coordinating with counsel that initiated the Mareva application and asking 

for a copy of the transcripts from their examinations; 

 

(b) Online research into Pleterski, the Originators and others who may have 

information related to the assets of the Bankrupts. 

 

(c) Speaking with creditors and receiving and reviewing documents from 

them regarding the whereabouts of Pleterski’s assets; 
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(d) Conducting a preliminary examination of the Bankrupt on August 24, 2022 

and asking detailed questions about his assets including: 

(1) The whereabouts of vehicles which we understood he had 

previously owned; 

(2) Questions related to offshore assets; 

(3) Questions related to gold bars Pleterski allegedly possessed; 

(4) Information on why Pleterski’s assets are much less than his 

liabilities and the exact nature of his investments; and 

(5) The role and identity of the Originators. 

 

(e) Searching for undisclosed vehicles by obtaining a list of vehicles from 

Pleterski’s insurance broker and performing Registration Identification 

Number searches to determine vehicles registered directly or indirectly to 

Pleterski; 

 

(f) Speaking with Dragan Pleterski (Aiden Pleterski’s father) about vehicles 

registered in his name which were paid for by Pleterski. The Trustee has 

found Dragan Pleterski to be cooperative thus far and has facilitated the 

Trustee’s efforts to determine if there is equity and take possession of such 

vehicles; 

 

(g) Requesting that Thornton Grout Finnigan LLP (“TGF”), the law firm asked 

to serve as estate counsel (subject to inspector approval), to conduct land 

title searches for the residence Pleterski rented as there have been 

allegations that Pleterski has an ownership interest in the property; 

 

(h) Contacting legal counsel acting for Pleterski requesting details related to a 

$500,000 deposit made by Pleterski in respect of the acquisition of real 

property located at 725 Westney Road South in Ajax which has not yet 

closed to determine if the deposit could be recovered; 

 

(i) Reaching out to the Originators (with the limited information provided) to 

determine whether certain payments are recoverable as a preference 
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pursuant to the BIA for the benefit of creditors and other information about 

the Bankrupts; and, 

 
(j) Asking the financial institutions and exchanges which Pleterski dealt with to 

provide bank statements (most of the funds have already been collected). 

 
34. The Trustee does not want to provide further detail in this Report about its additional 

investigation efforts since this report will be available to the Bankrupt. The Trustee will 

share further details with the inspectors elected by the creditors. 

35. As is detailed below in this report, the Trustee estimates the gross value of the property 

that the Bankrupt has disclosed is estimated to be worth an estimated $2.2 million 

whereas the creditor’s have filed claims totalling approximately $13 million and the 

Trustee believes that the actual creditor pool exceeds $25 million. The deficiency 

between assets and liabilities is conspicuous and warrants further investigation. 

36. As noted above, it may be possible to pursue the payments to the Originators as 

preferences under the BIA. 

SECTION H 

Other Matters 
 
37. None. 

DATED at Toronto, Ontario this 29th day of August 2022 
(based on claims received as at 11:00 AM EDT on August 27, 2022). 
 
 
GRANT THORNTON LIMITED 
In its capacity as Trustee for the bankrupt estate of 
Aiden Pleterski 
AP Private Equity Limited 
and not in its personal or corporate capacity 
 
Per. 
 
_______________________________ 
Rob Stelzer, CPA, CA, CIRP, LIT 
Senior Vice President 
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District of  Ontario 
Division No.  07 - Hamilton 
Court No.  BK-22-00208581-OT-31     31-2856381 (AP Private Equity Limited) 
 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE  

(IN BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY)  
 
 

IN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCY OF 
AP PRIVATE EQUITY LIMITED 

OF THE TOWN OF WHITBY, IN THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO 
 

District of  Ontario 
Division No.  07 - Hamilton 
Court No. BK-22-00208582-O-T31     31-2856382 (Aiden Pleterski) 
 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE  

(IN BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY)  
 
 

IN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCY OF 
AIDEN PLETERSKI OF THE TOWN OF WHITBY,  

IN THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO 
 

 
 

FIRST REPORT OF THE TRUSTEE 
 
Background 

  

1. On April 21, 2022, Sacha Amar Dario Singh and 9319697 Canada Ltd. (the “Mareva 

Plaintiffs”) commenced an action against Aiden Pleterski (“Pleterski”) and AP Private 

Equity Limited (“AP” and together with Pleterski, the “Bankrupts”) claiming relief based 

on breach of contract, fraudulent misrepresentation, civil fraud, misappropriation of funds, 

conversion, and unjust enrichment. The Mareva Plaintiffs allege that they were induced 

into making substantial investments with Pleterski between April 2021 and January 2022 

and that the inducement was based on fraudulent misrepresentation.  

2. Pleterski, the self-described “Crypto King”, claims to have operated AP as an investment 

business in which, among other things, monies were allegedly invested on behalf of 

investors, including the Mareva Plaintiffs, in cryptocurrency and foreign exchange 

positions. Pleterski is the sole officer and director of AP.  
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3. The Mareva Plaintiffs successfully obtained an ex parte worldwide Mareva injunction 

pursuant to the Order of Justice Sutherland dated July 7, 2022 (the “Mareva Order”), a 

copy of which, together with the Endorsement, is attached as Appendix “A”. As set out 

in the Endorsement, the Court was satisfied that there was a strong prima facie case that 

Pleterski committed a breach of contract and civil fraud. 

4. The Trustee has been advised that, throughout 2022, investors became increasingly 

concerned about recovering the funds they invested with the Bankrupts. Several investors 

in the same position as the Mareva Plaintiffs brought an application for bankruptcy orders 

against Pleterski and AP. On August 9, 2022, the Ontario Superior Court of Justice (the 

“Court”) ordered Pleterski and AP be adjudged bankrupt (the “Bankruptcy Orders”). 

Grant Thornton Limited was appointed as the trustee in bankruptcy (the “Trustee”) of both 

Bankrupts. Copies of the Bankruptcy Orders are attached as Appendix “B”. 

5. The First Meeting of Creditors of the Bankrupts (the “First Meeting”) was held on August 

29, 2022. A copy of the Trustee’s Report on its Preliminary Administration dated August 

29, 2022 (the “Preliminary Report”) is attached as Appendix “C”. As at the First Meeting, 

claims totaling approximately $13 million were filed in the estates of the Bankrupts, but the 

Trustee believes that the actual claims could significantly exceed this amount. 

Relief Sought 

6. The Trustee seeks the issuance of a warrant for the arrest of Pleterski, on behalf of himself 

and AP, and an Order requiring that all books, papers and property in his possession, 

including any cell phones, computers and any other electronic devices used by the 

Bankrupts be immediately delivered up to the Trustee.  

Conduct of the Bankrupts 

7. As set out in the Preliminary Report, although Pleterski was initially cooperative with the 

Trustee on a call which took place on August 9, 2022 and an in-person meeting the 

morning of August 10, 2022, beginning in the afternoon of August 10, 2022 until August 

18, 2022, Pleterski was unresponsive to phone calls, text messages and emails from the 

Trustee. Finally on August 18, 2022, Pleterski agreed to speak with the Trustee on August 

21, 2022. However, on August 21, 2022, Pleterski attempted to again defer speaking with 

the Trustee who insisted that the call proceed as there were many urgent unanswered 
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questions regarding his assets and creditors of the Bankrupts that needed a response 

prior to the First Meeting. 

8. Without assistance from Pleterski during the initial bankruptcy period, the Trustee: 

(a) was unable to review the Bankrupts’ records in compiling the Statement of 

Affairs which caused certain creditors to have little or no notice of the First 

Meeting; and 

(b) was unable to take possession of certain high-end automobiles on a timely 

basis as their locations previously disclosed by Pleterski were not correct which 

considerably increased the costs of administration of the estates of the 

Bankrupts.  

 

9. Even after making himself available on August 21, 2022, Pleterski did not provide the 

documentation requested by the Trustee and refused to answer the Trustee’s questions 

related to his conduct prior to the bankruptcy. Pleterski ultimately provided certain 

information through his counsel on the eve of the First Meeting but failed to fully discharge 

his duties pursuant to section 158 of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (Canada). To 

date, the Bankrupts have still not executed the Statement of Affairs or provided adequate 

books and records to the Trustee. 

10. Pleterski expressed concerns about appearing at the First Meeting due to threats he had 

received from investors. As a result, the Trustee arranged for security to be present at the 

First Meeting and impressed upon him, on several occasions (including via emails on 

August 27 and August 28, 2022), the requirement for him to attend the First Meeting in 

person.  An hour and eight minutes before the First Meeting (Pleterski lives an hour and 

forty five minutes from downtown Toronto), Pleterski contacted the Trustee to advise that 

he was unable to secure transportation to the First Meeting because his ride did not show 

up. He further advised that he was unable to drive because his driver’s license had been 

suspended and did not have any money for a taxi. The Trustee offered to pay for a taxi, 

but Pleterski advised that a taxi would only accept payment upfront. As a result, Pleterski 

failed to appear in person at the First Meeting but attended virtually. 

11. As is evident from the questions posed by creditors at the First Meeting and the findings 

set out in the Mareva Order and Endorsement, there is a strong belief among investors 
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that the Bankrupts defrauded countless individuals out of millions of dollars and that 

Pleterski is continuing to liquidate and hide assets. Attached as Appendix “D” is a copy 

of the Minutes of the First Meeting. 

12. Prior to his bankruptcy, Pleterski led an extravagant lifestyle. Pleterski was the owner 

(directly or indirectly) of approximately 15 high-end vehicles (in addition to leasing 

several others) which included 3 McLarens, 2 Lamborghinis, 3 Audis and 2 BMWs. 

Pleterski was also renting a home on the waterfront in Burlington for approximately 

$43,000 per month and had negotiated to purchase the home for approximately $8.5 

million. 

Request for Electronic Devices 

13. The Trustee understands that the Bankrupts purported to invest millions of dollars on 

behalf of investors but that those investments were lost due to poor trades. The Trustee 

has repeatedly requested that the Bankrupts provide evidence of these trades and an 

accounting of the funds received from investors. As set out in the Minutes from the First 

Meeting, Pleterski has stated that he was very disorganized and has very little in the way 

of records. To date, Pleterski had not provided any records showing his trades and the 

only listing of creditors provided was through his counsel. 

14. In order to obtain evidence of the alleged trading conducted by Pleterski and AP, on 

August 12, 2022, the Trustee requested that Pleterski turn over his computer to the 

Trustee Pleterski advised the Trustee that he only had one computer and that it was in the 

possession of his former girlfriend. The Trustee has since come to understand that 

Pleterski had at least two desktop computers but that the majority of his trading was done 

on applications on his cell phone.  

15. It was the intention of the Trustee to request to image Pleterski’s cell phone at the First 

Meeting, however Pleterski did not attend in person. As a result, on August 31, 2022, the 

Trustee emailed and texted Pleterski to advise that a representative of the Trustee would 

attend at his residence that day to image his cell phones and computers. Although 

Pleterski appeared to be home, he refused to answer the door but responded to the 

Trustee that he was not comfortable allowing the Trustee to image his cell phones due to 

personal content on the devices. The Trustee assured Pleterski that the Trustee was not 

interested in personal information or photographs and that the devices would be imaged 
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in his presence so personal information could be excluded from what was being imaged. 

Pleterski failed to further respond or allow the Trustee access to his electronic devices. 

Attached as Appendix “E” is a copy of the email trail between the Trustee and Pleterski 

on August 31, 2022. 

16. Due to Pleterski’s failure to respond or deliver up his electronic devices for imaging, the 

Trustee issued a notice to Pleterski pursuant to section 164 of the BIA (the “164 Notice”) 

late in the evening of August 31, 2022. The 164 Notice required that Pleterski immediately 

deliver up (i) his cell phone and any other electronic device which may contain any records 

relating to the Bankrupts, and (ii) any other books and records relating to the dealings or 

property of the Bankrupts, to the Trustee. Attached as Appendix “F” is a copy of 164 

Notice. 

17. Pleterski has not responded to the 164 Notice. By email on September 7, 2022, the 

Trustee again requested production of Pleterski’s cell phones and electronic devices and 

advised that if same were not produced, the Trustee would be seeking a warrant. Pleterski 

has failed to respond to the Trustee’s request. Attached as Appendix “G” is a copy of the 

email dated September 7, 2022. The Trustee also sent Pleterski a text message on 

September 7, 2022 in respect of the delivery of his electronic devices which has gone 

unanswered. Attached as Appendix “H” is a copy of the text message to Pleterski. 

Recommendation 

18. Pleterski continues to be in violation of his duties under section 158 of the BIA which 

constitutes a bankruptcy offence pursuant to section 198(2) of the BIA. It is the Trustee’s 

position that, given the nature of the allegations against the Bankrupts, it is imperative that 

Pleterski turn over his electronic devices to the Trustee for imaging. Without those devices, 

the Trustee will be unable to adequately administer the Bankrupts’ estates. 

19. It is also the Trustee’s position that the Bankrupts are attempting to conceal records from 

the Trustee pertaining to the assets and dealings of the Bankrupts contrary to section 168 

of the BIA. 

20. The Trustee recommends that the Court exercise its jurisdiction pursuant to sections 

198(2) and 168 of the BIA to require that the electronic devices be immediately delivered 

up and that a warrant be issued for the arrest of Pleterski as a result of his conduct. The 
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Trustee believes that without repercussions for his actions, Pleterski will continue to thwart 

the bankruptcy process to the detriment of the Bankrupts’ creditors. 

 

DATED at Toronto, Ontario this 9th day of September 2022. 

GRANT THORNTON LIMITED 

In its capacity as Trustee for the bankrupt estate of 

Aiden Pleterski and AP Private Equity Limited 

and not in its personal or corporate capacity 

 

Per. 

 

_______________________________ 

Rob Stelzer, CPA, CA, CIRP, LIT 

Senior Vice President 
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[1] After frustrated attempts to gain access to the cell phone and electronic records of the bankrupt Aiden 
Pleterski (“Pleterski”), Grant Thornton Limited in its capacity as the court appointed trustee in bankruptcy of 
AP Private Equity Limited (“AP”) and Pleterski (the “Trustee”), took the extraordinary step of bringing motion 
under s. 168(2) of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, R.S.C. 1085, c. B-3 (the “BIA”) for, among other things, 
the arrest of Mr. Pleterski and the seizure of certain of the bankrupts’ property that they had failed to provide 
to the Trustee, despite repeated requests.   The failure of the bankrupts to meaningfully co-operate with the 
Trustee and comply with their statutory obligations under ss. 158 and 159 of the BIA is well documented. 

[2] Pleterski, through his counsel appearing today, has agreed to deliver the requested cell phone for 
imaging and various other assets that the Trustee has requested and to sign the bankrupts’ statements of 
affairs.   The protocol for compliance that has been agreed to between counsel shall be adhered to.  It goes 
without saying that time is of the essence and it is incumbent upon Pleterski to ensure that the bankrupts are 
in compliance with their outstanding and ongoing statutory obligations.  

[3] The Trustee’s motion returnable today seeking Pleterski’s arrest and other criminal sanctions is 
adjourned sine die.  It may be brought back on by the Trustee if there are further instances of non-compliance 
by the bankrupts that are considered to warrant relief of this nature on a minimum of 3-days’ notice.  The 
return of this motion must first be scheduled through the commercial list scheduling office with appropriate 
materials and steps having been taken, having regard to the nature of the relief sought. 

[4] This endorsement shall have immediate effect without the necessity of the issuance and entry of a 
formal court order. 

 
KIMMEL J. 

 

 

ENDORSEMENT OF JUSTICE KIMMEL:  
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District of  Ontario 
Division No.  07 - Hamilton 
Court No.  BK-22-00208581-OT-31     31-2856381 (AP Private Equity Limited) 
 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE  

(IN BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY)  
 
 

IN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCY OF 
AP PRIVATE EQUITY LIMITED 

OF THE TOWN OF WHITBY, IN THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO 
 

District of  Ontario 
Division No.  07 - Hamilton 
Court No. BK-22-00208582-O-T31     31-2856382 (Aiden Pleterski) 
 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE  

(IN BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY)  
 
 

IN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCY OF 
AIDEN PLETERSKI OF THE TOWN OF WHITBY,  

IN THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO 
 

 
 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE FIRST REPORT OF THE TRUSTEE 
 
Background 

  

1. On April 21, 2022, Sacha Amar Dario Singh and 9319697 Canada Ltd. (the “Mareva 

Plaintiffs”) commenced an action against Aiden Pleterski (“Pleterski”) and AP Private 

Equity Limited (“AP” and together with Pleterski, the “Bankrupts”) claiming relief based 

on breach of contract, fraudulent misrepresentation, civil fraud, misappropriation of funds, 

conversion, and unjust enrichment. The Mareva Plaintiffs allege that they were induced 

into making substantial investments with Pleterski between April 2021 and January 2022 

and that the inducement was based on fraudulent misrepresentation.  

2. Pleterski, the self-described “Crypto King”, claims to have operated AP as an investment 

business in which, among other things, monies were allegedly invested on behalf of 

investors, including the Mareva Plaintiffs, in cryptocurrency and foreign exchange 

positions. Pleterski is the sole officer and director of AP.  
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3. The Mareva Plaintiffs successfully obtained an ex parte worldwide Mareva injunction 

pursuant to the Order of Justice Sutherland dated July 7, 2022 (the “Mareva Order”), a 

copy of which, together with the Endorsement, is attached as Appendix “A”. As set out 

in the Endorsement, the Court was satisfied that there was a strong prima facie case that 

Pleterski committed a breach of contract and civil fraud. 

4. The Trustee has been advised that, throughout 2022, investors became increasingly 

concerned about recovering the funds they invested with the Bankrupts. Several investors 

in the same position as the Mareva Plaintiffs brought an application for bankruptcy orders 

against Pleterski and AP. On August 9, 2022, the Ontario Superior Court of Justice (the 

“Court”) ordered Pleterski and AP be adjudged bankrupt (the “Bankruptcy Orders”). 

Grant Thornton Limited was appointed as the trustee in bankruptcy (the “Trustee”) of both 

Bankrupts. Copies of the Bankruptcy Orders are attached as Appendix “B”. 

5. The First Meeting of Creditors of the Bankrupts (the “First Meeting”) was held on August 

29, 2022. As at the First Meeting, claims totaling approximately $13 million were filed in 

the estates of the Bankrupts (as of the date of this report, claims filed exceed $25 million). 

At the First Meeting, the Trustee tabled a copy of the Trustee’s Report on its Preliminary 

Administration dated August 29, 2022 (the “Preliminary Report”) a copy of which is 

attached as Appendix “C”. Among other things, the Preliminary Report noted Pleterski’s 

lack of cooperation. 

6. On September 9, 2022, the Trustee issued its first Report (the “First Report”), a copy of 

which (without exhibits) is attached as Appendix “D”. Among other things, the First 

Report noted Pleterski’s: 

a) Lack of cooperation to date which has drastically increased the costs of the 

administration thereby impacting recoveries of creditors; 

b) Failure to attend to basic duties, including preparing a Statement of Affairs, which 

hampered the Trustee’s ability to contact all creditors and notify them of the First 

Meeting and of the bankruptcy; 

c) Refusal to answer basic questions about his affairs; 

d) Failure to attend the First Meeting in person; 

e) Failure to provide books and records to the Trustee; and 
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f) Failure to provide his cell phone after a series of requests from the Trustee – the 

Trustee understands that the majority of his trading was done on applications on his 

cell phone.   

 
7. The Trustee brought a motion seeking a warrant for Pleterski’s arrest and an Order 

requiring that all books, papers and property in his possession, including any cell phones, 

computers and any other electronic devices used by the Bankrupts be immediately 

delivered up to the Trustee. 

8. On September 13, 2022, the Honourable Justice Kimmel issued an endorsement (the 

“September Endorsement”) noting that, “Pleterski, through his counsel appearing today, 

has agreed to deliver the requested cell phone for imaging and various other assets that 

the Trustee has requested and to sign the bankrupts’ statements of affairs. The protocol 

for compliance that has been agreed to between counsel shall be adhered to… The 

Trustee’s motion returnable today seeking Pleterski’s arrest and other criminal sanctions 

is adjourned sine die.” The September Endorsement is attached as Appendix “E”. 

 
Subsequent Events 

9. In the afternoon of September 13, 2022, the Trustee and counsel to Pleterski agreed upon 

a protocol related to the imaging of Pleterski’s cell phone. Pleterski arrived at the offices 

of the Trustee between 4:30-5:00 PM on September 13, 2022 and provided his iPhone 

and signed the Statement of Affairs. 

10. Pleterski only brought one cell phone to the meeting with the Trustee on September 13, 

2022. The Trustee had reminded Pleterski in an email approximately 3 hours prior to the 

meeting to bring his second cell phone but Pleterski responded that it was too late as he 

had already left to come to the Trustee’s offices. The Trustee requested that Pleterski 

make arrangements to deliver the second cell phone to the Trustee on September 14, 

2022 or September 15, 2022 for imaging. Attached as Appendix “F” is the email chain 

regarding the second cell phone. 

11. Separately, the Trustee has been trying to take possession of an Audi RSQ8 registered 

to Pleterski. The lessor, Volkswagen Canada, has also employed a bailiff who is 

attempting to locate the vehicle. Starting on September 9, 2022, through to September 19, 
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2022, the Trustee made six separate requests via email of Pleterski to provide the vehicle. 

The Trustee notes that some of these messages were responded to by Pleterski in which 

he indicated he was driving the vehicle. Copies of the emails and any responses thereto 

are attached as Appendix “G”. The Trustee understands the vehicle has a market value 

of approximately $125,000 and a total of $15,000 of equity after accounting for the lease. 

12. On September 16, 2022, Pleterski’s father, Dragan Pleterski, called the Trustee asking to 

pickup Pleterski’s cell phone. The Trustee indicated that it would be happy to make the 

cell phone available for pickup, but that it required the second cell phone be provided for 

imaging along with delivery of the Rolex and Audi RSQ8 in Pleterski’s possession. During 

the call, Dragan Pleterski acknowledged that he was in contact with his son via the second 

cell phone, but refused to provide the telephone number to the Trustee. The Trustee 

followed up with emails to Pleterski and Dragan Pleterski on September 16, 2022 and 

September 19, 2022 which provided a deadline of 5:00 p.m. on September 20, 2022 for 

Pleterski to respond to the Trustee’s requests. Attached as Appendix “H” are copies of 

these emails. The Trustee also contacted Pleterski’s counsel to reiterate its requests for 

cooperation, copies of which are attached as Appendix “I”. 

13. The Trustee’s review of the information from Pleterski’s cell phone in its possession is 

ongoing. The Trustee has observed that no text messages between Pleterski and his 

father, Dragan Pleterski, could be located, however, text messages with Pleterski’s 

mother, Kathy Pleterski, refer to texts exchanged between Pleterski and Dragan Pleterski. 

The Trustee continues to assess what other information, if any, may have been deleted 

or potentially contained on the second cell phone.   

14. The Trustee continues to be contacted regularly by investors who were not identified by 

Pleterski in his Statement of Affairs. Some of the stories of the impact that the losses 

caused by Pleterski’s alleged actions have on investors are heartbreaking. Recently, 

Pleterski’s conduct and lifestyle has been the subject of news pieces in CBC, CTV and 

other media publications which has also led to other investors coming forward. 

Recommendation 

15. Pleterski remains uncooperative and has not fully complied with the September 

Endorsement. He did not deliver his second cell phone to the Trustee despite multiple 
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requests to do so. He is also in possession of a $125,000 Audi and a Rolex which he has 

refused to provide to the Trustee. 

16. Pleterski continues to be in violation of his duties under section 158 of the BIA which 

constitutes a bankruptcy offence pursuant to section 198(2) of the BIA. It is the Trustee’s 

position that, given the nature of the allegations against the Bankrupts, it is imperative that 

Pleterski immediately turn over the additional cell phone and any other electronic devices 

to the Trustee for imaging. Without those devices, the Trustee will be unable to adequately 

administer the Bankrupts’ estates. 

17. It is also the Trustee’s position that the Bankrupts are attempting to conceal records from 

the Trustee pertaining to the assets and dealings of the Bankrupts contrary to section 168 

of the BIA. 

18. The Trustee recommends that the Court exercise its jurisdiction pursuant to sections 

198(2) and 168 of the BIA to require that the electronic devices be immediately delivered 

up and that a warrant be issued for the arrest of Pleterski as a result of his conduct. The 

Trustee believes that without repercussions for his actions, Pleterski will continue to thwart 

the bankruptcy process to the detriment of the Bankrupts’ creditors. 

 

DATED at Toronto, Ontario this 26th day of September 2022. 

GRANT THORNTON LIMITED 

In its capacity as Trustee for the bankrupt estate of 

Aiden Pleterski and AP Private Equity Limited 

and not in its personal or corporate capacity 

 

Per. 

 

_______________________________ 

Rob Stelzer, CPA, CA, CIRP, LIT 

Senior Vice President 
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ENDORSEMENT OF JUSTICE KIMMEL: 

[1] When this matter last came before me on September 13, 2022, I noted that:  “ The failure of the 
bankrupts to meaningfully co-operate with the Trustee and comply with their statutory obligations under ss. 
158 and 159 of the BIA is well documented.”  That endorsement further stated that:  “It goes without saying 
that time is of the essence and it is incumbent upon Pleterski to ensure that the bankrupts are in compliance 
with their outstanding and ongoing statutory obligations.”  

[2] At that time, Mr. Pleterski (“Pleterski”) had agreed, through his counsel, to a protocol for compliance 
with the Trustee’s demands for him to hand over certain property.   On that basis, the Trustee’s motion seeking 
Pleterski’s arrest and other criminal sanctions was adjourned sine die, with express permission for the Trustee 
to bring the motion back on if there were further instances of non-compliance. 

[3] It was only a matter of weeks before the Trustee was forced to bring the motion back on, which resulted 
in compliance from Pleterski only on the eve of the return of this motion.    The Trustee’s motion is brought 
pursuant to sections 168(2) and/or 198 and 205 of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. B-3 (“BIA”).  
These provisions have not received much judicial consideration. However, the essence of these provisions 
strikes me as analogous to a civil contempt remedy.  

[4] Pleterski has now complied with the Trustee’s most recent requests for his property and co-operation, 
but only late on October 5, 2022 by delivering his diamond studded Rolex watch and Audi to the Trustee and 
accepting the suggestion that he bring in his second iPhone for imaging and at the same time receiving back the 
first iPhone that he provided to the Trustee following the last hearing, which has now been imaged.  In the 
course of this court hearing, it was agreed that Pleterski would attend at the Toronto offices of the Trustee on 
the morning of October 7, 2022 to bring in his second iPhone for imaging and he will receive his first iPhone in 
return.  Pleterski may, at his option, wait for the imaging of his second phone to be completed so he can take it 
with him later that day.  Or he may return to pick it up on another day and time to be arranged with the Trustee. 

[5] However, the Trustee is understandably frustrated by the repeated lack of co-operation from Pleterski 
that has resulted in much additional time and expense, and is still asking the court to make the requested order 
for Pleterski’s arrest.  The court does not condone this type of behaviour, involving disregard of court ordered 
and statutory obligations and last minute compliance.   

[6] That said, the court also does not grant warrants for the arrest, detention and incarceration of individuals 
in civil matters, even when they have acted in contempt of the court’s previous orders, except in very 
extenuating circumstances.    

[7]   Civil contempt orders serve a dual purpose.  One purpose is practical and focused on the parties before 
the court: seeking to ensure that the contemnor complies with relevant court orders. A sentence for civil 
contempt is intended to be coercive and persuasive, designed to enforce the rights of a private party.  See 
Mercedes-Benz Financial v. Kovacevic, 2009 CanLII9423, [2009] O.J. No. 888, at paras. 7-8. The other purpose is 
focused on the public at large: signaling that the court and its processes, including court orders, are to be 
respected.  However,  a custodial sentence is typically reserved for the most serious contempt or where there 



 

 

is no choice but to jail a contemnor in order to coerce compliance or to express deterrence and denunciation: 
See Pronesti v. 1309395 Ontario Ltd. 2015 ONSC 1139, at para. 38; Astley v. Verdun, 2014 ONSC 7136, at paras. 
19-20. 

[8] So far, the two times that the Trustee has brought forward its motion, it has resulted in the primary 
objective of compliance being achieved.  The Trustee should not be forced to bring motions and threaten 
contempt-like and quasi-criminal proceedings in order to secure the compliance of these bankrupts.  While the 
extreme remedy of an arrest warrant and an order for detention and incarceration of Pleterski has not been 
found to be warranted today, I do not foreclose that as a possible future remedy if this pattern of conduct 
continues. 

[9] In the meantime, I asked the Trustee if there were any other remedies or recourse that it would like to 
seek today as a result of the bankrupts’ conduct.  The Trustee decided not to seek any monetary penalty or costs 
as it was viewed as unlikely to achieve the objectives of compliance and/or deterrence where the bankrupts 
have claimed to have no assets outside of those seized and would be dependent upon others to assist with 
compliance with such monetary orders.  The Trustee’s immediate goal is to avoid future unnecessary time and 
expense in its ongoing work, that is determinantal to the creditors of the bankrupts.  To that end, for today’s 
purposes, an order for substituted service under Rule 16.04 was requested, for purposes of the service of future 
materials on the bankrupts. 

[10] Pleterski’s two operating email addresses are noted at the top of this endorsement and he has confirmed 
that he will be able to access emails sent to at least one of these addresses to as long as he has one of his 
iPhones.    It is impractical and expensive for the Trustee to have to continue to find and serve Pleterski when 
he is sometimes represented by counsel and sometimes not, and it appears that service to both of Pleterski’s 
emails will suffice to bring matters in these proceedings to his attention.  I consider an omnibus order for 
substituted service, permitting the Trustee to serve both Pleterski and AP Private Equity Limited by sending any 
future court or other materials in these bankruptcy proceedings to Pleterski at the two email addresses 
indicated at the top of this endorsement, to be appropriate in the circumstances, and I so order.  Materials 
should also be sent by email to Pleterski’s counsel if he is represented. 

[11] However, this order for substituted service is not at this time made in respect of any future contempt-
like proceedings as may be brought by the Trustee pursuant to ss. 168(2), 198 and/or 205 of the BIA.    Those 
proceedings should be served personally if possible.  It will be incumbent upon the Trustee to satisfy the court 
if they are served other than personally at the time that any such further requests for arrest, detention and/or 
incarceration come before the court. 

[12] This endorsement shall have immediate effect without the necessity of the issuance and entry of a 
formal court order. 

 
KIMMEL J. 
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Leanne M. Williams    
T:  4160304-0060 
E:  lwilliams@tgf.ca 
File No. 523-043 

September 1, 2022  

VIA EMAIL  

Shapiro Real Estate and Business Lawyers 
333 Sheppard Ave East, Suite 201 
Toronto, ON  M2N 3B3 

Attention:  Garry Shapiro 

Dear Mr. Shapiro,   

Re: Preservation Notice   

As you are aware, we are counsel to Grant Thornton Limited, in its capacity as Trustee in 
Bankruptcy of Aiden Pletersky and AP Private Equity Limited.  

As such, we would like to request that you promptly ensure that documents in your possession, 
power, and control are preserved. This extends to all types of documents, whether they are in paper 
form or are electronically stored, and further includes any form of communication. Such steps may 
include: 

(a) ensuring that relevant documents (including electronically stored information) are not 
destroyed, lost, or relinquished to others, either intentionally or inadvertently such as through 
the implementation of an ordinary course document retention/destruction policy; 

(b) ensuring that relevant documents are not modified;  

(c) ensuring that relevant metadata, in the case of electronically stored information, is properly 
preserved; and 

(d) ensuring that relevant documents remain accessible.  

This also includes the preservation of documents stored on behalf of yourself by third parties (such 
as banks, professionals (e.g., accountants or lawyers), insurers, third party service providers, 
affiliated companies, data warehouses or internet service providers).  In the case of electronically 
stored information, please ensure that relevant data is preserved intact and unmodified in its 
original electronic form.  

We are also specifically concerned about certain classes of records that may be destroyed or disposed 
of, inadvertently or otherwise, in the short term, such as emails, agreements and notes as well as 



2.

informal modes of communication either by text message or on messaging apps like WhatsApp and 
Microsoft Teams.  Please take immediate steps to ensure that these classes of documents are 
preserved.  

We will be relying upon this letter in court to evidence our request and notification of your 
preservation obligations. 

We thank you in advance for your anticipated co-operation. 

Yours truly, 

Thornton Grout Finnigan LLP 

Leanne M. Williams 

LeanneW
LW
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Leanne M. Williams  
T: 416-304-0060 
E: lwilliams@tgf.ca  
File No.  523-043 

October 12, 2022 

VIA EMAIL 

Shapiro Real Estate and Business Lawyers 
333 Sheppard Ave East, Suite 201 
Toronto, ON  M2N 3B3 
 
Attention:  Garry Shapiro 
 
Dear Counsel: 
 

 

Re: The Bankruptcies of Aiden Pleterski and AP Private Equity Limited 

As you know, we are counsel to Grant Thornton Limited, in its capacity as the Trustee in Bankruptcy 
(the “Trustee”) of both Aiden Pleterski and AP Private Equity Limited (collectively, the 
“Bankrupts”). As you may also be aware, there has been a prima facie finding of fraud against the 
Bankrupts in the Mareva proceedings that preceded the bankruptcies. 

We refer to the preservation notice delivered to you dated September 1, 2022 and your response on 
that same date indicating that you were unaware of having any documents relating to the Bankrupts. 
During the Trustee’s investigation, including a review of the Bankrupts’ phone, the enclosed agreement 
relating to 5126 Lakeshore Road, Burlington (the “Property”) and three (3) bank drafts payable to you 
personally, in trust were uncovered. It is unfortunate that these documents were not previously 
provided to the Trustee saving the Bankrupts’ investors time and resources.  

Pursuant to section 164(1) of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (Canada), the Trustee requires that 
you deliver up any and all documents, including but not limited to any communications, relating to the 
Property or the transaction described in the attached documents.    

Time is of the essence in the administration of this matter. We request that the documents be provided 
at your earliest possible convenience and by no later than October 21, 2022.  

Regards, 

Yours truly, 
Thornton Grout Finnigan LLP 

 
Leanne M. Williams 
cc: Robert Stelzer  (Trustee), Grant Thornton Limited  
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will (ol not occur ot rhe somo lime os lhe regislrorion of lhe konsfer/deed {ond ony other documsnls intended lo be regislered in connoclion wilh the

complerion of this rronsocrion) ond (b| be subiect to condit',on. wh"r"by the lowyei{s} recaiving ony o[ the Requisile Deliveries will be required lo hold

some in lrusl ond not ,.l"or.'ror"'ur""pt in occordonce wilh lhe terms o[ o documenl reghirolion ogreemenl beMeen lhe soid lowyers' The Seller

ond Buyer irrevocobly i"rnr"ittr" *ia lowyers lo be bound by lhe documenl regislrolion ogreement which is recommended from lime lo lime by the

low Society o[ onlorio. Unless orherwise ogreed ro by lhe lowyers, such exchonle.of Requisite Deliveries sholl occur by lhe delivery of the Requisile

Deliveries of eoch poriy lo the olfice of the iowyer for the other porty or such olher locotion agreeoble to bolh lowyers'

12. DOCUMENTS AND DISCHARGEI Buyer sholl not coll for lhe produclion of ony tille deed, obslrocl, survey or olher evidence of litle to lhe property

except such os ore in th"-p;;;;;;; 
"r 

ionrrol o[ seller. rf requesred by_Buyor,.ieller will deliver ony sketch or survey of the property wilhin seller's

conkol ro Buyer os ,.". J p"rriUf. ond prior lo the Requisition Dote.il o dischorge of ony Chorge/Morlgoge held by o corporolion incorporoled

pursuonr to lhe Trusl A.d-i;; a;;ponies Act lconodoi, chortered Bonk, Trust compony, credit Union, coisse Populoire or Insuronce compony

ond which is nor ro be or.urud by Buyer on completion,'is not ovoiloble in regislroble form on complelion, Buyer ogrees lo occepl seller's lowyer's

personol underroking * il;, o'ut.irl," closing funds, o dischorge in regisrroble form ond lo regisler some, or couse some to be regislered, on

tirle within o reosonoble p"rti 
"r 

rime ofler cori-pletion, provided rhol on or before completion seller sholl provide lo Buyer o morlgogs slolemenl

prepored by the morrgogeo seHing out the bolonce requlred to obloin the dischorge, ond, where o reol-lime eleclronic cleorsd funds lronsfer syslem is

not being used, o direclion execured by seller directing poyment lo the morrgogee of lhe omounl required lo obtoin lhe dischorge oul of lhe bolonce

due on completion.

I 3. lNspEcTloN: Euyer ocknowledges hoving hod the opportuniry ro inspecf rhe properly ond undersionds lhot upon occeplonce of thls offer. the.re sholl

be o binding ogreement ol pur"h-oue ond s-ol" befween Buyer ond S"ll"t. The Buyer ocknowledges hoving the opporfunily lo include.o

requirement for o properly inspection reporf in rh'is Agreernent ond- ogrees lhat except cs may be specificolly provided for in

this Agreement, thc slyeJwill not be obroining o prJper*y inspection or properly inspectiop report regording the property'

14. lNsuRANCE:All buildingsonthepropertyondoll otherthingsbeingpurchosedsholl beondremoinuntil completionollheriskof Sellor'Pending

completion, seller sholl nojl o1 inr*on.e iolicies, i{ ony, onithe pri..rd, thereol in lrusl for lhe porlies os lheir interesls moy oPpeor ond in the

evenr of subslonriol dorol., oryer moy either teiminote rhis Agreement ond hove oll monies poid relurned wilhoul inleresl or deduclion or else

roke rhe proceed. of ony iiruro^.e ond complete lhe purchose. io inrrron.u sholl be konsferrod on complelion. lf seller is tolling bock o chorge,/

Mortgoge, or Buyer is ossuming o chorge/Moagoge, Buyer sholl supply Seller with reosonoble evidence of odequole insuronce lo protecl seller's or

olher morlgogee's inleresl on complefion.

rNlTlALS OF BUYER(S): TNTTTALS OF sEttER(5):

H it:||ryJ:iliiil,Tti.lJ}liEfllf#8,tti9;fl:'inh'iilT""'f#:f;?,:i:1or:i1",::r*trotm:Hb"#:i3rff',1;'i\hd,b'

ffdii]*if$fi,1Efi*:frjtffi,r;ln+*,l1-U'*niii[{il'ril"6:ijijil;"''"?tiT*Irrrisi'td'T?ndjiji' Form I0O Revhed 2021 Poge 3 of 9



tS. p[At{t{lt{G ACT: This Agreement sholl be elfective ]o creote on inlerest in lho properly only iI Seller complies wilh the subdivision conlrol

provisions of lhe plonning ict by completion ond Seller covenonts to proceed ditigently ol Seller's expense 1o obtoin ony necessory consent by

complelion.

16, DOCUMENT PREPARATION: The Tronsfer/Deed sholl, sove for lhe lond Tronsfer Tox Affidovil, be prepored in regislroble lorm ol lhe expense of

Seller, ond ony Chorge/Mortgogo to be given bock by lhe Buyer to Seller ot lho oxpense of the Buyer. l[ requesled by Buyer, Seller covenonts lhol

the Tronder,/Deed ro b" dulivir"d on complation sholl conroin the stotements conlemploled by Seclion 50122) of the Plonning Acr, R,s.O' I 990.

l Z. RESIDENCy: (o| Subiecl f {bl below, the Seller represents ond worronls lhot lhe Seller is nol ond on complelion will not be o non-rasidenl under

lhe non.residency provisions o[ the lncomo Tox Acl which representolion ond worroniy sholl survive ond nol merge upon lhe complotion of lhis

tronsoction ond the seller sholl deliver lo the Buyar o stotutory declorotion thot Seller is nol then o non-residEnt olConodo; {b} provided thot il the

Seller i! o non.residenl under lhe non-residency provisions oi the lncome Tox Act, the Buyer sholl be credited lowords lhe Purchose Price with lhe

omounl, il sny, necessory lor Buyer to poy lo tire Minister of Nolionol Revenue to solisfy Buyer's liobility in respect of lox poyoble by Seller under

lhe non.residency proui.ion, of th" ln.onru Tox Act by reoson of lhis sole. Buyer sholl nol cloim such credil il Seller delivers on completion lhe

prescribed certi[icole.

lg. ADJUSTMENTS:Anyrents,mortgogeinterost,reolf toxesinclodinglocol improvemenlrolesondunmeteredpublicorpiivoleulilitychorgesond
'unmetered cost of fuel, os opplicollel sholl be oppoitionad ond ollowed to tha doy of complelion, the doy of compleiion itself to be opportioned

lo Buyer.

l?. pROpERry ASSESS&iENT: The Bvyer ond Seller hereby ocknowledge lhot the Province of Ontorio hos implemenled currenl voluo os5essmenl

ond properties moy be ro.ossesrud on on onnuol bosis. The Buyer ond Seller ogree thol no claim will be mode ogoinsl lhe Buyer or Seller, or ony

Brokeroge, Broker or Solesperson, for ony chonges in property lox os o result of o reossessment of the property, sove ond excepl ony proPerfy

loxes thol occrued prior lo lhe completion of lhis konsoclion'

20. TIME LIMITS: Time sholl in oll respecls be of the essence hereof provided lhol lhe lime for doing or compleling of ony morer provided for herein

moy be extended or obridged by on ogreement in wriiing signed by Seller ond Buyer or by thek respective lowyers who rnoy be specificolly

oulhorized in lhol regord.

21. TENDERT Any lender of documenls or money hereunder moy be mode upon seller or Buyer or lheir raspeclive lowyers on lhe doy sel lor

complelion. Money sholl be tendered with funds drown on o lowyer's lrust occounl in the form of o bonk droft, certified cheque or wire lronsfer

using the Lorge Volue Tronsfer System.

22. FAMILY IAW ACT: Seller worronts lhot spousol consen] is nol necessory lo lhis lronsoclion undor lho provisions of the Fomily tow Act,

R.S.O.l99O unless the spouse o[ the seller hos execuled lhe consenl hereinoher provided.

23. uFFh Seller ropresentr ond worronts to Buyer thot during the time Seller hos owned lhe property, Seller hos noi coused ony building on lhe

property to be insuloted with insulciion contoining ureoformoldehyde, ond lhot lo the best o[ sellsr's knowledge no building on lho property

conloins or hos ever conloinad insulolion lhol contoins ureoformoldehyde. This worronty sholl survive ond nol merge on lhe complelion of this

lronsoction, ond if the building is port of o multiple unit building, this worronty sholl only opply lo lhot porl of the building which is the subiecl of

lhis lronsoclion,

24. LEGAL,A.CCOUNTINC AND ENVIRONMENTAL AD\rl€E: The porlies ocknowledge lhot ony informolion provided by the brokeroge is nol

legol, lox or environmenlol odvice.

2s. coNsutflER REPORTS: The Buyer is hereby notified fl"rot o cons.rrmler reperf confaining credif ond/--' ;.-F;;iri ini"iri"iion nroy be referredto in connection with this trqnsocrion.

26. AGREEMENT lN WRIilhJG: ll rhere is conflicl or discreponcy behMeen ony provision odded to this Agreemenl (including ony schedule ohoched

herelo! ond ony provision in the srondord pr*sel porrion hereof, rhe odded provision sholl supersedo lhe stondord pre-sel provision to lhe extenl

of such conflict or discreponcy. This Agreement including ony Schedule onoched herelo, sholl conslilule lhe entire Agreemenl between Buyer ond

Seller. There is no representottn, *orr-onty, colloterol ogr€omenl or condition. which oflecls this Agreemenl other thon os expressed herein. For lhe

purposes of this Agreement, seller meons vendor ond Buyer meons purchoser. This Agreement sholl be reod wilh oll chonges of gender or number

required by lhe conlexl.

27, TTMEAND DATEr Any relerence to o time ond do]e in this Agreemenl sholl meon the time ond dole where the property is locoled'

rNITrALS OF BUYER.(S): TNTTTALS OF SETLER(S):

m i|:,F;ii?i{ii:t{,i+,}i}l,ri,$f*$:3'#'i,l'f,li'ii':ririn'',":i:*fi:''l"l'"n0"':F"1":fiflYi:i'"iff*'J'"'f}

fth!-"*lil*'i'llli*ll;i-:ll;"i,lil*[;ftli"liii*{it":tri$"r.riilfit'"r,ifitf#i:;l|;uad'tm*]:^ Forn I00 Revised 202 I Poge 4 of I



28. SUCCESSORS At{D ASSlGlrlS: Tho heirs, execulors, odministrolors, successors ond ossigns of lhe undersigned ore

my hond ond seol:

PI.ETEi{sKi
@

lSeoI

bound bv lhe lerms herein.@a
WMQ.:i,!t,,oh1
[Dole]

SIGNED, SEATED AND DEIIVERED in lhe presence o[: IN WITNESS whereof l'

lWilnessl

iWt';;::i"'

lEvyerl

l, the Undersigned Seller, ogree to the obove offer. I hereby irrevocobly inslruct my lowyer 1o poy directly to lhe brokeroge(s) wilh whom I hove ogreed

to poy commission, tha unpoid bolonce of the comrnission logelher with opplicoble Hormonized Soles Tox lond ony other loxes os moy hereofter be

oppliccble), from the proceeds of lhe sole prior lo ony poyment lo lhe undersigned on complelion, os odvised by lhe brokeroge[s] to my lowyer.

SIGNED, SEAIED AND DELIVERED in the presence of: lN WINESS whereof I hov6 hereunlo set my hond ond seol:

{Wilness} is;ir;i'.i 2234dij' 6NTriHi6'li ITED
@

lSeol|

rS,r

SFOUSAI CONSENTT The undersigned tpoure o[ the Seller hereby consenls to lhe disposition evidenced herein pursuonl lo lhe provisions of the Fomily

low Acl, R.S,O. I 9gO, ond hereby ogreos lo executo oll necessory or incidenlol documenls to give full force ond effec] lo lhe sole evidenced herein.

(Spouse!
@

lSeol)

CONFIRMATION OF ACCEPTANCE: Nohvithstonding onything conloined herein lo ihe conlrory I confirm lhis Agreement with oll chonges bolh typed

ond writlen wos [inolly occepled by oll porties ol
{o.m./p.m.l

(Signoture ol Seller or

ACKNOWIEDGEfrAENT
I ocknowledge receipl of my signed copy of this occepted Agreemenl of

Purchose ond Solo ond I outhorize lhe Brokeroge lo forword o copy lo my lowyer.

iil;;;i ""'AIDENA LOJZ' PTETERS'KI 
"' 

irj;i;i'

@
{Seol} lDolel

{Wi}ness}

lDole)

lDote)

I ocknorvledge receipt o[ my signed copy of this occepled Agreemenl ol

Purchoso ond Sole ond I oulhorize lhe Brokeroga lo forword o coPy lo my lowyer

is;il;;i" 
" " "' 

1 22it4dit' 6NtAiti6'tiiitiTED" to';;i 
" " " " " "" " " "'

ii;il;'t"""""""" "' 
{D;i;i 

" """"""""'
Address for Ssrvice Address for Service ......,.....

ii;].'ii;:i 
"

[rel. No.]

Seller's lowyer Buyer's [owy,6r

Address Address

tmoll Emoil

ii;i;'t'i;i' No.l (Iel. No.) {Fox. No.l

FOR OFIICE USI ONLY COMI/IISSION TRU5T AGREEMENT

by me in
conslilul€

lAulhbrized to bihd

I ON EROKERAGE(S)

Lisling Brokeroge E.AAHN9Y 9056360045

Qla.ver.q.Pinte...
is;i;;il;;;;ii;;i;i b';;i;;';a h';;;;;i'lffi ;i" "'

Coop/Buyer Brokeroge .....C./SUk .;i- ..... {- Lx.i. i.trgr"].....,. 5?. l.l iii.e..l "" ' 9r")S -'('1J'(l f f- :r'!"'
flel.No.]
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wwe 0ntario Real Estate
Associalion

Sehee{ur[e A
Agreenrenl ef Furehese omd Sole

Fornr I00
for use in the Province ol Onlorio

This Schedule

BUYER:......

is oftoched lo ond forms porl of lhe Agreemenl o[ Purchose ond Sole behvsen:

... . A.l a.-E N. A.1-9.J.2.P_1, ETERSKI

sErLER .............. .... J.??94.49 p,.[lTA.ruA..L' lM IIE

Buyer ogrees to poy the bolonce os follows:

me duyer acknowledges that the Property is subject to Current Value Tax Assessment in the Province of

ON

The Buyer agrees to pay the balance of the purchase price, subject to adjustments, to the Seller on

compleiion oi g'ir transiction, with funds drawn on a lawyer's trust account in the form of a bank draft,

certiiied cheque or wire transfer using the Large Value Transfer System.

The seller agrees to provide a survey prior to the completion date

.l
v

t-t-i^n- 
,Ll.c..r- cuy-c.( N*q*.-r -"+.t Tu,{+,o,!u

\re cu.{ w- cr,v=1.ut6{rt<zrr- ,rit|,f- "eiL #${lg,a

(t ',.,-l \ 
'-iad

Itotz-

Ttn-e- @ X)e,^a^. ho-r or rt6h\- -f. p,rb\/t&-L a1t..o--

fond.crtl {>rrr -4 -fi"<-- aflve e-"^# 4'd. }^a $sreaa<er 19*=
t.-. a-*BC<-u{€- sucr^'. rcYc3$ - @l( t+'

This form must be inifiJild by oll porties to lhe Agreemenl o[ Purchose ond Sole'

[.ilTlALS OF BUYER(S): IwlTtArS OF SELTER{5):

ffi i[:fl{i?iii}::i'",i"},?ili$i"+'f#|3":#:':fr';,h':",t.1":"m9,:i"1.;:;""ii';"hd.r:P""i":';*Y,^:f.'ifiT"'J"'f.b

l}illi-iHqllirfiffillit'#ftf*['i:'Uiilliffl{$"r':{ft"€ii:li*if#it'$i:ilriit*%:mori:" Form 100 Revised 2021 Poge 6 of 9



ffiffiA 0ntario Real Estate
Associalion

Se Etedq.ole A
Agneenrent of Furehese ond Sole

Form l0O
lor usc in tho Province o[ Onlorio

Thir Schedule is olloched lo ond lorms porl of the Agreemenl of Purchose ond Sole behvEen:

BUYER: . ......... .4 IDEN

SELLER: ??34Ag p hlTARlg. -1.!M lIE P

for rhe purchose ond sole .f ......F-1.?..Q.......!"g.Kg..q.h.o-fp.-Bp.gd..

...'..''.'.'.,.'..,,''......, ond

.Qnler.r.e..........

onal upon the apProval of the terms hereof by the BuYer's Sblicitor. Unless the BuYer gives

nally or in accordance with any other provi sions for the de of

in this Agreement of Purchase an ment to Lease r than

2:00 p.m. on March 05 2021,that this condition is fulfil and void and the BuYer and the

Seller agree to sign a Mutual Rele rs thereof. This condition is in benefit of Buyer

and may be waived option by notice in vuriting to the Seller as aforesaid with

189

ce in writing
ce

period n

This is conditional upon the aPProval of the terms hereof bY the

notice in personally or

e

notice in this Agreement of Purcha

any other provisions for the delivery of
reement to Lease or any Schedule thereto not later than

r shall be null and void and the Buyer and the
is included for the benefit of Seller

within the time

2:00 p.m. on March 05 condition is

Seller agree to s Release within 24 Hours thereof.

and may at the Seller's sole option by notice in writing to the Buyer

herein.

The Buyer acknowledges the property 5126 Lakeshore Rd has registered easement on the property description;

pr LT 4 cott 4 NELSbN sourH or puruons STREET AS lN 461426 EXcEPT PART 1 20R6270

SUBJECT TO AN EASEMENT OVER PART 1 2OR1O9O3 IN FAVOUR OF PART 120R6270 UNTIL 2O37I1OIO5

AS tN HR1495268 ClTy oF BURLTNGTON, giving right of way to the neighboring property 5130 Lakeshore Rd

and the Seller agrees to provide the Buyer, aitne Setter's own expense all relevant documentation establishing

that said easement has been amendedio 2 years for access to the laneway leading to the back of 5130

Lakeshore Rd for the purpose of putting in a swimming pool 2 weeks prior to closing of date of this Agreement

of Purchase and Sale. llnq kjqer- c.O€€.J f,o c0-t_ a.C(<J 
J

rS n1*\ ce( t o s
B n to the

t

nt
N
in transaction

The Ufilr"'.on*-vrr0lve,J
ndvt,o/ref,=-"^€+1An

Obtqji^i ivrdcpen &P^+ tcgal

This form must be initioled by oll porties lo the Agreemenl o[ Purchose ond Sole'

INITIALS OF BUYER(5)t tNlilALS OF SETLER(S):

[F Ifti::ttrh:fl',81"%Iif,,[,.,[i?5si"3;Ji''Jnll,'il9^,?"'fli:ilfti:1#;:i]ii*r'"1"".':fi':"71:la'xT""fi*,0'
*Ei#. quolity ol se.icsr d.ay providc. L

$ji?,"*ffii;'ffi;jffif;lf#yi?Hfji;i{irir.*rii*,rlir?iffil:rr1]u'"i%:*:'"iri* Form t 0O Revised 2021 Poge 7 of 9



WffiA 0ntario Real Estate
Association

SeheduBe A
Agreenrent of Furcllese smd Sole

Forrn 100
lor use in ths Provincc ol Onlorio

This Schedule is ollochod lo ond forms port o[ the Agreernenl of Putchose ond Solo between:

BUYERI AI

The Purchase Price includes any buildings, sheds, improvements, fixtures, attachments there to and all

blinds, curtains and cudains rods, fixture including all lights bulbs'
All furniture currenly at the property along with all fixtures hung and attached to the property in all level of

the home.
All rugs and carpets and any decorating paintings, mirrors, tables, chair, couches, sofas.

Bedroom furniture for all bedrooms
All TVs, projection system and speaker system, surrounded sound system on all levels, along alarm

monitoring system and cameras.
Allfurniture in Basement along with home theatre system and chairs

all remotes related to blinds, electronic equipment's, garage door opening

Seller agent will provide an inventory list of all the furniture, fixture and chattels included

nl

This form must be initioled by oll porties lo lhe Agreement of Purchose ond sola.

rNrTrAts oF BUYER(S): lNlTlAlS oF 5ELLER(5)r

ffi ii:H{:Jlttiilif{iH'fil:+i'".3H:3"ii't':r,''i.iilr""l"l;:tr?':ii;i;"'fl"1''1"'::"";:';o'"Yr:iii':iT"'J'ii;'""

$flkflry:rfi,fllifit*lffflii*i;]:'[:ifiliil{ir'rigik:triiltif:f;i'lfi:",'fijv"ir?5rE"rdji?::11i:i^ Form lO0 Revised 2021 Poge 8 of 9



0ntario Real Estato
Associalion

Sc,l,q.cduL.--^'C"

Agreerrnenfi t@ E-esse '11 D r0A
Residen$icxl

Forsn 4,00
lor use in lhe Province o[ Onlorio

This Agreement lo leose (Agreementldoted this,........'..4!h.....'.'.." doy of' Mp.r.-c.h.. zo.?.1.....,.......

TENANT, . .........,........AlD.EN.AL.AJZ.PHf.ERSKi',r,,.6r,.,rrr,t'.,,,

rAN Dro RD: ................12?34'q g.QNIARJ.
noma ;i'i;;ii;;di

ADDREss oF rANoLono: .,.51!.?0....1-.AK.F.$ ... BU.BI!.I\1.9I9.N.......,....,...........,..!'Zl',:1F.9.
lor PurPose receiving nolices!

ThE Tenont hereby offers lo leose from the Londlord the premises os described herein on the lermr ond subiect to the conditions os set oul in this Agreemenl'

For lho purposes of thi, Agra"r.nl "Tencnl" includes lesses ond "londlord" includes lessor.

l. pREMISES: Hoving inspected fie premises ond provided lhe presenl lenonl vocoles, l/we, lhe Tenonl hereby olfer lo leose, premises known os:

2, TERM OF LEASE: The leose sholl be for o term of .'......".."'."'T.}{A"YEAR"""

g. RENT: The Tenont will poy lo the soid Londlord monrhly ond every monlh during the soid lerm of the leose lhe sum of """""""r""

.,.......,..F-o..dy.:T.wp.,Thp..usand.Qne..Fj.undted.Sevenl.y:Feur.pgint.$.ixl.e-en..........., 
Dollors {cDN$}..'...1...'.. ..42'113'L9',

poyoble in odvonce on lhs 1.2. doy ol eoch ond every monlh during fhe currency of the soid tetm. Firsl ond lost months'

renl lo be poid in odvonce upon complelion or dole o[occuponcy, whichevor comes first

4

5

6. SERVICES AlrtD COSTS: The cost of rhe following services opplicoble lo the premises sholl be poid os follows:

tNITIALS OF TEl.lAl{T{5}: tNlTlAts OF tAITIDLORD(S):

ffi iti,k***$*1"f,[i"],1$'f$[{'ft$,#'$"""1t'rslrir?,:i:1f;n'il'Jid"te"HfibxYr:iiffiii'i'',hd.b'

$$li-+liilllilt*:ifu';l1i:lfiiL?,:*l"tuni';t{iiiii''ftHiiif'iif#""'-'***rriux';;rul"r*r^ Form 400 Revised 2021 Poge I of 7



DocuSign Envelope lD: D0EDF1 88-7D0E-4F70-8387-39954FGCFB5C

7. PARI(Il'lG:
ALL THE PARKING IN GAMGE, DRIVEWAY AND PROPERW

8

r

irrevocoble by

@)
9. SCHEDUTES: The schedules ofioched hereto sholl form on inlegrol port of this Agreemenl lo Leose ond consisl of: Schedulek) A

€ffi
IO. IRREVOCABITITY:

20,?. .oher which lime if not occepled, rf;. Ag,uurrnr ,holl be null1

until .,

FMNo.: ..........-.......
{For delivery of Documents lo Tonon[

fhof o

rNrTrArs oF LAT.TDLORD{sf :

..J,:1;Q9..,..... on th" ....,#'5.
lo.m./p.m.)

doy of....

void ond oll monies poid thereon sholl be returned lo lhe Tenonl withoul inlerest or deduclion

I I . NOTICESI The Londlord hereby oppoinls the lisling Brokeroge os ogenl for the londlord for lhe purpose of giving ond receiving nolices. pursuonl lo

this Agreemenf. Whera o Brokeroge {Tenon}'s Brokeroge) hos enlered into o represenlotion ogreemenl with lhe Tenonl, lhe Tenoni hereby oppoinls

the Teiont's Brokeroge os ogenl fir t'h" purpos" of giving ond receiving_notices pursuonl lo lhis Agreement.Where oBrokeroge.represenh both

rhE londlord ond thJTenont*(multiple repreientotion], the Brokeroge sholl not be oppointed or oulhorized lo be ogent for either the Tenonl or lhe

Iondlord for $e purpose of givingond ieceiving notices. Any nolice relofing hereto or provided for herein sholl be in wriling.' ln oddition lo ony

provision contoined herein on-d in ony Schedule hereto, this offer, ony counler-offer,.nolice ol occeplonce. lhoreof or ory notice to be given o1 received

pursuonlto lhis Agreement or ony Sclredule herelo lony of lhem, 'Documenl"f shollbe deemed given ond received when delivered personolly or hond

delivered to lhe Aidress for Servlce provided in the Acknowledgement below, or where o focsimile number or emoil oddress is provided herein, when

konsmiiled electronicolly to thol locslmile numbar or emoil oddress, respeclively, in which cose, lha signolure(sf of lhe porty (porties] sholl be deEmed

to be originol.

FAX No.:
{For delivery of Documenls to londlord)

'li;i;itufi;i'biirii,unr, 
ro ionaUral (For delivery of Dmumenrs lo Tenonl|

I 2. EXECUIION OF LEASE: Tho |eose sholl be drown by the l-ondlord on lhe slondord form o[ leose os prescribed by lhe Resideniio I Tenoncies Acl,

2006, os omended from timo lo time, ond sholl include lhe provisions os conloinod herein ond in ony ottoched schedule, ond sholl be executed by both

porties before possession of tho premises h given.The tondiordsholl provide the Tenonl wilh informoiion.reloting lo,the rights ond responsibilities of the

ienonl ond informotion on the role of the Lo-ndlord ond Tenont Boord ond how lo conlocl the Boord, {lnformolion For New Tenonls os mode ovoiloble

by the Londlord ond Tenonl Boord ond ovoiloble ol www.ltb.gov.on.co)

I 3, LAI,IDLORD AND TENAT{T A.CKNOWLEDGIfiENT: The londlord ond Tenonl qcknowledge ond ogree lhot o slondord form of leose os prescribed

by lhe Residenlro!TenonciesAcl,2006, os omended from lime lo iimo is required'

t 4. A€CESS: The Londlord sholl hove the right. ol reosonoble limes lo enter ond show the demised premises lo prospeclivo tenonls, purchosers or olhers.

The Londlord or onyone on lhe [ondlord-'s beholf sholl olso hove the righl, ol reosonoble limes, io enler ond inspecl lhe demised premises.

15. IN5UMNCEI The Tenont oereer to obtoin ond keep in full force ond elfecl during lhe enlire period of lhe lenoncy ond ony renewol ]hereol, ot lhe

Tenont,s sole cost ond u*p"ni, fire ond property domoge ond public liobilily insuronce in on omounl equol to thot which o reosonobly- prudenl Tenonl

would consider odequote. The Tenont ogre6s to provide the londlord, upon demond ot ony lime, proof lhot soid insuronce is in full force ond effect

ond lo notity the londlord in wriling in the ovenl lhot such insuronce is concelled or olherwise lerminoled.

16. RESIDEhICY: The Londlord sholl forthwith notify lhe Tenonl in wriling in lhe evert the [ondlord is, ol lhe lime ol enlering inlo lhis Agreement, or,

becomes during lhe term of the tenoncy, o non+esident of Conodo os delined under lhe lncome Tox Acl, RSC 1985, c,l (lTA] os omended from time

lo time, ond in-such event the Londlori ond Tenonl ogroe lo comply with lhe tox wilhholding provisions of the lTA.

I Z. USE AND DISTRIBUTION OF PERSOITIAL INFOR/VIATIOI\|: The Tenont consenls lo the collecfion, use ond disclosure of the Tenonl's personol

informolion by lhe londlord ond/or ogenl of lhe londlord, hom lime lo.fime, for the purpose.of delermining tlre crediturorthiness of lha Tenonl for lhs

leosing, selling or finoncing o[ the premiset or the reol properly, or moking such olher use of lhe personol informofion os lho Londlord ond/or ogenl

of lhe londlord deems oppropriole.

18. CONFLICT OR DISCREPANCY: lf there is ony conflicl or discreponcy between ony provision odded to this Agreemenl (including ony Schedule

oioched hereto| ond ony provision in the stondord pr+sel portion hereof, the odded provision.sholl supersede the slondord pre-set provision lo. lhe

exlent of such 
"onflict 

or ii.cr"poncy. This Agreemenl, including ony Schedule ottoched herelo, sholl constilule the enlire Agreement behveen Londlord

ond Tenonf, There is no represenlolion, worronty, colloterol ogreement or condition, which offecls lhis Agreemenl other lhon os expressed herein. This

Agreement sholi be reod wilh oll chonges ol gender or number required by fie conlexl'

lg. FA 4ILYtAWACT:londlordworrontslhotspousolconsenlisnol necessorylolhislronsoclionunderlheprovisionsof theFomilylowAcl,R.S.O. l990
unless the spouse of the londlord hos executed lhe consent hsreinofier provided.

20. coNSuf*ER
or Personol

consun'!er reparf confoining credit Gild/
wirlr fhis frodsccl'ion.

[{rTlALS OF TEI$ANr(S): -&t-

Ftl Thc hodemorlr IEA[TOR@. RFAUORSO, Mts@, Mullipl6 lisling Sanicer@ ond ossocioled logor ore.owned or-conkolled by

I }(' Th" C"nodion Reol Erlote Asrociolion ICRE1A] ond idGntitt tho reol catole p.olerrionol! who o,c m€mDsrl ol LN6 ond lno

I#r,* quolity ol !sryices lhey providc. Uled under licenro

g"l9l',."*',*:"r,1'*:i*r'flll["?lli.]l,j,u|:,'*:ul;'1[r"5fl.Uli;x"i:t?{'b,r9'-.Eii:ili?s*'#d'T?::iii:':^
whcn ptinling or reproducing thc'rtoniord pr+rcl porlion. OREA boor! no liobilily lot your uJr ol thir lorm' Form 400 Revised 2021 Poge 2 o{ 6
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21. B![{DING AGREEMENT: This Agreement ond occeptonce lhereof

Premises ond lo obide by the lerms ond condilions herein conloined

SIGNED, SEAIED AND DEIIVERED in lhe presence of lN

lWilnesrl

iwi'ili'

sholl conslitule o binding ogreemenl by lhe porlies lo enler into lhe leose o[ lhe

set my hond ond seol:

@
AIoEN Ar.oJz PLETERSTI [Seoll

{trrE

o+/6s/b2t

fenont or Aulhorized Represenlolive] [Seo[ (Dore)

s,.
lSml| (Dotel

We,/l tho Londlord hereby occept the obovo offer, ond ogree lhor lhe commission togelher with opplicoble HST {ond ony olher lox os moy hereofter be

opplicoble) moy ba deducted from the deposil ond furlher ogree to poy ony remoining bolonce o[ commission forlhwith-

SIGNED, SEALED AND DELIVERED in tha presence o[: lN WIINESS whereol I hove hereunlo set my hond ond seol:

ii;;i6;i;; i;ii;il;i' il#;;:;;i;1i;;ii;;;;;;;;;;;' rsr io;i;i"

ii"'iitljii lii A,it,iiiil,?'
&....

lSeol| {Dole)

SpOUSAt CONSENT: The undersigned spouse of the Londlord hereby consents to lhe disposilion evidenced,herein pursuont lo lho provisions of the Fomily low

Act, R.S.O,1990, ond heieby ogr"e, lo 
"xeculu 

oll necessory or incidentol documenls lo give full force ond effect lo lhe sole evidenced herain'

&
{Seol}

COhIFIR^AATION OF ACCEPTANCE: Notwithstonding onyhing conloined herein to lhe conkory lconfirm this Agreemenl with oll chonges both typed

iwiil;;,i"""""""

lWirnessl

ond written wos finolly occePlonce by oll porties o]......"...... ..... this

id.6;fi;;';'i G;; i,; ;i ;'i;il;ii'
lNFORJviATlOl,l ON BROKERAGE(Sl

Lisling Brokeroge Lhe.As
flfol,No.l

(9,QS).090;0q+5 ,., . ,,...,

lSolesperson/Eroker/Broker of Record Nome|

coop/Ienont Brokerose ......'.....'....".Ih'g.Ag.gn9y..
[el.No.l

(.e..0$..83CI:404.5...,..........

.9.a,rlqs.9.I av.er.q. Pin te..
Record

ACKh'OWTEDOEMENT

I ocknowledge receipl o[ my signed copy of this occepted Agreemenl lo

leose ond I oulhorize the Brokeroge lo forword o coPy lo my lowyer,

I ocknowledge receipl of my signed copy of lhis occepled Agreement to

LeosE ond I oulhorize the Brokeroge lo forword o copy lo my lowyer.

(Tenont| AIOEN ALOJZ PLETERSKI lDolel

Address for Service

NoJ

Tenonl's lowyer .,.......

Address

Emoil

[rel. No.] ii;;.'ii; i'

UM

(Londlord)

(Dole!

{Dole)

ii;i NoJ

londlordt Lowyer

Address .

Emoil .,.,.

fT;i:'N;i" (Fox.

FOR OFTICE USE ONIY COMMTSSIOI{ TRUST AGREENTEhIT

To: Cmperoling Brokeroge shown on lhe loregoing Agremenl lo leose:

f" !"*l,i"i"ii"if.i rt . CJop.-ri^j orok"rogJ pro-"rring the foregoing Agreemenl,lo Leose, I hereby declore lhol oll moneys.received or.receivoble by mo in conneclion

a;;irri;;i;;;gi"r.rii;i J"ii*d in the MLS' Rules ond ;holl be subiecl lo ond governed by lhe M[So Rules perroining to Commission Trusl'

DATED os of the dole of the loregoing AgroemenI lo leose. Acknowledgod by: b)r

u*las
lAuthorized to

C-l^/,i4{i^z l-la r/*
lAuthori:ed to bind
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TENANT:

Residentiol

March

by the Buyer's Solicitor.;,;" ;; ; .;;;;, "; ;;;il ;;ill] i;,;;il;. ;:'J:,
zo.?1..,..........

- gives notice in writing delivered to the Seller personallY or in acco provisions for the

delivery of notice in this Agreement of Purchase to Lease or any Schedule thereto

not later than 2:00 p.rn. on this condition is fulfilled, this Offer shall be nul I and void and

the Buyer and the to sign a Mutual Rel ease within 24 Hours thereof' This condition is included

for the and may be waived at the Buyer's sole option by notice in writing to the Seller as

within the time Period stated here tn

s Offer is conditional upon the approval of the ler's Solicitor. Unless lhe Seller

gives notice in writing delivered or in accordance with anY other provisions for the

delivery of notice in of Purchas e and Sale and Agreernen t to Lease or any Schedule thereto

not later p.m. on March OS 2021,that this condition is fulfilled, th is Offer shall be null and void and

and the Seller agree to sign a Mutual Release within 24 Hours thereof. This condition is included

the benefit of Seller and maY be waive d at the seller's sole option by notice in writing to the Buyer as

aforesaid within the time period stated herein'
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Cooper, Jesse

From: Dragan Pleterski <pleterskid@gmail.com>
Sent: August 22, 2022 3:23 PM
To: Stelzer, Rob
Subject: Re: BMW M8

CAUTION: EXTERNAL EMAIL. DO NOT CLICK ON LINKS OR OPEN ATTACHMENTS YOU DO NOT TRUST
***NEW*** DO NOT ENTER YOUR GT PASSWORD ON ANY EXTERNAL EMAIL REQUEST  

 
That is confirmed.  
 
Dragan Pleterski 
 
On Mon., Aug. 22, 2022, 2:39 p.m. Stelzer, Rob, <Rob.Stelzer@ca.gt.com> wrote: 

Thanks Dragan.  Can you please confirm that you have no objection to us taking possession of the BMW M8 and 
treating it as Aiden’s property notwithstanding that the car is technically registered in your name. 

  

From: Dragan Pleterski <pleterskid@gmail.com>  
Sent: Monday, August 22, 2022 2:31 PM 
To: Stelzer, Rob <Rob.Stelzer@ca.gt.com> 
Subject: Re: BMW M8 

  

CAUTION: EXTERNAL EMAIL. DO NOT CLICK ON LINKS OR OPEN ATTACHMENTS YOU DO NOT TRUST
***NEW*** DO NOT ENTER YOUR GT PASSWORD ON ANY EXTERNAL EMAIL REQUEST  

  

Rob  

As I've mentioned before, the M8 has never been in my possession, nor was I the one that paid for it.  It was put in 
my name for insurance purposes.   

The current whereabouts of the vehicle are not known to me, nor do I have a copy of the ownership.   

If you are seeking knowledge or information on the vehicle , any interested party is free to discuss matters with 
you, as they see fit. 

  

Dragan Pleterski. 

  

On Mon., Aug. 22, 2022, 10:34 a.m. Stelzer, Rob, <Rob.Stelzer@ca.gt.com> wrote: 

Aiden & Dragan, 
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Please send a copy of the ownership for the BMW M8. 

  

Thanks, 

Rob 

  

Rob Stelzer, CPA, CA, CIRP, LIT | Senior Vice President 

Grant Thornton Limited 

11th Floor | 200 King Street West | Toronto | ON | M5H 3T4 

T +1 416 607 8849 | F +1 416 360 4949 

E Rob.Stelzer@ca.gt.com | W http://www.grantthornton.ca/ 

 

  

  

  

Disclaimer: This email is intended solely for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain 
confidential and/or privileged information. Any review, dissemination, copying, printing or other use of this email 
by persons or entities other than the addressee is prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please 
contact the sender immediately and delete the material from any computer.  
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Court File No./Estate No.: BK-22-00208581-OT-31 
Court File No./Estate No.: BK-22-00208582-OT-31 

 
ONTARIO 

SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 
(IN BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY) 

 

THE HONOURABLE JUSTICE 

BARBARA A. CONWAY 

) 

) 

) 

FRIDAY, THE 28TH 

DAY OF OCTOBER, 2022 

 
IN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCY OF  

AP PRIVATE EQUITY LIMITED, of the Town of Whitby,  
in the Province of Ontario 

AND IN IN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCY OF 
AIDEN PLETERSKI, of the Town of Whitby,  

in the Province of Ontario 

 
OMNIBUS ORDER 

 

THIS MOTION, made by Grant Thornton Limited in its capacity as the trustee (in such 

capacity, the “Trustee”) of the estates of each of the bankrupts, AP Private Equity Limited (“AP”) 

and Aiden Pleterski (“Pleterski” and collectively, the “Bankrupts”), was heard this day by 

judicial videoconference via Zoom in Toronto, Ontario. 

ON READING the Notice of Motion dated October 21, 2022 and the Second Report of 

the Trustee dated October 21, 2022 (the “Second Report”) and on hearing the submissions of 

counsel for the Trustee and such other counsel as were present, having been served as appears 

from the affidavit of service of ► sworn October 21, 2022: 

SERVICE 

1. THIS COURT ORDERS that the time for service of the Notice of Motion and the Motion 

Record of the Trustee is hereby abridged and validated so that this motion is properly returnable 

today and hereby dispenses with further service thereof. 
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DEFINED TERMS 

2. THIS COURT ORDERS that capitalized terms used in this Order shall have the meanings 

ascribed to them in the Second Report.  

APPROVAL AND AUTHORIZATION  

3. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Second Report and the Trustee’s activities set out 

therein be and are hereby approved. 

CONSOLIDATION OF THE ESTATES 

4. THIS COURT ORDERS that the bankruptcy proceedings of AP (Court File No./Estate 

No.: BK-22-00208581-OT-31) and Pleterski (Court File No./Estate No.: BK-22-00208582-OT-

31) (the “Proceedings”) are hereby procedurally and substantively consolidated. 

5. THIS COURT AUTHORIZES AND DIRECTS the Trustee to administer the 

Proceedings hereafter on a consolidated basis for the purpose of carrying out its duties and other 

responsibilities pursuant to the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act.  

6. THIS COURT ORDERS that a single court file number (Court File No./Estate No.: 

BK-22-00208582-OT-31) shall apply to the Proceedings and the following title of proceeding shall 

apply hereafter to the Proceedings: 

“IN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCY OF  
AIDEN PLETERSKI and AP PRIVATE EQUITY LIMITED,  

of the Town of Whitby, in the Province of Ontario” 

7. THIS COURT ORDERS that a copy of this Order shall forthwith be filed by the Trustee in 

the separate court files for each of the Proceedings. Thereafter, any documents filed in the 

Proceedings shall only be required to be filed in Court File No./Estate No.: BK-22-00208582-OT-31. 

RELIEF RELATING TO MAREVA PROCEEDINGS 

8. THIS COURT ORDERS AND DIRECTS Walker Law Professional Corporation to 

forthwith deliver to the Trustee copies of any and all transcripts relating to any examinations 
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conducted in the Mareva Proceedings, together with any exhibits referred to therein and any 

undertakings provided in respect thereof (collectively, the “Mareva Examination Documents”). 

9. THIS COURT ORDERS that, upon receipt of all of the Mareva Examination Documents, 

the Trustee is directed to pay $97,132.37 to the Mareva Plaintiffs in respect of their legal costs 

incurred in the Mareva Proceedings.  

PAYMENT TO PETITIONING CREDITORS 

10. THIS COURT ORDERS AND DIRECTS the Trustee to pay $63,534.98 to the 

Petitioning Creditors in respect of their legal costs incurred in these Proceedings.  

ORDERS TO DELIVER UP INFORMATION 

11. THIS COURT ORDERS AND DIRECTS the following parties to deliver to the Trustee 

any and all documents in their possession and control relating to the vehicles listed below, 

including but not limited to, any credit application or documentation evidencing the source and 

method of payment in respect of same: 

(a) Porsche Centre North Toronto in respect of the Porsche 718 Boxter bearing 

VIN# WP0CB2A8XJS229265;  

(b) Audi Durham in respect of the Audi e-tron bearing 

VIN# WA13AAGE4MB034139; and 

(c) Audi Durham in respect of the Audi S5 bearing VIN# WAUB4CF54NA011048; 

and 

(d) each of Porsche Centre North Toronto and Audi Durham in respect of any other 

vehicle that Pleterski purchased, leased or made any payments towards.  

12. THIS COURT ORDERS AND DIRECTS Paul Motor Company to deliver to the Trustee 

any and all documents in Paul Motor Company’s possession and control relating to the 

Lamborghini Aventador SVJ bearing VIN# ZHWCM6ZD1KLA08758, including but not limited 

to, any credit application, buyout value and mileage relating to the vehicle. 
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13. THIS COURT ORDERS AND DIRECTS NewRoads National Leasing to provide to the 

Trustee the contact particulars for the buyer of the Bentley Bentayga bearing 

VIN# SJAAC2ZV4HC016039. The Trustee shall keep such information disclosed by NewRoads 

National Leasing confidential and shall not publicly disclose such information. 

SALE OF DRAGAN BMW  

14. THIS COURT AUTHORIZES AND DIRECTS the Trustee to sell the BMW M8 

bearing VIN# WBSDZ0C02LCD42132 and directs that the sale proceeds in respect thereof shall 

be for the benefit of the creditors of the Bankrupts.  

EFFECT, RECOGNITION AND ASSISTANCE OF OTHER COURTS  

15. THIS COURT HEREBY REQUESTS the aid and recognition of any court, tribunal, 

regulatory or administrative body having jurisdiction in Canada or in the United States, or abroad, 

including the Ministry of Transportation Ontario, to give effect to this Order and to assist the 

Trustee and its agents in carrying out the terms of this Order.  All courts, tribunals, regulatory and 

administrative bodies are hereby respectfully requested to make such orders and to provide such 

assistance to the Trustee, as an officer of this Court, as may be necessary or desirable to give effect 

to this Order, or to assist the Trustee and its agents in carrying out the terms of this Order. 

16. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Trustee be at liberty and is hereby authorized and 

empowered to apply to any court, tribunal, regulatory or administrative body, wherever located, 

for the recognition of this Order and for assistance in carrying out the terms of this Order. 

17. THIS COURT ORDERS that this Order is effective from today’s date and is enforceable 

without the need for entry or filing. 

 
 

____________________________________ 
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IN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCY OF AP PRIVATE EQUITY LIMITED, of the Town of Whitby, in the Province of Ontario 
 
AND IN IN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCY OF AIDEN PLETERSKI, of the Town of Whitby, in the Province of Ontario 
 
 Court File No./Estate No.: BK-22-00208581-OT-31 

Court File No./Estate No.: BK-22-00208582-OT-31 

 ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

(IN BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY) 

Proceedings commenced at Toronto, Ontario  

  
OMNIBUS ORDER 

 Thornton Grout Finnigan LLP 
100 Wellington Street West – Suite 3200 
TD West Tower, Toronto-Dominion Centre 
Toronto, ON   M5K 1K7 
 
Leanne M. Williams (LSO# 41877E) 
Email: lwilliams@tgf.ca  
 
Puya Fesharaki (LSO# 70588L) 
Email: pfesharaki@tgf.ca  
 
Tel: 416-304-1616 
Fax: 416-304-1313 
 
Lawyers for Grant Thornton Limited, in its capacity 
as trustee in bankruptcy of the estates of AP Private 
Equity Limited and Aiden Pleterski 

mailto:lwilliams@tgf.ca
mailto:pfesharaki@tgf.ca
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Court File No./Estate No.: BK-22-00208581-OT-31 
Court File No./Estate No.: BK-22-00208582-OT-31 

 
 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

(IN BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY) 
 

THE HONOURABLE JUSTICE 

BARBARA A. CONWAY 

) 

) 

) 

FRIDAY, THE 28TH 

DAY OF OCTOBER, 2022 

IN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCY OF  
AP PRIVATE EQUITY LIMITED, of the Town of Whitby,  

in the Province of Ontario 

AND IN IN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCY OF 
AIDEN PLETERSKI, of the Town of Whitby,  

in the Province of Ontario 

 
INFORMATION PROVISION AND PROPERTY TRANSFER ORDER 

 

THIS MOTION, made by Grant Thornton Limited in its capacity as the trustee (in such 

capacity, the “Trustee”) of the estates of each of the bankrupts, AP Private Equity Limited and 

Aiden Pleterski (collectively, the “Bankrupts”), was heard this day by judicial videoconference 

via Zoom in Toronto, Ontario. 

ON READING the Notice of Motion dated October 21, 2022 and the Second Report of 

the Trustee dated October 21, 2022 (the “Second Report”) and on hearing the submissions of 

counsel for the Trustee and such other counsel as were present, having been served as appears 

from the affidavit of service of ► sworn October 21, 2022: 

SERVICE 

1. THIS COURT ORDERS that the time for service of the Notice of Motion and the Motion 

Record of the Trustee is hereby abridged and validated so that this motion is properly returnable 

today and hereby dispenses with further service thereof. 
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INFORMATION PROVISION 

2. THIS COURT ORDERS that notwithstanding any disclosures that may include “personal 

information” about third parties as defined in the Personal Information Protection and Electronic 

Documents Act, S.C. 2000, c. 5, as amended (“PIPEDA”): 

(a) The Toronto-Dominion Bank (“TD Bank”) is hereby ordered to search for and 

produce to the Trustee the information requested in Schedule “A” hereto that it is 

able to locate acting reasonably and having regard to the limitations of its retention 

and storage policies and practices;  

(b) The Bank of Nova Scotia (“BNS”) is hereby ordered to forthwith search for and 

produce to the Trustee the information requested in Schedule “B” hereto and any 

relevant material associated with it that it is able to locate acting reasonably and 

having regard to the limitations of its retention and storage policies and practices; 

and 

(c) Royal Bank of Canada (“RBC” and together with TD Bank and BNS, the 

“Enumerated Banks”) is hereby ordered to forthwith search for and produce to 

the Trustee the information requested in Schedule “C” hereto and any relevant 

material associated with it that it is able to locate acting reasonably and having 

regard to the limitations of its retention and storage policies and practices; 

 (all such information and relevant material collectively, the “Requested Information”). 

3. THIS COURT ORDERS that notwithstanding any disclosures that may include “personal 

information” about third parties as defined in the PIPEDA, each of the Enumerated Banks and any 

and all other banks and financial institutions (collectively, the “Banks”) are hereby ordered to 
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search for and produce to the Trustee, upon request of the Trustee, any and all relevant account 

opening documents and account statements that the Trustee requests that such Bank is able to 

locate acting reasonably and having regard to the limitations of its retention and storage policies 

and practices, for any bank accounts (collectively, the “Accounts”) which may exist and may be: 

(i) maintained by the Bankrupts; (ii) maintained by the Bankrupts jointly with others; or (iii) held 

in the name of the Bankrupts and over which the Bankrupts have signing authority (collectively, 

the “Accounts Information”). 

4. THIS COURT ORDERS that upon receipt of the Accounts Information, the Trustee may 

further request from any of the Banks and such Banks are hereby ordered to search for and produce, 

notwithstanding any disclosures regarding “personal information” about third parties as defined in 

PIPEDA, copies of cancelled cheques, deposit slips and other records, details of the recipient or 

payee related to any transaction, and any and all other information that the Trustee requests that is 

in the spirit of this Order, which they are able to locate acting reasonably and having regard to the 

limitations of their individual retention and storage policies and practices, for transactions 

identified by the Trustee relating to the Accounts, which are not already covered by paragraph 2 

of this Order, and which are reasonably required to permit the Trustee to continue its investigation 

into the business and affairs of the Bankrupts.  

5. THIS COURT ORDERS the Trustee shall compensate the Banks for compliance with 

this Order at their usual applicable disbursement rates for searching and producing records of the 

type required by the Trustee. 

6. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Trustee shall be permitted to use the Requested 

Information and the Accounts Information obtained pursuant to this Order for the purpose of 

investigating the business and affairs of the Bankrupts pursuant to the BIA and pursuing legal 

proceedings to recover any undisclosed assets or reviewable payments made by the Bankrupts to 

others for the general benefit of the creditors of the estates of the Bankrupts. 

7. THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that the Trustee shall be permitted to apply to this 

Court for such further relief as may be appropriate including, without limitation, such further 
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orders that are required to trace, freeze, and recover any undisclosed assets of the Bankrupts for 

the general benefit of the creditors of the estates of the Bankrupts. 

PROPERTY TRANSFER  

8. THIS COURT ORDERS that, notwithstanding the Mareva Injunction granted by Justice 

Sutherland of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice by Order dated July 7, 2022 (the “Mareva 

Order”), each of the Banks and any other financial institution having possession or control over 

any of the property of the Bankrupts shall transfer any and all such property of the Bankrupts in 

its possession or control to the Trustee. In order to comply with this provision, the Banks may sell 

and liquidate any securities held in such accounts and transfer the net proceeds after any ordinary 

transaction costs to the Trustee. For greater certainty: 

(a) in the event of any conflict as between the terms of this Order and the Mareva 

Order, the terms of this Order shall govern; and 

(b) this Order is deemed to constitute a formal amendment of the Mareva Order 

effective, nunc pro tunc, on the date of the making of the bankruptcy order. 

9. THIS COURT ORDERS that, notwithstanding the Mareva Order, each of the Banks shall 

deliver to the Trustee any and all contents of any safety deposit boxes held by the Bankrupts with 

the Banks, following which the Banks may close any such safety deposit boxes and whereupon 

they shall have no further obligation with respect to such safety deposit boxes and any prior 

contents thereof 

GENERAL 

10. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Trustee is hereby authorized to present this Order to 

any other financial institution it may identify as potentially holding any property or accounts of 

the Bankrupts and said financial institution will comply with the provisions of this Order and assist 

the Trustee on the same terms as apply to the Banks set out herein.  
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11. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Trustee shall be at liberty and is hereby authorized and 

empowered to apply to any court, tribunal, regulatory or administrative body, wherever located, 

for the recognition of this Order and for assistance in carrying out the terms of this Order. 

12. THIS COURT HEREBY REQUESTS the aid and recognition of any other Canadian and 

foreign court, tribunal, regulatory or administrative body (“Judicial Bodies”) to give effect to this 

Order and to assist the Trustee and its respective agents in carrying out the terms of this Order. All 

Judicial Bodies are hereby respectfully requested to make such orders and to provide such 

assistance to the Trustee as may be necessary or desirable to give effect to this Order or to assist 

the Trustee and its respective agents in carrying out the terms of this Order. 

13. THIS COURT ORDERS that this Order is effective from today’s date and is enforceable 

without the need for entry or filing. 

 
 

 

____________________________________ 
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Schedule “A” 

TD Bank - Requested Information 

Questions relating to the 6558549 account in the name of Aiden Alojz Pleterski 
 
Who or what account transferred the money in the below transactions? 

 
Date                      Description                        Type      Amount  
18-Oct-21            GC 1833 - Transfer           GC          50,000  
20-Oct-21            GC 1807 - Transfer           GC          1,300,000  
22-Oct-21            GC 1802 - Transfer           GC          700,000  
05-Nov-21           GC 1790 - Transfer           GC          50,000  
05-Nov-21           GC 1807 - Transfer           GC          500,000  
08-Nov-21           GC 3203 - Transfer           GC          20,000  
22-Nov-21           GC 1807 - Transfer           GC          300,000  
06-Dec-21            GC 3203 - Transfer           GC          100,000  
13-Dec-21            GC 2117 - Transfer           GC          50,000 
 
Bank drafts to be searched for and produced pursuant to paragraph 2(a) of the Order 
 
Date                      Description                        Type      Amount  
22-Oct-21            CAD Draft 02506839         Draft      (20,000) 
27-Oct-21            CAD Draft 02506913         Draft      (500,000) 
05-Nov-21           CAD Draft 02507015         Draft      (48,974) 
09-Nov-21           CAD Draft 02507056         Draft      (349,282) 
23-Nov-21           CAD Draft 02507220         Draft      (70,000) 
13-Dec-21            CAD Draft 02507489         Draft      (80,000) 
14-Dec-21            CAD Draft 02507491         Draft      (100,000) 
14-Dec-21            CAD Draft 02507492         Draft      (200,000) 
14-Dec-21            CAD Draft 02507495         Draft      (250,000) 
13-Jan-22             CAD Draft 02457126         Draft      (157,630) 
17-May-22          CAD Draft 03227026         Draft      (7,000) 
24-May-22          CAD Draft 03227083         Draft      (15,000) 
23-Jun-22            CAD Draft 04355232         Draft      (50,850) 
 
 
Identify the transferee and the transferee account number 

 
Date                      Description        Type                     Amount  
05-Nov-21           Transfer               Transfer               (315,000) 
08-Nov-21           Transfer               Transfer               (50,000) 
10-Nov-21           Transfer               Transfer               (100,000) 
12-Nov-22           Transfer               Transfer               (140,000) 
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12-Nov-21           Transfer               Transfer               (20,000) 
15-Nov-21           Transfer               Transfer               (100,100) 
19-Nov-21           Transfer               Transfer               (700,000) 
22-Nov-21           Transfer               Transfer               (21,000) 
22-Nov-21           Transfer               Transfer               (57,000) 
26-Nov-21           Transfer               Transfer               (30,000) 
26-Nov-21           Transfer               Transfer               (25,000) 
30-Nov-21           WW372 TFR-To 5103H8A              (150,000) 
06-Dec-21            Transfer               Transfer               (90,000) 
10-Dec-21            Transfer               Transfer               (110,000) 
21-Dec-21            Transfer               Transfer               (60,000) 
30-Dec-21            Transfer               Transfer               (70,000) 
05-Jan-22             Transfer               Transfer               90,000  
05-Jan-22             Transfer               Transfer               (100,000) 
05-Jan-22             Transfer               Transfer               (70,000) 
18-Jan-22             Transfer               Transfer               (100,000) 
28-Feb-22            Transfer               Transfer               (60,000) 
16-May-22          Transfer               Transfer               (20,000) 
19-May-22          Transfer               Transfer               (10,000) 
26-May-22          Transfer               Transfer               (10,000) 
15-Jun-22            Transfer               Transfer               10,000  
27-Jun-22            Transfer               Transfer               (7,300) 
 
Identify the recipients of the below e-transfers 
 
Date                      Description                        Type      Amount  
04-Jan-22             Send E-Transfer ***VZP E Trns    (1,000) 
10-Jan-22             send E-Transfer ***zgt  E Trns    (3,000) 
12-Jan-22             send E-Transfer ***fjs   E Trns    (3,000) 
14-Jan-22             Send E-Transfer ***jj9  E Trns    (3,000) 
28-Jan-22             Send E-Tfr ***hBN          E Trns    (3,000) 
31-Jan-22             Send E-tfr ***d5D           E Trns    (3,000) 
14-Feb-22            Send E-tfr ***eXY            E Trns    (3,000) 
22-Feb-22            Send E-tfr **Fyt                 E Trns    (2,000) 
08-Mar-22           Send E-tfr ***zYZ             E Trns    (3,000) 
12-Mar-22           et 64d   E Trns                                    (2,000) 
14-Mar-22           et tyr     E Trns                                   (3,000) 
15-Mar-22           et Dkd   E Trns                                   (3,000) 
28-Mar-22           et d4a   E Trns                                   (500) 
28-Mar-22           et v2w  E Trns                                   (2,000) 
28-Mar-22           et 9dV   E Trns                                   (3,000) 
11-May-22          et YY3    E Trns                                    (3,000) 
16-May-22          et UQ6  E Trns                                    (3,000) 
16-May-22          et MFG E Trns                                    (3,000) 
18-May-22          et 5g5    E Trns                                    (3,000) 
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24-May-22          et mx4  E Trns                                    (2,800) 
25-May-22          et wpy  E Trns                                    (2,000) 
26-May-22          et U2Y   E Trns                                    (1,000) 
26-May-22          et wnz  E Trns                                   (2,000) 
15-Jun-22            et 6TQ   E Trns                                   (3,000) 
27-Jun-22            et 7BK   E Trns                                    (3,000) 
07-Jul-22              et Ecb    E Trns                                   (3,000) 
 
Identify the recipients of the below e-transfers 
 
Date                      Description                        Type      Amount  
22-Oct-21            Wire to Customer            Wire      (70,000) 
23-Nov-21           Wire to Customer            Wire      (24,729) 
14-Mar-22           Wire to Customer            Wire      (24,729) 
16-May-22          Wire to Customer            Wire      (45,874) 
18-May-22          Wire to Customer            Wire      (50,083) 
24-May-22          Wire to Customer            Wire      (21,958) 
06-Jul-22              Wire to Customer            Wire      (14,050) 
 
Please confirm if the deposits individually exceeding $2,500 made into this account were cash or 
bank drafts. If possible, identify which deposits were cash deposits 
 
Identify who the below payment made to on August 25, 2022 
 

o 25-Aug-22           To VSA  (6,844) 
 
Questions relating to the 6562554 account in the name of Aiden Alojz Pleterski 
 
Identify if these were cash deposits or bank drafts 
 

Date                      Transaction Description Deposit Amount Balance 
08-30-2021          DEPOSIT                               $50,000.00           $51,000.00 
11-05-2021          DEPOSIT                               $30,000.00           $86,009.14 
 

Identify the recipients of the below e-transfers 
 
Date                      Transaction Description               Withdrawal Amount      Balance 
01-05-2022          TRANSFER           Transfer               $90,000.00                           $23.41 
03-29-2022          SEND E-TFR ***MY7       ET           $3,000.00                             $3,019.40 
04-06-2022          SEND E-TFR ***V9c         ET           $500.00                                 $2,513.40 
04-11-2022          SEND E-TFR ***JQr         ET           $3,000.00                             $512.40 
06-20-2022          SEND E-TFR ***kTB         ET           $500.00                                 $527.07 
06-20-2022          SEND E-TFR ***qUM      ET           $100.00                                 $426.07 
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Questions relating to the 5244229 account in the name of AP Private Equity Limited 
 
Identify the transferee and the transferee account number for each of the below 
 

Date Transaction Description Withdrawal Amount Deposit 
Amount 

01-24-2022  GC 3964-TRANSFER   $15,000.00 

01-24-2022  GC 0093-TRANSFER   $100,000.00 

01-24-2022  GC 0251-DEPOSIT   $10,000.00 

02-14-2022  GC 2117-TRANSFER   $20,000.00 

03-14-2022  GC 2117-TRANSFER   $15,000.00 

03-16-2022  GC 0241-TRANSFER   $50,000.00 

05-18-2022  GC 1807-TRANSFER   $100,000.00 

 
Identify the recipient for each of the below 
 

Date Transaction 
Description 

Type Withdrawal 
Amount 

Deposit 
Amount 

Balance 

02-15-2022  TRANSFER Transfer $50,000.00   $94,915.32 

02-16-2022  CAD DRAFT 
03225878 

Draft $20,009.95 
  

$74,905.37 

02-16-2022  TRANSFER Transfer $50,000.00   $24,905.37 

03-24-2022  CAD DRAFT 
03226320 

Draft $48,572.45 
  

$41,207.92 

03-29-2022  CAD DRAFT 
03226388 

Draft $40,009.95 
  

$1,197.97 

04-08-2022  TRANSFER Transfer $10,000.00   $121,072.97 

04-11-2022  CAD DRAFT 
03669814 

Draft $50,009.95 
  

$121,063.02 

04-12-2022  TRANSFER Transfer $50,000.00   $271,063.02 

04-13-2022  SEND E-TFR ***jxP ET $3,000.00   $518,063.02 

04-14-2022  TRANSFER Transfer $95,200.00   $672,863.02 

04-19-2022  TRANSFER Transfer $10,000.00   $662,863.02 

04-20-2022  CAD DRAFT 
03226660 

Draft $250,009.95 
  

$412,853.07 

04-20-2022  WIRE TO 
CUSTOMER 

Wire $40,050.00 
  

$372,803.07 

04-20-2022  SEND E-TFR 
***94W 

ET $3,000.00 
  

$369,803.07 

04-21-2022  CAD DRAFT 
03226687 

Draft $50,009.95 
  

$319,793.12 

04-21-2022  WIRE TO 
CUSTOMER 

Wire $160,050.00 
  

$159,743.12 
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Date Transaction 
Description 

Type Withdrawal 
Amount 

Deposit 
Amount 

Balance 

04-22-2022  TRANSFER Transfer $10,000.00   $149,743.12 

04-27-2022  SEND E-TFR 
***DWN 

ET $1,300.00 
  

$148,443.12 

04-27-2022  CAD DRAFT 
03226781 

Draft $20,009.95 
  

$128,433.17 

04-27-2022  CAD DRAFT 
03226782 

Draft $20,009.95 
  

$108,423.22 

04-27-2022  TRANSFER Transfer $40,000.00   $68,423.22 

04-29-2022  CAD DRAFT 
03226824 

Draft $30,009.95 
  

$38,413.27 

04-29-2022  CAD DRAFT 
03226825 

Draft $25,009.95 
  

$13,403.32 

05-04-2022  SEND E-TFR ***jU9 ET $3,000.00   $10,278.32 

05-12-2022  SEND E-TFR ***D86 ET $3,000.00   $7,278.32 

05-16-2022  SEND E-TFR ***jMr ET $3,000.00   $4,278.32 

05-17-2022  SEND E-TFR ***8PD ET $3,000.00   $1,278.32 

05-20-2022  SEND E-TFR ***tuF ET $2,500.00   $98,778.32 

05-25-2022  WIRE TO 
CUSTOMER 

Wire $40,673.50 
  

$78,104.82 

05-26-2022  WIRE TO 
CUSTOMER 

Wire $51,801.94 
  

$26,302.88 

05-30-2022  SEND E-TFR ***53K ET $1,000.00   $25,302.88 

05-30-2022  SEND E-TFR ***hyP ET $3,000.00   $22,302.88 

06-03-2022  TRANSFER Transfer $10,000.00   $112,160.38 

06-03-2022  TRANSFER Transfer $10,000.00   $102,160.38 

06-06-2022  WIRE TO 
CUSTOMER 

Wire $16,716.00 
  

$85,444.38 

06-06-2022  CAD DRAFT 
04355018 

Draft $8,342.95 
  

$77,101.43 

06-06-2022  TRANSFER Transfer $3,000.00   $74,101.43 

06-07-2022  CAD DRAFT 
04355034 

Draft $10,009.95 
  

$64,091.48 

06-07-2022  TRANSFER Transfer $4,400.00   $59,691.48 

06-09-2022  WIRE TO 
CUSTOMER 

Wire $42,275.28 
  

$17,416.20 

06-13-2022  GC 3849-
TRANSFER 

Outgoing 
GC 

$10,000.00 
  

$7,416.20 

06-15-2022  TRANSFER Transfer $10,000.00   $97,416.20 

06-15-2022  SEND E-TFR ***tWj ET $3,000.00   $94,416.20 

06-17-2022  SEND E-TFR ***25T ET $3,000.00   $91,416.20 

06-17-2022  SEND E-TFR ***6Rw ET $3,000.00   $88,416.20 

06-17-2022  TRANSFER Transfer $10,000.00   $78,416.20 
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Date Transaction 
Description 

Type Withdrawal 
Amount 

Deposit 
Amount 

Balance 

06-20-2022  SEND E-TFR 
***MDN 

ET $3,000.00 
  

$75,416.20 

06-20-2022  GC 1890-
TRANSFER 

Outgoing 
GC 

$10,000.00 
  

$65,416.20 

06-20-2022  SEND E-TFR ***ssx ET $904.00   $59,512.20 

06-20-2022  WIRE TO 
CUSTOMER 

Wire $50,000.00 
  

$9,512.20 

06-27-2022  SEND E-TFR 
***PGM 

ET $130.00 
  

$9,332.20 

06-28-2022  SEND E-TFR ***2zE ET $2,000.00   $7,332.20 

06-30-2022  SEND E-TFR ***Agh ET $988.75   $6,343.45 

07-04-2022  SEND E-TFR ***Dvu ET $1,200.00   $5,018.45 

07-05-2022  WIRE TO 
CUSTOMER 

Wire $35,791.90 
  

$64,492.71 

07-05-2022  WIRE TO 
CUSTOMER 

Wire $39,376.83 
  

$25,115.88 

07-05-2022  SEND E-TFR ***89A ET $1,700.00   $23,415.88 

07-06-2022  CAD DRAFT 
04355379 

Draft $16,675.95 
  

$6,739.93 

07-07-2022  SEND E-TFR ***5yB ET $3,000.00   $3,739.93 
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Schedule “B” 

BNS - Requested Information 

Please provide all bank statements in respect of any accounts held by the Bankrupts with BNS, 

including the August 2022 statements 

Please answer the following in respect of the transactions listed further below: 

- What are the “Shareowner Investments” transactions? 

- What are the “MB-Transfers” with “CTD” as the “Ite” description? 
- Who was the recipient of funds for the below list of transactions, including bank drafts, 

wire transfers, CTD MB-Transfers, and others? 
 

Date                      Description        Type      Amount  
o 13-Feb-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (100,380) 
o 22-Feb-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (200,000) 
o 24-Feb-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (356,600) 
o 05-Mar-21           Draft Purchase  Draft      (100,000) 
o 09-Mar-21           Wire Transfer     Wire      (50,002) 
o 09-Mar-21           Draft Purchase  Draft      (400,000) 
o 10-Mar-21           Draft Purchase  Draft      (42,174) 
o 17-Mar-21           Draft Purchase  Draft      (100,000) 
o 20-Mar-21           Draft Purchase  Draft      (49,700) 
o 06-Apr-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (25,000) 
o 22-Apr-21            MB-Transfer      CTD        (50,035) 
o 12-May-21          Draft Purchase  Draft      (271,215) 
o 13-May-21          Draft Purchase  Draft      (109,803) 
o 14-May-21          Wire Transfer     Wire      (50,000) 
o 17-May-21          Wire Transfer     Wire      (314,840) 
o 28-May-21          Draft Purchase  Draft      (113,143) 
o 03-Jun-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (115,000) 
o 03-Jun-21            MB-Transfer      CTD        (300,000) 
o 21-Jun-21            MB-Transfer      CTD        (95,000) 
o 21-Jun-21            MB-Transfer      CTD        (80,000) 
o 21-Jun-21            MB-Transfer      CTD        (85,000) 
o 28-Jun-21            MB-Transfer      CTD        (90,500) 
o 29-Jun-21            MB-Transfer      CTD        (50,000) 
o 05-Jul-21              MB-Transfer      CTD        (100,000) 
o 05-Jul-21              MB-Transfer      CTD        (100,000) 
o 05-Jul-21              MB-Transfer      CTD        (100,000) 
o 05-Jul-21              MB-Transfer      CTD        (80,000) 
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o 08-Jul-21              MB-Transfer      CTD        (90,000) 
o 08-Jul-21              MB-Transfer      CTD        (90,000) 
o 19-Jul-21              Draft Purchase  Draft      (32,000) 
o 19-Jul-21              Draft Purchase  Draft      (1,000,100) 
o 19-Jul-21              Draft Purchase  Draft      (40,000) 
o 19-Jul-21              Draft Purchase  Draft      (19,009) 
o 19-Jul-21              Draft Purchase  Draft      (26,500) 
o 23-Jul-21              MB-Transfer      CTD        (100,000) 
o 23-Jul-21              MB-Transfer      CTD        (100,000) 
o 23-Jul-21              MB-Transfer      CTD        (100,000) 
o 24-Jul-21              Wire Transfer     Wire      (20,000) 
o 26-Jul-21              Draft Purchase  Draft      (30,000) 
o 07-Aug-21           Draft Purchase  Draft      (100,000) 
o 07-Aug-21           Draft Purchase  Draft      (100,000) 
o 07-Aug-21           Draft Purchase  Draft      (100,000) 
o 11-Aug-21           MB-Transfer      CTD        (10,000) 
o 14-Aug-21           MB-Transfer      CTD        (70,000) 
o 16-Aug-21           MB-Transfer      CTD        (70,000) 
o 16-Aug-21           Draft Purchase  Draft      (60,000) 
o 16-Aug-21           Draft Purchase  Draft      (12,327) 
o 19-Aug-21           Wire Transfer     Wire      (333,248) 
o 19-Aug-21           Debit Memo      Memo  (55,000) 
o 23-Aug-21           MB-Transfer      CTD        (100,000) 
o 23-Aug-21           MB-Transfer      CTD        (100,000) 
o 24-Aug-21           Draft Purchase  Draft      (168,390) 
o 25-Aug-21           MB-Transfer      CTD        (100,000) 
o 26-Aug-21           MB-Transfer      CTD        (60,000) 
o 03-Sep-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (28,665) 
o 10-Sep-21            BPY - Landart     BPY        (75,000) 
o 13-Sep-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (203,511) 
o 13-Sep-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (70,000) 
o 13-Sep-21            Wire Transfer     Wire      (200,000) 
o 14-Sep-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (200,000) 
o 17-Sep-21            MB-Transfer      CTD        (100,000) 
o 20-Sep-21            Wire Transfer     Wire      (100,000) 
o 20-Sep-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (100,000) 
o 21-Sep-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (278,475) 
o 22-Sep-21            MB-Transfer      CTD        (37,710) 
o 23-Sep-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (168,074) 
o 24-Sep-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (80,000) 
o 27-Sep-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (28,000) 
o 28-Sep-21            Wire Transfer     Wire      (63,910) 
o 01-Oct-21            MB-Transfer      CTD        (9,000) 
o 01-Oct-21            MB-Transfer      CTD        (10,000) 
o 01-Oct-21            MB-Transfer      CTD        (100,000) 
o 01-Oct-21            MB-Transfer      CTD        (10,000) 
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o 01-Oct-21            MB-Transfer      CTD        (40,000) 
o 07-Oct-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (42,700) 
o 12-Oct-21            Wire Transfer     Wire      (65,560) 
o 12-Oct-21            Transfer               Transfer               (70,000) 
o 12-Oct-21            MB-Transfer      CTD        (125,000) 
o 13-Oct-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (33,513) 
o 13-Oct-21            Wire Transfer     Wire      (100,000) 
o 15-Oct-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (30,000) 
o 19-Oct-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (40,244) 
o 21-Oct-21            Wire Transfer     Wire      (84,148) 
o 25-Oct-21            MB-Transfer      CTD        (50,000) 
o 26-Oct-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (24,000) 
o 27-Oct-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (32,477) 
o 05-Nov-21           Wire Transfer     Wire      (50,000) 
o 05-Nov-21           Draft Purchase  Draft      (31,018) 
o 09-Nov-21           Draft Purchase  Draft      (100,000) 
o 16-Nov-21           Draft Purchase  Draft      (50,000) 
o 16-Nov-21           Draft Purchase  Draft      (50,000) 
o 19-Nov-21           Draft Purchase  Draft      (100,000) 
o 22-Nov-21           MB-Transfer      CTD        (20,000) 
o 24-Nov-21           Draft Purchase  Draft      (53,804) 
o 26-Nov-21           Wire Transfer     Wire      (80,002) 
o 27-Nov-21           Draft Purchase  Draft      (32,000) 
o 27-Nov-21           Transfer               Transfer               (20,000) 
o 30-Nov-21           MB-Transfer      CTD        (82,200) 
o 01-Dec-21            MB-Transfer      CTD        (8,700) 
o 02-Dec-21            MB-Transfer      CTD        (200,000) 
o 03-Dec-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (21,000) 
o 04-Dec-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (65,000) 
o 06-Dec-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (150,000) 
o 06-Dec-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (55,000) 
o 06-Dec-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (12,000) 
o 06-Dec-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (80,000) 
o 08-Dec-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (80,000) 
o 10-Dec-21            MB-Transfer      CTD        (20,000) 
o 13-Dec-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (50,000) 
o 13-Dec-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (25,000) 
o 14-Dec-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (100,000) 
o 14-Dec-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (200,000) 
o 20-Dec-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (60,000) 
o 20-Dec-21            MB-Transfer      CTD        (42,000) 
o 21-Dec-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (40,000) 
o 21-Dec-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (80,000) 
o 22-Dec-21            Wire Transfer     Wire      (44,369) 
o 31-Dec-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (150,000) 
o 31-Dec-21            Draft Purchase  Draft      (165,000) 
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o 05-Jan-22             Draft Purchase  Draft      (100,000) 
o 18-Jan-22             MB-Transfer      CTD        (100,000) 
o 18-Jan-22             MB-Transfer      CTD        (50,000) 
o 27-Jan-22             MB-Transfer      CTD        (40,000) 
o 27-Jan-22             MB-Transfer      CTD        (50,000) 
o 27-Jan-22             MB-Transfer      CTD        (30,000) 
o 31-Jan-22             MB-Transfer      CTD        (56,000) 
o 31-Jan-22             MB-Transfer      CTD        (80,000) 
o 02-Feb-22            MB-Transfer      CTD        (42,500) 
o 05-Feb-22            Wire Transfer     Wire      (24,679) 
o 11-Feb-22            Wire Transfer     Wire      (36,698) 
o 15-Feb-22            Wire Transfer     Wire      (72,345) 
o 22-Feb-22            MB-Transfer      CTD        (46,000) 
o 25-Feb-22            Draft Purchase  Draft      (165,000) 
o 25-Feb-22            Draft Purchase  Draft      (80,000) 
o 28-Feb-22            Draft Purchase  Draft      (87,095) 
o 01-Mar-22           MB-Transfer      CTD        (9,000) 
o 01-Mar-22           Draft Purchase  Draft      (50,000) 
o 01-Mar-22           MB-Transfer      CTD        (9,000) 
o 03-Mar-22           MB-Transfer      CTD        (1,000) 
o 03-Mar-22           MB-Transfer      CTD        (400) 
o 09-Mar-22           Draft Purchase  Draft      (100,000) 
o 31-Mar-22           MB-Transfer      CTD        (70,000) 
o 05-Apr-22            Wire Transfer     Wire      (24,679) 
o 06-Apr-22            MB-Transfer      CTD        (9,000) 
o 06-Apr-22            Wire Transfer     Wire      (8,640) 
o 28-Apr-22            Draft Purchase  Draft      (100,500) 
o 02-May-22          MB-Transfer      CTD        (9,000) 
o 07-May-22          Wire Transfer     Wire      (35,660) 

 

Please identify the recipient of the bank draft for $95,266.16 from the AP Private Equity account 

(03392 00327 19) 
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Schedule “C” 
RBC - Requested Information 

Please identify the recipients of funds in respect of the following transactions 

Date                      Description                        Withdrawal        Deposit  
 23-Feb-21            BR to BR               2874       120,211                
 13-Apr-21            BR to BR               2874       49,474  
 27-Apr-21            BR to BR               2874       14,319  
 10-May-21          BR to BR               2874       49,474  
 11-May-21          WWW Transfer                 5,000     
 25-May-21          WWW Transfer                 5,000     
 25-May-21          Loan Payment WWW     10,000  
 26-May-21          BR to BR               2874       12,250  
 01-Jun-21            WWW Transfer                 50,000  
 08-Jun-21            3WW161594446330         12,135  
 11-Jun-21            BR to BR               1718       45,824  
 14-Jun-21            3WW191631312330         16,085  
 14-Jun-21            WWW Transfer                 20,000  
 21-Jun-21            WWW Transfer                 20,000  
 23-Jun-21            3WW471741326250         21,250  
 25-Jun-21            WWW Transfer                 25,000  
 25-Jun-21            WWW Transfer                 25,000  
 05-Jul-21              WWW Transfer                 30,000  
 08-Jul-21              BR to BR               1718                                       350,000  
 09-Jul-21              3WW781901640580         19,002  
 12-Jul-21              BR to BR               1718       45,824  
 13-Jul-21              BR to BR               1718       40,000  
 19-Jul-21              BR to BR               1291                                      30,000  
 19-Jul-21              BR to BR               1291                                      100,000  
 19-Jul-21              Loan Payment WWW     10,000  
 19-Jul-21              WWW Transfer                 25,000  
 20-Jul-21              BR to BR               1718       50,000  
 22-Jul-21              WWW Transfer                 10,000  
 27-Jul-21              Debit Memo      1718       11,250  
 29-Jul-21              WWW Transfer                 20,000  
 06-Aug-21           BR to BR               1718       17,500  
 09-Aug-21           BR to BR               2402                                      11,000  
 09-Aug-21           Loan Payment WWW     15,000  
 10-Aug-21           BR to BR               1718       45,824  
 13-Aug-21           BR to BR               1718       83,000  
 19-Aug-21           WWW Transfer                 19,000  
 20-Aug-21           BR to BR               1718                                       180,000  
 20-Aug-21           BR to BR               1718       15,000  
 23-Aug-21           BR to BR               2402                                       11,000  
 24-Aug-21           BR to BR               1718                                       27,602  
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 24-Aug-21           BR to BR               1718       27,602  
 24-Aug-21           BR to BR               1718       35,126  
 27-Aug-21           WWW LOAN PAYMENT 18,166  
 02-Sep-21            WWW TRANSFER             10,000  
 08-Sep-21            TTBANKNOTES CA                                            500,000  
 08-Sep-21            TTBANKNOTES CA                                            340,000  
 08-Sep-21            TTBANKNOTES CA                                            500,000  
 08-Sep-21            TTBANKNOTES CA                                            250,000  
 10-Sep-21            BR to BR               1718       45,824  
 10-Sep-21            BR to BR               1718       200,000                
 12-Sep-21            WWW TRANSFER             20,000  
 15-Sep-21            BR to BR               1718       1,629,523            
 20-Sep-21            BR to BR               1718       115,000                
 20-Sep-21            BR to BR               1718       75,000  
 23-Sep-21            WWW TRANSFER             20,000  
 13-Oct-21            BR to BR               1718       45,824  
 14-Oct-21            TT BANKNOTES CA                                          515,000  
 15-Oct-21            TT BANKNOTES CA                                          100,000  
 18-Oct-21            W33672902208330          14,443  
 18-Oct-21            WWW TRANSFER             18,947  
 22-Oct-21            BR to BR               1718       15,000  
 25-Oct-21            WWW TRANSFER             15,000  
 25-Oct-21            WWW TRANSFER             10,000  
 28-Oct-21            3WW353011013480         25,120  
 28-Oct-21            WWW TRANSFER             20,000  
 28-Oct-21            WWW TRANSFER             20,000  
 28-Oct-21            3WW243011011320         18,840  
 01-Nov-21           3WW553041743050         17,644  
 02-Nov-21           BR to BR               1718       21,000  
 10-Nov-21           BR to BR               1718       45,824  
 17-Nov-21           BR to BR               1718       113,769                
 25-Nov-21           TT BANKNOTES CA                                          525,500  
 26-Nov-21           PURCHASE                           100,000                
 06-Dec-21            WWW TRANSFER             50,000  
 06-Dec-21            WWW TRANSFER             50,000  
 07-Dec-21            BR to BR               0742       27,559  
 08-Dec-21            TT BANKNOTES CA                                          350,000  
 13-Dec-21            BR to BR               1718       45,824  
 14-Dec-21            BR to BR               0742       250,009                
 16-Dec-21            WWW TRANSFER             40,000  
 24-Dec-21            WWW TRANSFER             20,000  
 06-Jan-22             WWW TRANSFER             20,000  
 07-Jan-22             3WW240071858270         20,000  
 10-Jan-22             BR to BR               1718       6,800     
 10-Jan-22             Debit Memo       1718       5,000     
 12-Jan-22             BR to BR               1718       45,824  
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 13-Jan-22             WWW TRANSFER             35,000  
 17-Jan-22             2106701 ONTARIO           28,350  
 24-Jan-22             WWW TRANSFER             40,000  
 02-Feb-22            WWW TRANSFER             10,000  
 14-Feb-22            WWW TRANSFER             10,000  
 14-Feb-22            WWW TRANSFER             15,000  
 14-Feb-22            WWW TRANSFER             10,000  
 21-Jun-22            BR to BR               1718                                       35,000   

 

In respect of the above, please explain what the descriptions “TT BANKNOTES CA” and “NO 

DESC” mean 

In respect of the transactions with “NO DESC”, please identify who the money came from
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